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INTRODUCTION 
The ana1ys1s of tuned grid:-tun~d plate Cla_ss C. 
p&wer amplifiers has been treated by many authors 1n 
· many ways. The metho_ds differ in acc~racy and 1:n 
time requ.ired to · obtain the end resu+ ts. A surv:~Y. .. ,.<>.t · 
most important of these method.a was _· taken up by:-- -~ e 
author c,t this- thesis With an au towards stud.Yi ng'- · 
their accurac~ee.,. advantages and d1aadTaritages. A 
general survey of· this tyPe of anal.isle has not be.,n, 
. . 
f'ouna_ in the 11 terature. In tlus surYeJ! . only the most 
impor~ant phases of the tuned · gri.d- tuned plat, aiil:~l~ · 
. ended .E1ass C power ampl1f1-ers are ·discus-Se,~ . · 
.- .... ;:.:. 
'!'his survey has been d1 vided 1tt'to four maln 
sections. 
Part I. In th1s section a general survey ot .- the 
:follov:ing methods of solution of CJ.ass C amplifier$" 
has been made • . 
(a) Exact Analysis. This is a graphies.1 analysis 
be.sed on the use of constant current curves. It was 
derived by I •. ·z. Mouromtseff and H. N. 1Cosanowsk1 in 
1~36. On the basis of this an~lysis, a. method of 
obtaining contour diagrams et various qua.nt1 ti·es such 
as output pbwer 1 plate dissipation etc., · are alsc 
discussed. 
Following the ~iacussion of -contour diagrams 1 
an analysis by W. L. Everitt is given~ This analysis 
1a ni'ore or less rse·,r:i,.-a-ectt. It makes the use of trans-
fer characteristics of tubes and is based on the 
aseumpt~on that the transfer· cbaraeteris'tj.cs _are 
linear. 
(b) Approximate Analysis. Four · approximate methods 
or solvi~g Class C amplifier problems have b~en dis-
. cussed ._in this part of the thesis. The first method 
ls tq.at of F. E. Ternian. This ana1ys1s is based upon 
t.11.e total space current in the vacuum t111.bes 1 · and has 
·been applied to triode as well as the pentode tubes • 
.At ·tlie end of this analysis an outline for the design 
of Cl.ass O ampiif~ers is given. Thie 1s fol1owed bf 
a d.1scuss1on of an appronmate analysis o:f ·W. G. 
Wagener. · In. the latter ana1Ysis~. a s1nip11t1ed _ 
method is -given for quickly· computing with reasonable 
a~cura·cy the perto:r,:ianoe a,_t C1ass ~ amplifiers. The 
third anal.ysis is that of E. H. Bohu1z which makes 
use of radio frequency charts. These charts consist 
·of various quantities suo..'1. as the .ratios of various 
~omponents of current etc., as a ,funct1.on of ·the 
operative angl.e of current fl.ow. The fourth analys1·S 
covers a step by step procedure of Claes .. C amp11fier 
· design. This analysis makes use of charts in which 
2 
ra t1os of ueak p1a te current to d. c. nl.a te current 
~ - -
are given as a function of th.e ratios of fundamentai 
plate current to d. c. plate current and a.lso uses 
constant current curves. 
( c) Il..Lustrative Computations. In order to illustrate 
the various methods of analys~s, an actual Class C 
am:p1ifler·des1g1\.Prob1em has been worked out· using a 
particular tube. The accuracies of the various 
ana1ys~s are compared and their advantages and dis-
advantages are discussed. 
(d) Factors affecting operation of Clase C amplifiers. 
Here, a brie~ d1scuss1oh has been given about the 
requi·rements that should be :fulfil.led by the ple.te 
tank circuits. Also, an anal.ys1s ot grid driving 
power is discussed and a brief resume is made of 
the methods of obtairung grid bias voltage in Class C 
Part II. This section covers modulation of Class C 
amplifiers. In the first pa.rt of this se~t1on, a 
generai discussion or amplitude modulation is given 
and this is followed by a d1scuss1.on of· a particular 
metl1od of l)la. te modu1a tion. The remaining portion of 
this section is ctevoted to analysis and methods of 
grid, suppressor, cathode a.nd screen grid modulation. 
Part III. Neutralization or intere1ectrode capaci-
tance has an important bearing on the perforoance of 
C~ase C amplifiers, and is discussed in this section. 
Part IV. In this section some of the p roblems that 
are involved in opera'tion of -ClasG C ampl1.fiers at 
high :frequencies are discu.ssed. One of the most 
important of th~rse is the effect of transit time in 
operation_ of tubes at high frequencies. Alsq., the 
e~fects of interelectrode _capacitance and lead 
inductance are considered. 
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PART I 
Ana1ys1s Of Single Ended Tuned-grid. Tuned-p1nte 
Class C Power .Ainp11 f'1 era 
The class C tuned amplifier differs from the 
other tu-ned amp11f'1ers such a.e the class A, class B 
or other variations of the latter two in that the 
bias is made greater than the cut-off value. - T'nere-
fore, when a . signal is applied, the pl8.te current 
flows in uulses which last for les -s than half cyc1es 
... 
of the grid voltage. 
The voltage, current., and power relations in 
_class C· amplifiers are shovm in Figure 1. J'or cl.ass 
C operation, . the grid vo1tages are so adjusted that 
the grid is dr1ven ·pos1t1ve at the peak of' the grid 
voltage cycle, and coneequen tly the grid. e.rawa 
current. The total voltage that appears across tlie 
g.r1d and cathode of the tube 1e made up of the ·grid 
bias E00 and the exciting vo1tage eg• The total 
voltage that exists between the plate and the cathode 
consists o~ the battery voltage ~b minus the potential 
ep that is developed across the plate tank c1rcu1 t. 
When the plate ta.nk current is tuned to resonance 
the pl.ate and. grid_ ;vo1tages e..re in such a phase 
rel.ation~ that the ndnimum instantaneous ·pJ.ate 
po ten t1al eb min occurs at the same time a s the 
5 
6 
Pig.-1. Voltage, Current and Power relations in a typical 
Class C amplifier. 
maximum grid potential ec max• 
The alternating voltage components that appear 
between the grid and cathode and the plate and cathode 
are a pproximately sinusoidal if the grid and plate tank 
circuits have Q's of 8 or· greater. 
The plate and grid currents that flow at any 
instant are the result of the combined action of the · 
plate and_ grid potentials at that instant. The 
plate current flows in a form of a pulse which will 
last for -an electrical angle .Q that is less than half p 
a cycle, while th9 grid current flows only during the 
electrical angle .Q during which the grid is positive. g 
The sum (1b+1
0
) of plate and grid currents is the 
total space~current flowing to the filament and under 
tuned conditions has its peak value when the plate 
and grid potentials are eb i and e respectively, 
m n c max 
as shown in Figure 1-d. 
The power delivered to the plate of the ampli-
fier at any instant is the product of the plate 
supply voltage and the average direct plate current. 
A part or this power is dissipated in the plate of 
the tube, while the remaining is the power supplied 
to the tank. circuit. The average input, output ana 
plate losses are obtained by averaging the instantaneous 
7 
values of Fig. 1-g over a full cycle. The power 
requi.red. to dr1 ve the grid comes from · the grid 
exciting sbutce. At e.ny instant the grid d.ri ve power 
P1od1.>, t of 
is equal to the"instantaneous exciting voltage a.nd 
instantaneous gric1 current; _thus 1 t varies during 
the cycle a.s shown in Fig. 1-b. Pn.rt of the driving 
power is absorbed by the grid structure of the tube 
and is dissipated .in form of" heat., wl1ile the remain-
1ng pow~r is lost in the grid bias battery (or, in 
the case of grid leak bias, the energy 1s dissipated 
in the grid leak resistance). 
The impendance that the load must present to 
the tube must be of such _a magn1 tude · a:a,>to develop 
the desired alternating plate voltage with the desired 
power output as ca1cuJ.a ted from the pla.te~·current 
pulse. This load is in the form of a tuned circuit. 
The value of .. the load impedance can be. varied by 
varying the parameters of the tuned circuit or by 
varying the coupling of the load to the tuned plate 
circuit. 
In passing it should be mentioned that the 
c1ass C amplifier is a h1~-eff1c1ency amplifier. 
This high efficiency is a result of the fact that 
~e p1ate current is allowed to flow only when the 
instantaneous Yol tage drop across the tube is low• 
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1.e., energy is de~ivered to the anpl1f1er onJ.y 
wl:en the largest portion of this energy wilJ. be 
absorbed- by the tuned circuit~ . Since the voltage 
drop across the tube is low on~y during a sma11 . 
portion_ of the cyc1e, the p1ate eff'ic1ency which 
can be obtained is greater for smaller values of 
\i but by making \ sma.lJ. the power input to the 
pl.ate is rea_uced and hence, the power output is aJ.so 
reduced. 
This outr,ut power is obtained at a high. efficiency • . 
In practlce a compromise is made bet,,een hign 
effj_o1e·ncy ·and high power output. It has been found 
that a p.late current angle f'..Low \ :rrom l~O to J..50 
degr_ees wi1.1 y1e.Ld prao.ticaJ. eft"1c1encies of . the 
--order of 60 to -80 per cent with reasona..b.Le output 
povrer. 
Factors Contro1l1ng 1I'he Design And Operation of Ciass C 
Ampl.1f1ers 
· The r:1ost 1mportan t factors controlling the 
behavior of a class C ampJ.if'ier are the maximum 
space current ism" the minimum instantaneous p1ate 
pote~t1a1 eb ~in' the maximum instantaneous grid 
potentiai e . , the number of e.Lec~rica~ degrees c max 
\ during which the p.Late . ·current f.Lows~ the .. number 
of e.lectrica.l degrees '8 during which the grid g 
9 
current ·fl.owe and the pl.ate suppJ.y voJ.tage Ebb• 
These design factors and how they affect the _operat1on 
ot the amplifier wil~ be taken into consideration 
in later anaJ.yses. At the present time it w1.ll be 
mentioned in .brief that high ef'f'1oiencies can be 
ob~~ined by ueing a smaJ.i angie of plate-current 
fl.ow \ and · a mintinum instantaneous pl.ate potentia.1 
eb min that 1 i:1 s.ma.LJ. compared with the p1a te supp.ly; 
however, eb min should be equal. or greater than 
e 0 max~ 'the maximum positive grid potential.. The 
va.1ue of e must not be a.1.1owed to reach an 
. . c max . 
instantane~us positive potential. that is h1f")ier 
than 'the plate potential eb min; otherwise the 
current to the grid will. increase rapidJ.y. This 
may cause serious damage to the . grid structure ot 
'the tube. Low grid exoi ting power is required when 
e 0 max is considerabl.y l.ess t.t1an the minimum pl.ate 
potential. eb min' and when "the angle of' plate current 
f'.low \ is iarge. A J.arge power output can be -
obtained by making '8 l.arge, combined wi 'th proper 
· . p . 
values of eb min and ec max to g1·ve maximum space 
current 18 m. A canpromise between theae various 
.conf'J.icting factors w11.J. y1e+d an amplifier w1.th 
high efficiency and high power output. 
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Genera1 Diseuss1on of Graph1ca..L AllB.J.Yses 
An anal.ys~s of the operation of the cl.ass C 
tun~d power amp..L~fiers can be made on tne basis of 
the assump~ion of a iinear transfer cnaracteristic; 
however• .such an ana.Lysi s be comes very comp.Li ca ted, 
since 'the pl.a~e current in a tuned class C ampl.ifier 
:fl.owe tor less than haJ.f a eye.Le. The latter makes 
it 1mposs1bJ.e-·-co· ob.tain a straight .Line c.bartt.cteristic 
on the pl.ate--v-oitage plat~current static character-
1st1c ·curves. Therefore, we nave . to resort to other 
tube charater1st1c-.·.onarts such as 'the constant current 
character1st1cs. Al though tne anal.ys;s based on 
these char~s 1s only approximate and somewhat .Lengthy. 
-1 t has the advantage over the me'thod discussed above 
for lt gives a stra1g.~tforward so..Lut1on for the 
. 
optimum opera~lng conditions. O'ther exact and 
approximate ana1yses are g1.ven in succeeding stages 
of this thesis. 
In any analyses whether exact or approximate 
tl1ere ·are a few ;assumpt1ons 'that have to be made 
before attempt1.ng the ana.J.yses. The first assumption 
the 
is th.atAeffeotive ~ of "th_e tuned p1a.te cll_"cu1t has 
a value ot iO or more. Because of 'the pulse type 
., 
of plate current :found ln ciass C ampi1r1ers 1 . · 
harmonic currents are found in y late circuit wn1ch 
ll 
are comparable 1n amp11 tude r.1t.h "the funda.mentaJ. 
component. However, 1 f "t.i.'1.e ~ of i;11e tuned pl.a. te 
ci,rcuit has a value of io or more, the impedance 
of 'the tank c1rcu1 t to the sec_ond or higher harmonics 
wLL.1. be very J.ov1, and. as a consequence, 'the higher 
harmonic potentia.ls across "'the "tank Tiil..L be very 
·_ ·small compared wl th "Che funruµnen ~l. potentlaJ.. · 
However, 1:f 'the Q of t.t1e tank is macte too .Large, a -
J._1mi 't wilJ. _ be pl.aced on the trequency-response 
charaoter1st1cs of the ampiifier and the tank 
efficiency wil.l be 1ow. Hence, a compromise has to 
be made. · It has been found experimentally that a 
Q between 8 and l.~ wil..l yie.ld fair.Ly good resu.lts. 
A deta1ied anal.yeas of pJ.a.te tank circuit is made in 
the sections to follow. 
It is also assumed that ~ne exciting vol.tage 
fed to the grid has a sinusoidal. wave form ot 
fun4amenta.l canponent on.Ly. For aJ...1. prao't1ca.a. 
purposes -cnl.s is true, howeve~, its d.1scuss1.on is 
postponed to a later section. A.Leo, it is assumed 
that the d-o re~1stance offered by the tank circuit 
to d-c current and ~rmon1cs 1s negi1g1bie. 
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1 Graphi~ Method Employing Constan-trcurrent Charts. 
Dynamic character1st1.cs !o~. any metho_d_ of' amplifier · 
operation can be _plotted on t~b~ chara.ctert-st1c charts 
of the convenU.onal type in wb.1·· p1ate current 1-s 
g1 ven as a . tunc~ion. e1 th.er o:f°'l-p1ate -, p otential v,1:th 
grid vo1 ta.ge as parameter or vice versa. However~ . 
in s .tudy1n.g clas.s ·a performance 1 t • proves . to be much 
more beneficial to _employ d1 _fferen1; ·cha~acter1st1c 
charts. · These . are constant-current charts ~ th 
pla. te and gr1.d poten tiale plotte-d· on th_e tw~ oo,;. 
Ordina.t n•es ., l...,.. . . ~ .. ---~ ._ ,. .- ., ' :~. e Q.A • 1 e .. , .: ,. ; c '-'..:.. " ·:; ~'-.; • These charts contain two 
:tam111ee- ·of ourves--eaoh curve drawn e1 ther :for a 
· ·constant plat·e :_eurrent or a constant · grid ciu-rent (F1g-2)~ 
.  
The ad~tages of such .a constan'tr-curren~ chart are1 
(1 ). Plate and grid charaeter1st1es are conven1enti.Y 
. oonib1ne-d on · the same ab.art-·,, in sp 1 te· o~ the 1arge 
d1trereno-e in the magn1 tude ot the· two quan.-ti.t1es. · 
.. C'2). · The .. operating path of the amplifier un~r 
consideration is det1n1 tel.Y located on the chart as 
a function o-r the .d- c plate voltage Ebb, and grid bias 
1. Monramtse-rf, I.E., and Kcranowski, H. N •.Analyses 
of the Operation of Vacuum Tubes as CJ..ass C Amp11:f'1e:rs•, 
Proc. I. R. E., Vol. 23, _pp 752-7?8, 1938. 
. . ·1~ 
t Plo.te Cu1l"ent-,~ 










Fig.-3. Transfer characteristics of a Class C amplifier. 




Every opera ting lirie · for class C amplifiers is 
re1)resented by a straight line such a·s PQ. ·This 
is true since the variation ot both plate and gric' ..
potential can be considered to be synchronous -and 
sinusoidal for a tank Q equal to a. or more. It 
may be mentioned in passing that for the same reason 
operating lines for c1ase A and B amp11fiers are 
also represen~ed _on these constant cur1"'ei1t ob.arts 
by straight lines. Therefore, the method which is 
_outlined here is -also applicable to these class A 
and class B amplifiers. 
'!'he curves ot Fig. 3 ·111ustrate the plate 
current-plate voltage characteristic curves, the 
· operating path ot the class O amplifier, plate 
curren·t wave., plate voltage swing and the grid 
: vol t&ge swi·n:g. It can be seen trom tb.e se curves for 
an asa~ 11nuao'1dal ;pla.te ·o Y:Oltage and ·a typical 
.plate current pul:,se ·that the operating path is not 
:_1·1nea.r. '!'he reason for tb.i s no_;n-lineari ty as stated 
1 s that the pla,te curi'ent is of pulse form. 
To prove that the opera.ting line is a straight 
line 1 on the constant curre_nt oharacter1st1cs, use 
1 s ma.de of the following equations for the grid and 
·1. Seeley, S Electron Tube C~rcuits, pp.225,· 1947~ 
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plate potentials obtained from. Fig. 4. 
·ec= Ec:c. -t- E:c::,mQ.JC. Cos w I:. 
.. 
eb= Ebb - · E pvnQ )<. Cos G.Jt 
·Rearranging these equations \Ve h8.Ve: 
ec.. 
:. 
Ec.c. + cosc.ut 
E~m"---. E9W\«.~ · 
eb Eb.-
-+ coswt 
- = -epvno~ Ef''W\Q...,. 
Add.ing these - equations results in: 
e, · e ... e-,, 1:: .,., 
--+~=-+ E~~-, . . €ptt1Ql( e:~'W\ClX epwn-." 
This can be wr1 t ten in -the :from : 
which is the slope intercept form ·of the equation ot 
a straight - line. The results are illustrated_ in 
Figure 2;. 
The position of one half of the st~aight path 
of operatiO!l on the constant current c:µrves is sho\Vn 
. l 
in Fig. 5. At (,.)t equal to zero, the point P of 
the line is determined by ec max and eb min• At ~t 
equal to n/2, or 90 degrees, the point Q, on this .. line 
of operation is determined bf m00 tlJld Ebb• A locus 
of constan, B_c/(cut-of'f bias) ratio, whi_ch is equal 
to Ec/(-EblfM.), may be drawn from the origin througil 
the point~' and a locus of constant eb mi~ec max 
may be drawn from the origin through point P, as is 
-~ ~ Applied Electronics by M.I.T. Staff, PP• 572, 
John Wiley anc .. Sons 
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oP con ct o-11t E\ptM" 
e,"'o.,&. 
e., 
Fig. 5. Path of operation on the constant current 
characteristic curyes of a Class C amplifier. 
18 
shown by the clotten lines in Fig. 5. The geo.raetry 
of the figure indicates that the coordinates of P 
and Q, are determined by any . two pairs of independent 
quant1 ties in th~ :following list ·of eight: · ~b' 
E00 , Ep:._.Eg!w.lleb ·min /e0 max' E0 /Ccut-off bias)~ e 0 max• 
~)) m1n• 
The pa_th of operation shown in Fig. 5 1s tor-
the first and last quarters of the cyc1e only. 
Du.ring the second and third quarter-cycles, this 
line of operation is a strai~t line of equal · 1.ength 
and is a proJection ot PQ through Q • However,._ .during 
the second and third· quarter cycles the grid 
signal voltage is negative and the plate cut-rent. 
is zero for a class C amplifier; thus this ha1~ ot 
the. path is not important, however, it 1s shown in 
1'1g. 5. The position of the operating point at 
var1ous phase angles in the first quarter is indicated 
along the l1ne of operation. The distance along the 
line between the operating point and point Q varies 
as -the cosine· of the phase angle c.,; t. · 
If the path of operation in Fig. 5 is placed 
on the constant current curves tor a tube, as shown 
in Fig. 6, the plate current and grid current tor . 
any value ot (.)t can be determined by interpolation 
between the curves along this operating 11ne • . The 
19 
J 
- . . . ' . ' I : - : ', I ~ ' ' 
'-~ +++-· +---
maximum nlate current 1b . occurs at wt equa l to 
· • . max 
zero in the figure, and its value p rovides one more 
co-ordinate for determining · the P te.rminus- of the 
line; it m·&Y therefore .be added to the list i rottlJ:.~ . 
~ cnu:l Q... 
·. In order to. obtain a numerical solution. of the 
·amplifier, . Stich as· power, output, efficiency# grid 
d.ri\Ying power, and P.la te . dissipation; the average 
and r.m.·s • . values of .the grid and plate currents 
are req~ired, and these must be found from the pl~te 
and grid current pulses. Therefore, 1 t would be 
ot advantage to consider this matter before going 
further into ·the analyses of the amplifier operations. 
Since the plate-and gTid-current are periodic 
functions and possess ·ze~o-ax1s symme~ry, they can 
be expressed in form ot Fourier series as: 
l,. ::. I't, + . :l'"p,.., Cos""t + · Ipa.m. co )..t"->f: + - - · - - . . 
le. . : Xe. .,. -:J:9,,. C4'.swt + 'IJLm CoJ .t4't + - --· - (3) 
Then the average or d-c value of the plate current · 
is given by the integra~l 
~,. 
...L J . 1 · I a::. .:Ix lb a ,w~) 
0 
but, since the wave is s ymmetrical about the ordinate 
axis at the origin ·and since ~e ·current flows over 
(4) 
21 
This integral expresses the area under the plate 
current pulse. Since_· an .analytic expression :for· . 
'\ 
the our.rent pulse is not a.vailable., it will be 
necessary to refer to any of tne · ~ethods of numerical 
· integration, e.g., through · the use of a plan~-nreter 
or by dividing the base of the wave into equal parts, 
·approx1mat1ng the mean ordi~Q.tes or the result.ing 
rectangle-a-., and. t..11-.en ·.summing the areas of these . 
·rectangie·s. 
The de tails of the latter met4od are a.s follows. 
Suppose that Fig. 7 represents t1'1;e current wave 
fonn and that the half recurrance period is divided 
into 1\. equal part~. Therefore e~ch division is 
Jr~:. ,so/'n. degree;s long. Since the current ·\".-illl · 
fl"ow for less than· 90 degrees 1n· each half-pe:r~od, 
and. taking account of the ._symmet.ry, the integral 
for I., is then given approximately by: 
J:,.,::: ffe.d [ ! i.,,,._vL> l K,f) J 
or 
-r-'- ·:::: -:/:;._ [ . ~ • ( ,<IT)] 
-'-~ .,, L t1,,K-,,,.> n 
(5) 
I( :I' 
The average of the grid current is found in a similar 
manner from the wave form of the grid-current pulse. 
. ( 9,1~ . 
I c.. = 1f 1 i.e. d. (wt;) 
0 
(6) 
where eg denotes the grid-current flow angle. In 
Fig. 7. Current wave form and its approximate representation. 
terms ot approx1ma te caloula.t1on, 
~=" . . 
·. :Cc.=< ;, [ 2- i, Ct<-'h.) (. !5;f) J (7) . 
t-<,:a I . . . 
The ampl1 tude of the fundamental-harmonic component 
of .the plate cur:~ent can be obtained from the general 
Fourie~ $9r1es representation ·of. the current. 
~"ff .· . 
In . :::. .!.. ( . ,·t>co.sc.ut c:l<....,t:> 
.... \Yf\ca;7- ~, Jo 
·. which can be wri'tten, in fact of the existing symmetry 
as . . &p/a. . I 
1
~ - . .L 5 lt,COS W~ d(wt') . 
.. P w:-lT d .. (8) 
T~is integral may · be e::i)~acl:\> .~ e. d t~1:~l;J .. j :'J::: ·~·:y 
the approxlmate methods that have been used. previouslJ. 
Hence, 
(9) 
. 81m1larly, the fundamental component ot the grid 
{10) 
Usually, the grid current flows tor a relatively 
small portion ot the grid v~ltage cycle. The 
value of cost..Jt d~es not differ appreciably from 
unity a_urin'g this interval. Then the curre·nt IgimG~ 
is approx1'la tely . 
. ..,,,_ 
· r 9 ,.,,..-z, i .l ,~ Jew'=) 
tran which it !ollowa that 
(ll)' 
In gener~l, 1 t i _s not necessr1.rY to :plot the 
plate-and grid-current wav~. forms, since this . 
informa\ion can be directly had from the curves .of 
· .. . . . .. ·1 
Fig. 6 and combined in a form ot TaQle I •.. 
All the nine qu~~ti ties in' tb,:e table can be 
determined from Figure 6 when any ·. independent four 
.... i:, ; 
ot them are spec1f1ed. . The length l or thi~ 
opera ting line is measured and recorded,,. · the halt-
a70-1e ot operation is divided into n . equal parts~ 
and. values ot · coJ C.fl- 'la.){. where X is ~ . integer are 
recorded in ·, the row ot the table. The . particular 
value of fl. chosen here is · 18 in order to g1 ve 
10-degree increments in plate angle. Eighteen is 
·. ~ 
abou_t the m1n1mUEt va1ue tor acceptable aeeuracy, 
and · any.· convenient /a.~ue ot (n) would 1-mpPove 
· the accuracy. The m•sured length· l of the 11ne PQ' 
l?lay be mul t1pl1 ed· b;y . cot at-~u4 and the tbird row o't 
the table :t~lled 1n. These distano,ee are tp.en laid 
off along the line from Q. determining the points 
on . the ; ~ne that corr-espon.d to the particular angles 
in the t_1ra·t-quarter cyc1e. The values .ot plate 
current and grid current at . the angles V , indicated 
1.· ·Applied Electronics by lI.I.f. Staff, pp.572, 
John Wiley and Sona 
.. ·2' 
Tube ••••• 
E • gmax 
Analysis of Class C amplifier operation 
I / cut off bias • 
cc 
E • co E • pma.x 
i :a. bmax e a cmax. 8bm1/ e omax a 
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in the table by the functional notation l1r,c~-'h) ~ 
and Lc.Cl'{.-1,l.) ~ in rows 4 a~d 5 I a.re. read by 1nterpol1ng 
. n 
between the correspondlng con.etant current curves.· 
The remainder of the table is for the purpose of 
obtainin·g the 2~verage c-omponents of the plate and 
grid currents, and the funda~ental component of the 
plate current. 
POWER COMSIDEMTIONS 
The -· d-e p ower input to the p ~a te. circuit, 
which is equal to the average power supplied by the 
plate p ower supply wh en the d-e power dissipated 
-· in the plate load_ .re:siatartee ls negl1.g1ble, is given by 
.. . . 
~tr c: .... J ;ur. E ..,.. .JJ 6 • P.-n ~ ~ l Eb~ i.,d-("'7~) ::. ~ . ,., d(IJt) = bb .A-6, W4U.~ '-
0 . 0 
The p ower delivered t o the tank circuit 1s given by 
-~ 
fo\A.t = ~ SJ~ e~. i·,. dcl.A3 t > 
where . ep is · the voltage de·veloped. across the -·tank 
and 1 s g1 ~en by e.,.:. Cdc -t- E'~m COJ4.lt"+ Ep1.GoU.'4 t . -t- - -- - ~ 
where w,::. ~rr.f. , a nd fa represents the fund.a.mental 
· frequency ·' to whi ch th.e ·circuit is tuned. Since the 
ma.gni tude of '=r.z..wa&aand h1eher r.&.B.rmon1o terms e.re 
·small when the t ank tciJ, 1 s 8 or higher all the terms 
'). 
except Eprm Cos CA>, t, 11\4.j be a_ele ted. from the above 
equation ot e • J) 
Therefore,_ 
,as- . . 
i'out • b., I (Ep,m Co.s.~. t) ( "1:911n C.O~u:>,t) d ( _\Al~) 
0 . . . . . . 
Which is ~ 
(13) 
. . . 
The plate dias1pat1on is the difference between these 
two powers an-d the efficiency is their ratio. _·The 
plate dissipation is _ 
(14) 
The plate . circuit efficiency is . 
·· · Pout -· . . E pa m :J:'p, wt /,.. 
"Y\.::. -:0:::- }( \00 :. . . . , x \00 (.15 , . . 
.- f'" ... . . . . e:bb :c" 
· BY _ooml:>1ning equations 14 and 15, there resul ta. 
PO :::. Pl~ ( ,~ "',) . . ( 16) 
fh1s exprea9.1on shows -that the plate dissipation 
increases as the ·output power d~oreases. for a given 
·plate p~w-er input • 
. The grid d.¢.Ting power·;:; is g.1 ven by . 
· _ .. ' ·\_ : ·• ·· . f 9 .<"'•:> ==- J-JT So e. ~" d < '°~> 
This reduces 6 under the 4tasumpt1on that the grid 
potential is at 1-ts max1mmit va1ue ,,,h~n the grid · 
. ~ 
current flows and does not vary apprec1ably·dur1ng 




E-,,n f le. dC14>t:) 
· ollf" Jo 
(.17) · · · 
28 
The average ~-d driving po~~~--required -bY the tube· 
at the grid arid .~tho<le terminal is 
:ur · · · .·. 
f>~ =- tlt lo ei' i., cl,...,~) 
This may be written as . . . 
£> . .' . (.alf(· ~ t-e•) i,dcwt) 
r~ :: ~lt Jo ~cc. . .., . -
c . ~...,. · f9mic.. 
- · ~,c. ..I.e. .. . (18) 
:b.ut · the first te~. of the above equation gives· 
the amount .of power .. that th~ grid batte.ry abllorba 
trom the input ~1:Ttng · souree# . since . 
. f.llr . . . . 
,re"~·~tJf·~ e,,C:-.dcw~> ~ Ea.~c. . 
and E is :-rie~tive.-- Hence. the pQwer dissipated. 
·. cc ">'""' , 
in. the grid_ c1rcu1 ~ is. 
'P,: _: f>, ,,w> ~•. P~c:c:. (20) · . 
... . 
The value of tank o,-rcu1t l:oad resistance 1s given b7 
ft'- "$. · . · e,- ,...~ · t a1 >· : 
. • :t~WI . 
In the pr-eceedlng p~s,, a g~ral ~cal d~si• 
was given. · Ttrl;s an~t~is is .'te7!Y _ fl*equentl.1· •lotec! ' 
when . a fairly :exact ~ol:~,;1on . o:t\i~.~.taaa · c ampi~n.er 
is_ required·. Later it 'will 'be shown· that by· riiaklng 
. . 
a_ . few · appro~ima t1 on s • in thi·s analy ae s, . a:pproxima te . · 
a-nalyses can be obtained which w111 g1 ve fairly good . 
results. · 
In the :following sections . . various other methods 
of anal:(s~s ot class C amplifiers are described·. 
Some of t~1ese analyses do not deviate too much trom 
/ 
the previous graphical . a.nalys·~s, While others . are 
totally diff ere_nt. The basic equations governing . 
-the input power I output power, plate efficienty # 
grid driving power and others will not change. 
Uethod Of Finding- A Sui table Path of Operation 
l 
~Using Contour Diagrams 
The · method described here is nothing but an 
extension _.of the. previous graphical analysis. ·It 
describes a method to find. suitable paths · o:f 
operation on the constant current charac~eristics 
by employing graphical means. Thie 1s achie~ed by 
drawing contour a~agra.ms for various factors auch 
· _as the :output power, plate dies1pat1on, grid driving 
' . power, plate etf1c1en~y, load resistance, and a 
combination of all or a certaln _group of these. 
In. order to find a suitable pa.th of operation 
it Ylould be ne·ceseo.ry to know by calculation or 
measurement the various factors mentioned above for 
a large number o:! paths ot operation ending at · 
various points .CP) on. constant curves. The results 
then cou1d be plotted so that proper choice· ot 
operation determined by a consideration of all 
1. 1Electron1cs Circuits and Tube~•. · Cruft Eleetronios 
Staff', page 445, McGraw Hill Book Co. ·· ·· 
factors, coulct be maa.e. The most convenient and 
clear way of presentinc ~t;nd matching the results is 
·, 
to show then in the form ·· of contour · diagrams. 
The contour diagram for P .tnow will be 
· OU · 
considered. With a fixed posl tion of the Q point, 
the end p oint P of the path of operation can be 
.. 
"moved so tlrn.t for each . path the output power pout 
1e the same. The .locus of the end point, illustrated 
· in Figure 8, is the contour for this constant value 
o:f .p _ ·· t• Contours for other values of Pout . can be 
. OU · 
d:rawn. All flill be of the same general sha~e as 
~e one show-n in Fig 8 btt.t shifted vertically 
upwa.r~s -· for· larger values· of Pout· and downwards for 
smaller values of ·p t• The dashed line contour in 
· OU 
l'ig. 8 le for a larger value of Pout than that for ·· 
the sol°id. line contot.U,9. The out off line and tne 
vertical line through Q, are the llmi ts of these. 
contours and together form the contour for Pout equal 
to zero, provided that Q is vertically below the line 
of cut off; A family of contours for equal increments 
of Pout is '! convenient way of showing the power 
output for any path of operation;. 
Instead of moving the end path of operation so 
as to maintain Pout constant, it may be moved in 
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C41~'\"f 1'1'1't ~ 
Fig. 9. Contour for constant value of plate dissipation, Pd. 
constant. A contour of Pa is shown in F1 6ure 9. 
Contours for other values .of Pd are ·approxima.tely 
parallel to the one shown, as 1nd1ca.tec1 by_ the 
dashed contour for a larger value of Pd. The contour 
of P d=O coincides w1 th the cut of r line. A family df . 
contours for various values of Pd can be drawn. · In 
a similar way I contours can be a.rawn for grid driving 
power PCJ,iYi) · an~ J;>late etf1c1encY 1\p• A number of . 
such contours are shown in Figure 10. For example, 
contours of conata.nt pla:te circ~1 t efficiency n P 
are lines approximately parallel to thee a.lds. 
. g 
Contours of 1he power~: absorbed by the grid Pg are 
ot the .. same general . shape as P-c.,c.i"). 
Important contours are ·those for loa:d. rea1stan.ce ~ 
.. 
which may be calculated directly from contours ot Pout; . 
. ~ 
or from equatfon (20) for !l11• These contours converge 
to the cut off value of 1 00 at the plate voltage Ebb• 
The R~ contour for the load .used gives the locus of 
the end point o~ the path, and hence the value of 
Q p and eg 'is varied. 
The contours of Fig. 11 illustrate how various 
pbwers and plate efficiency vary as the end path of 
the operating line is moved in various directions. 
The directions in which the end point of ·the operation 
-IOO 0 Z!IO 300 350 
(€dmox. 
:FIO. 12.4.-Chart showing t'Ontour:; of co11~ta11t /\, T/r, a111l U,. for tho type 211111!.P, 
Cln~'i C 01,n111i1111: E, - -.:.:'!JO nJltia. 
Fig~ 10. Chart showing contours for constant P, n 
g p 
and R1 for a particular tube, Class 
C operation. 











Fig. 11~ Direction of the shift of the point P to give the 
moat rap~d increase of the various quantities 
indicated. 
path must move to cause the most rapid increase in 
the various quabtities a.re shown in F·ig. 11. The 
directions depend upon the position of ·the end point; 
for example, the ·c11.rec~ion of· most rapid increase. in 
Pout depends whether ·the end point lies above, at, 
or below the point on the P.out contour having a 
vertical tangent. -Th.e_ ~osition of the end point 
selected in Fig.·11 is in the region of most practical 
opera.tion,- which is nearly B.lwaj's below the level 
of the P- out contour havin_g a verticle tangent. 
\111 th e. fixed Q pc:tnt, the on.lY way to moye 
the position of the end .point is to change Egor~ 
or both. 
If the position ' tif the Q point is· cha."nged, all 
contours. shift in position. For example, if the 
negative grid bias Eco is decreased; the con.tour 
for P t . shifts ·aownwards and. slightly to the right, 
OU 
whil~ t~e contours for Pd shif~ diagonally downwa~ds . 
to the left. The amount of shift is gene.rally 
proportional to the change in bias. 
· The method just described is very useful -in 
grapllically f1nd.1ng !l suitable pa.th of operation, 
without going ·through the lengthy calculations each 
time a change has to be made in a certain parameter. 
Such contour diagrams as shown in Fig. 10 will give 
;6 
at a · quick glanee the results · when changee are made 
in some . o! the. operating parame'ters. 
METHOD USING T1Wl8FER. CHAM.CTEBI8'1'IOS l 
In · the ,.a1yei-s to follow 1 t 1s shown tha·t tor 
a given tube ., plate voltage and plate d1$s1pat1_on 
there 1 s a def 1n1 te value . ot load_ impedar.ce·, gr1d-
b1as arid gr·1·a tXol ta tion voltage, wh1 ch will g1 ve 
maximum power output. 
Here, the load imp~dB.nce is considered as an 
1ndependen:t parameter, while the a-c·. plate pot.ent1al 
as a dep_endent variable·. 4s a result, when the 
latter 1s made_ 1ndepen·dent in the ~lculat1-~a. it 
is necessary to compute ~.;e corre.spondtn:t ldacl· .. 
. . . . ';" .. · -
impedance • . Since 1.h1s load 1•*nce ,.11!1 IMldt the 
variable; 1t will be neceeaart' to find the load 
imJ)e<Sance th&cl will g1 ve su±~ta~le opeft~iort • . 
In this analyat:·e a straight line compos1 te . 
characteristic w1i.;i. be assumed ~or the tube • In 
' Fig. 12 ls ~hown the actual and ld•·a.1 characteristic 
for a part1cu1ar tube, together with the actual and 
approximate instantai\~ous .plate currents tor a portion 
1. •Opt1mUOI Operating donditions For Clase C Ampl1t1ers1 , 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































ot a cycle as · determined for s'inusoidal grio~ and plate · . · 
voltage •. _ 
B1 assuming a linear /charaeterist~c, it can be 
written ths.t 
i.,;i& 1 .... (e,+ ~) 
.· l,,, :. . 0 . 
. e,-,. ~ ~ o · 
. . . e e .. + ;t.('.o (81_) 
The comp-osi te voltage e,+ ~ will have an_ alternating 
. . . 
eompon·ent.:-c and-· a _.diree~·current comp.ori~'t. 11'he7 w·n1· 
. . 
be: des1gnatit! a:• 
1 1 as the a~c c~ponent of the -.~oin_po·site · ~•l;tage 
. ~ -as the a_-.., ·component or the ~ompos1tehvol·ta~ 
!he compos1 te vol ta~ W11~ l!>e ·aeaume4'"ae aymmetz-1,~~~ . 
' . ~ ·-~· ' •,: 
'. 
about. ~·· ,Sero axis _i-G that only eos.1ne ~' tema W·o~d. 
have to tfe evaJps·4t~d.; 1~·· • 
l,. = 'J,.,. lt:'coJ 9,_- Eo.) ·_ f.:ie) · 
Where 8- 18 the mutual condueta)\ee Of the tube. '1'.b.e 
tank ·01:rcui t was assumed in pt' .. l:ous analya~s, t~-\ba."8 
an impedance ·ot -~ -- :Whleh 1s ,.a pu~ :rea1stanoe _at the 
fundamental trequen·cy and negligible d..;.c and harmonic 
. ' ·. . . 
impedances." !he ampl1 tude of the a-c o:anponent ot 
the plate vol tag·e there_fore will be Ip,t.. J\1!. Then· . 
it can be written that 
(23) 
ECL::: \Ec.c.\- E'.!! 
0-p =- Z..co;' ~ (;i • 
(24) 
(25) 
E will· be equR1 to the amount by which the grid bias 
a 
exceeds the cut off value (- Er. .. /JJ-). 
By evaluating the· fundamental Fourier coefficient of 
the pla.te current, there r .esults. 
·19",. . d Ip,~~:::. _ ~-::ro (E'case- Ea)Co.SQ _ 9 
c> 
Integrating and subs ti t\lt1ng the value of Ea obtained 
fran (25) 
:Ifl.,.a~ - · E ~"' ( ~ - S••:r) ( 26) 
Subs ti tu ti'ng tor E I fr om eq_ua ti on ( 23) 
:rf,..., • ..,.. .... (e, - H~) ~ ( !it - S,• e,) 
~ 2. L 
I9,-.nQ~ = ~'J."'- :r,,IIIQ'W.1'.,_,) { 9l- ~) 
Then .AA.°JT Tl'• (2'1) r,.~ ~ A.\. ef' /'a .... + &, ... ~'fte p 
'l'h1 a .e&n be written aa -a. 
"l:f"..,...."l' .. .A.4..e~ 1~"'-+ (SYp 
wbere (3 = "2 / e, · ;:•'*' ( 28) 
~'fp represents the apparent plate resistance of the 
class C amplifier. 
The d-c canponent of the plate current. ~'ill s.leo be 
easily obtained :rrom the following equation: 
l e,1>.. ; Ip: ~; 0 ( ECo.\9- Ga)dG> 
Integrating and · substituting for la 
(29) 
Then the ratio of Ip1..J._o Ib is 
-r,,'fft&lC. _ 9P/z, _ sm (ef'/J.)c:c~(&P/i-) ( 30) 
:Cb Sn, (9rll-)- 9P/i.CDS(e,,~) 
~ble tl gt;ves the vaJ.ues'.·· ot GI _and IPl"'•p.s a 
I -
b 
function of 8p/a.., caloulat~d frcm equations 28 and· 
30! t1! is plotted·- as a function. ot 9'/.a; 1n Fig. 13 
to-gether w:1 th other functions to be- derived later • 
.As the grid eXc1 tation increases the g?-id ~olta~ 
·e 0 max becomes_ mo:r-e an~ more poa1t~ve at the· ~e~, 
While _the ~lt~rnat'ing voltage across the te.ri..k cir~~ 
makes the. -minimum plate voltage- ebtnm!~;:1.les,s and l:e11a. 
Since the tank c1rc~1t is a pure res·lsta.nce,ftL, _ at_.-
the .:fundamental, the ·maximum grid voltage will occur 
at· the same instant· ot · time. · If the grid ·voltage 
exceeds the plate voltage . at any instant, the· secondary 
emm1ss1on of the plate w1ll be drawn to. the gr1~~ 
Thi-s results 1n a .t'l~ttening otf of the tank Q~ri:-~nt, 
. . . 
d ... c plate current, and et:rl_ci·en·c:y curves and a rapid 
increase : !?~ grid e;xci ta t1on 'Idth~·~, -: !'he ~t-~tim 




ec max .= ·8 b m1n· 
· -
.. e-. . . - e.,b - :r.,,,.,.R ... 
'°YA\'11 - . . 
Q . _ Ea-- - l Ec., l 
'-,,,;. (. Yl'ICI~ - ., ... :-- . 
e'°-."' = e,~-
then e., ll\OJ' - I IE ci.<. I : e '°" - 1,..,,, la. 
Subs ti tut1ng the value of Xpun tram equa ti<?_n 27 
E,-Clx- \ Ec..c.\ ~ Eb~ - t _ "'-•••~ R·a.. 




































































































































































































From equations 23, 24, and 25, 
.. 
·I£,,\- ~ = E~waa.,_, Col IJ:." -
· Subs ti tu ting for the value of \ t"' I in 33 and solving 
for 
:: (.Ui-1) ( (<,. + (.3 Yp) '=•• 
...u.C (.u+,)1! ... + @(1- (OJ~ )YpJ (34) 
· Since Ipl 1 s the maximum e.mpl1 tud.e of the :rundamen tal 
_max . 
component of plate current, the output power ~ill be 
- 'A 1. 1. .0 p . = :J:°p,Wl•X. f?,_ -: . ..U . (£#f'!A"Y) n;- ( 35) 
· out 1. e. ( Re..+ ~Y,,) 
' 8ubst1 tu~ing in equa t1on · 35 the value of E obtained · 
. l g max 
in 34, 
Let 
p . ~~- ~&. 
out• .. z.(R .. + JC, ...:.U:o..s .f: )~,,]~ 
1'1} 
~:. {?)(,- co~ 9l)~ . 1l (,- c.o::,(9.P/z..) 
9t'/"- - .S,l'I { 9r/z.) ,oJ/llrl~ 
(36) 
(37) 
As ~ 1s .. var1ed in 36,. the output will become maximum 
when (38) 
This lmj>edance which gl ves maximum output wilJ. be 
usually low in comparison With plate impe_dance. The 
value ot B as a functj.on of Qph. is g1 ven 1n Table . III._ 
The plate eft1o1enoy is given ·1>7 
Pla. te eff= oytput powcf' -::. --¥:;.,,...,,: 'Ra..:. x100 
·~wt" p•~( a£.,:,.~ 
Substituting the equation ot.1p, ... ,.from 2? anc. :,,'£""" 
from 22 
Pla.te ef.f::: 4#9rtt4!: f>'- X 9,IL - S,n(t#IL)CoJ(l#/u xaoo 
2.( tb6)(!i&.-t-t'-r,) 5u, (9Ph)- O,o/z;.C~~ (9,n.) 
Substituting v2,lue of from eq ua ti on 
34, 
.(39) 
Let A• 5o (&PIJ- - Salt 9Ph.co:,9P/z. ) 6 -r,,.,. · -.x..:.....::~~-_.;;;_--------:: 0 :rb ( 39a ) .. ( 51"11 <91'/i, - ~ Co ~ 9P/Z,.) 
Effi= 
In order to use equation 39, 1t is necessary 
to know the· va.~,e ot \, ·and we ,v111 now proceed 
to find ·this \ • 
Then 
From equation 23 and 27 
E' ... E<3ma.~ (r - ~~'eYpl.,. E~vr,a.~ ~-( '9._ 
'R '- "'" (ft f> 
Substituting this in equation 25 
Let · us cal1 e = Ea. , E~-..-~ 
( '-ol e,,/1. ,) Jf e -
81' / 1. - S, 11 e,1 a.- Col er/a.. 
Equation 41 can be written aa 





e /2 · 90° p 80° 70° 60° 500 4oo ,co 20° 10° 
(3 2·.o 2.56 ;.48 5.11 8.26 15.27 ;4.68 11;.5 891.7 
~ 1.57 1.65 1.72 1.79 
lb 
1.85 1.90 1.94 1.97 \ .99 
Table III gives values of A as a function of e /2. These · p 





~p/2 00 100 20• :,00 4oo _500 600 700 800 900 
A 100 99.79 98.79 97.;o 95.25 92.7 89.68 86.24 82.53 78.'54 
B oO 1;.54 6~84 4.64 3.57 2.95 2.55 2.29 2.11 2.0 
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This shows that with a given load impedance1. a. 
sufficient condition for e to be constant is that · E'~ P e~-w1·~ 
should be constant. 
As equati:on 41 cannot be readily s-olved tn . the · form 
·ot equation. 4la, 1tlµis been- compute~ and give.n ·1n 
graphical ~orm as · shown 1n l'igure · 15. · .In ac:titf.1 
. calculat1o_ns Ea _ is "not . ~omputed from -~quatlon 24 
but an . adQ.1t1o~~ sinall val,.ue ~ 1 s : add;d · to \ Ee_~\ 
to· ··take · 'QB.x-e ot . the fac.t · tp.at the ext~h-1on of .the 
. . . . ' 
stt'aight -- line .portion.> of . the compos1.t~ ·, ~xper1n:enta1 · 
curves does not pass. through the or1,g1n~ 1'his add1t1onal 
.... 
· Zk m~ be _· neglected · w~:thout· serious . error~i~•hen the_' .. 
. plate 'voltage 18 high. ·tn practi<Jt .~q~t!~n 24 
be panes 
_ Eq.: = 
aa.· +· l!_.w __ ._·· ·._· __ 
. 4 ... 
Ami1Yai• o~ any so1uil~ ·. ot o·-~1f o • ampU.ti;~~-. 
wou1d be ittil!llliPil~ttf iwith<>U t , '.thg th. 1iiltieac' fht~. 
·. . . 
con.sl dera ti on· • .. The : a~lecti;t.>Jf ·dJ>tµiWD· -opera tin:g 
cond.1 t1oris can be ma.de when ail the , loss•• are kn~. 
The. input power · is given by the relation ·. 
· R-.. .. e ""' -:t "· ~ · e • ., :r,, 'W'Cll )(. ::c., 
- 'J;p' .,...,,. 
-: -So.u.. E ,'ffla:~ 61,~ 
A (1\._-t- 81',) 
Substituting the vaiue ot E~-ffia~ ·bolllequation 34 




or Wd:') t::=... Yi{' 0 I Qp) .. 
X-fp 
(44.a) 
Where "'t, ---· fs .a f'unction. of <o and \ and A. · 
, ·. . 





'64:• •>. If;•• -Y1.- (. &, 9,) . -
;IYlP· . 
(45&) -
1s al..-·o a .1\iac••-,:or _ _.: . ~ · and '-\ '. The 
~ 




Where ""V'3 _ 1. s· equa.1 to [ ~ - V' a.. J 
For a given tube and a -given value of plRte voltage 
the va1ue of (u-t•)E.1.~/:z.v, is a constant. The 
quantities 
are un.iversal f'uncti ·cns applicable to all tubes. 
The problem now 1 s to fLnd the load l.mp~dMice and . 
opera ting ·e.ngle which w.111 give a maximum output for 
a minimum .plate dissipation. This se1ect1on ca.n be 
be8t shown. in form · of' a gra~ 1n whi _ch and 
are shown as f'unot1ons of • This is· 
. . .. . . 
I .f pl~te ... vo1t$ge and p1ate ·4_1ss1pat1~ hav~ been_ 
selected, · then ~~ may be . computecl. . tran equation 46a. 
BY .drawing a horizontal line oil the graph ot 11'1.gure 16 
corresponding to this I the Value& Of i 
which will give the .plate d;as1pat1on for various 
valu~s ~t ·\ ~e det~rm1ned. B7 ·proJ·ecting vertical 
lines trom the 1nte~seot1ons with the Y~ . 
famlly .up to . correspo~ding values ot ·1, 1Ji the "<a. 
. : . .. 
family the resu1tant output will be detemined. 
This will b~ a ·ma.x1mum tor one and only one va1ue ot f> 
and \. This value ot f> then determines the · op:t1mum 
vaiue ot.·'.l~d·impe4ance ~or a ~ven p1ate. d1as1pa.t1on 
·. 
and plate vo!:tage. The value of \ and 6 will e.lso 
determine the value ot grid excitation ~oltage required 
as.given by equation 34. It is somewhat more con-
venient to reduce 34 to a form 1nvo~v1ng 6 • Equation 
34 then becomes 
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Fig. 16. 02.. and o'J as a function of' S 
In the optimum cond.1 tion, for. each ve.lue of · b , there 
is a corresponding value of \1 ~nd hence B. 
convenient therefore to let · ~+B= · C 
and equation 34 becomes 
& ~ (~-t,) (3 
~C.-
When the output power has .been calc.ulated, the 
grid bias can be" readily obtained. 
It is 
(4?) 
Applying 32a and also subtracting the constant E~ 
as described in equation (24a) in above 
The graphical use ot li'ig. 16 is cumbers°* and 1 ts 
analytic solution is more convenient to apply. 
ANALnic· SOLUTION 
It Y~ · is made constant in equation 46a then 6 
becomes a function of\• !'his expression .for S can 
then be substituted 1n the efficiency equation 3S. 
This efficiency equation then becomes a. function of 
.•. 
\ alone and ma.7 be minimised. This operation is 
a tedious one but 1 t is straight torward. As a reeult. 
51 
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Equation 48 gives a single value of\ tor each 
value of Y~ and vi.ce versa. Ve_rious values of 
~3 can be obtained for respect1 ve value~ ot 
\ l;)y using ~uat1on 48. A curve of 1, versus '<3 . 
is plotted in Fig. 17. Also in Fig. 17 are given 
curves of efficiency an-d ::r,,.,,,.ll /::r., versus 
• J'rom 
the curve ot \ versus . ~3 , there will be ··a value 
ot ~ tor each value of \• Bence, values ot 6 
can be tound for corresponding values ot Y.J by using 
equation 46. These values ot 6 are plotted age.inst fJ 
.. 
in l'ig. · 18. :It is also possible to compute the 
efficiency and ratiorof the output power to the 
pl.Ate dissipation for these conditions • 
. It wae shown 1n the previous e.nalye1s, thA.t the 
original value of plate resistance of the tubes was 
apparently increased to ~ times its original v~.lue, 
where @.: 
Op/"J. - S,v. (9rh) Co.) (&ph.) 
l'rom tr.J.s 1 t can be seen thAt the increase of ·the 
pls.te resistance is a function of the opera.ting 
angle \• The amplitude of the s.lternat1ng fundame;iml 
plate current le given by the equation 
:r~"fflO.-.,::::. Ac. t:',., ta. 
~"" @""v 
· The _computation tor -:c,,..,.q. also can be made in e.nother 
way as discussed in reference z. BY this method, 
however, the final result is that · the gorid voltage 
apparently decreases and the impedance or the load 
c1rcu1 t incrtjases to (j times 1 ts. value as a function .. 
ot the operating angle where 
' 
. 
Tta.nt111- · £. 
"· ~·-v 
l.,,, ... ~ ~ ,.,,.,,,,.._(l-coJ 9r) (49) 
where . {.. )19 0.'X is the maximum ve.lue of :plate 
current. ··It was shown in . the previous analysis that 
no error le made by assuming the dynamic che.racter1st1os 
ot the tube as linear. Hence, it can be assumed 
that the ampl1t1er ia linear. 
Referring to Fig. 19, let I the 
impedance of the plate tB.nk c1rou1 t when Lee...,"-= I • Then 
the maximum decreEiee of the ple.te voltage is 
· to 
e~·-: Ip,-..,,.~~ {refer~Fig. 19 ). Practically, only 
the fundamental .alternating current OOIDJ?Onent or the 
plate current creates a voltage drop across the load 
r c L 
Pig. 19. Transfer characteristics of a Olaes C amplifier. 
0-5 
O•Z.S 
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Fig. 20. U as a function of ( Op/2) • 
55 
impedance, since it has been assumed that the .impedance 
to · harmonies is negligible. 
If the opera.ting angle is · '\ the following equations 
result from equation 49 • 
. :c~\W\A~ ~~ + t.~~-~l"e :· r,~-,t ( I -- CO> Q('/T.) 
. . .,&A ,A,.(. 
'.,..,.-x. { C{'f<,_ + )Ip)= £, "'"..,.. ( ,- CO.) BP/2.) 
.AA,. 
. .A.,l c ?nt ~~ (1- co~ s,h) 
y (-J -t- er R1.. 
A t:gm~X ( 1- GOJ 9Ph .. ) C,-
:W.p + cri<I...· (.50) 
Let us stipulate that 0-:. ..P ( 9r) • !'he instantaneous 
·· value of ·the varying component ot the plate current 
18 
. O > ¢ ;,,, SP/2... 
The ampl1 tude of the fundamental a-o component ot 
· the plate current is, according to .Pourier series . 
:r. . ...::"' i ti: .,,~ . 
. p,,,,,....,._ :=. Jl g,,. ~-~--. ( '"J (/>- CO.) 9p!z.) CoJ <J d¢ 
. 0 
Now, if ():: , then <i.er1 ved trom 
equation 49 can be substituted in the above equation. This 
result is 
Br/2= - Sm (QPk)C~J (EJph.) 
Jf ( ,_ CO,) Sp/2.) . (,51) 
Values ot · <rand \ calculated from equation 61 are · 
given in Table IV, and have . been plotted in P'ig. 
20. 
GRAPHICAL . INTERPRETATION 
The graphical 1nterpre~at1on of the previous 
analysis can be seen in Fig. ·21. This is the :plate 
voltage-plate current. characteristics. The line 
oa is the static charaoter1st1o of the grid voltage 
eg0=.0. Let ~b be the plate supply voltage and 
Eg, be the grid voltage corresponding to the cut ott 
of the plate .voltage characteristic which 1s the 
line, di, • . Eg max is the -maximum component of the 
varying grid voltage, so that ~Ett-~=- of and 
operating angle \;2 1a le.as than 90• ·The max1mum 
value or the ·plate current 1s ~ While 
eb min 12:1 ,.the minimum va.lue of plate voltage. Hence, 
it , · which is yet unknown, then 
E._ - ~,,.;" s ::r,,,.wca~ 'R,., 
_,..011. I' ·= -z,.,,,,../R,- . 
.,-. ., ·: _L 
· ~ 
Fran previous work, 
.r,,w,.-., "R .. + I,,_.. t3Yr-== ae, ... ..,. 
I-t, ther~t-0re·,---We--~aw .. the line fg at an angle p._trom 
the .·point r and- .line . og-.fr.om O at ,an angle '1'. (where 
' I . 
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Fig. 21. Plate -volt.age-- Plate current characteristics of a 
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find r,, ..... 1< which is the amplitude of' the funda-
mental component of the plate current. 
Knowing Ebb' E max# e and · ~ , :: ,3 r,,...,.,. a)'lel ,·.,,,.er')( 
. g p 
can be found in four steps, thus; 
l. ,«.E max locates point f g . 
2. Draw line with an angle e from point t. 
3. Draw line with an angle r• from point o. Thia 
line will cross fg and detemine r,.,,,.,..._. 
4. · ··subtract et· from qp.. · This gives the point b, 
the vertical line· ab being '•'"·~. 
So it ca.n be seen that by using ·the construction 
shown in 11'1g. 21, the value of the funde.mental 
canponent of the plate current .:r,. ... ,c. and the value 
of the max~mum pls.te ourre_nt can be found in Just .. 
·tour steps. Moreover, the use of this method 
would give ··results for the plate currerit without 
using tedious computations., · and would thus pave the 
way for the computations ot input power, output 
power and eft1o1ency. 
In the reterence concerning the two methods 
which .have been Just described, ·a _theoretical ana~ys1s 
of the plate eft1c1ency and power output of a triode 
amplifier have been macle. Although these methods 
would yield very good theoretical resul~a, it has 
one dra"Yiba.ck and thereby 11m1 ts 1 ts use. 
. 60 
These analyses have completely neglected the 
grid losses, and from the practical standpoint this 
cannot be done since the gr1 a. . lb$25 ar~ . importa.n t 
:factors in the determination of optimum operating 
conditions :-for any class C amplifier. The analysis 
. . . 
assumes that 1f the condition~ prescribed by plate 
circuit alone result in grid: losses which are below 
a set limit, all is well; but, 1f, however, the grid 
losses are :f'ound to be excessive, then various f'actors 
. . . 
such as load impedance, plate voltage, grid bias and· 
grid excitation wou1d have to be modified to reduce 
the grid losses to the allowable values. This woul.d 
-· ' • . . 
involve a out and try p~ocess since no analysis has · 
been given tor the determ1nat1on or· grid curi-ent ... ana 
:con9t!quently' grid losses. Bence' the :foregoing 
methods cahnot be used where a determination or the 
61 
moat ef.f1c1ent operation· o.t . a class c. amplifier is required. 
An analysis of grid o1~cu1t b~aed .on the · pre'v1ous 
analysis has been made bf w •. L. Everitt. This ana.1ys1a 
1rl'~olves man1 .new tube ·constants, ~d thereby.does. 
not lend 1tsel·t to practical usage. Hence the dis--
ouss1on of this analy~~s ~s been deleted. 
· All the methods that have been discussed up to 
now are more or 1ess ex~ct methods for circuits with 
high Q,. The first two -methods · are exact methods 
from the standpoint of pj:.ate and grid circuits, whi-le 
the latter are exact for pla,te circu1 ts .only. But, 
these meth~ds are not YJell sui t·ed where a. quick or 
· ~n app·roximate··:n solution 1.s required. Therefore, . 
approx~ma. te solutiQns have· been de·v1 sed and many 
different versions ~ -be. found. Although approximate 
solutions W1::;ll\;ti~t _yle'fd _8.8 · high. accuracies. as would . 
~e obtained by using exact· solutions, nevertheless., .-
they- _g1. ve suffic1e~_:t1?" ac;cu~a.te resu1 ts and . can be -
.. 
~mpl~yed :for moat practical p~Il)OS~S· In the sections 
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·· to follow v:arious ~pprOXima te solu t:i. ons. will be described. 
'. ,. . . . . ~ . , .. . 
·1°t · shot1ll;b:e- mentioned ' in· pas·sd.ng that most of thes.e·: 
··apt?~ox,j.nia."t·_~ solutio~s ge,_ iµo.r;~f<'. or less based on the . 
first• exacft· solution that vja!s 'q.1.scussed -1n this 
._ :thesis:• Jt th~ .. end of the:t d1scuss1on onv'arious·· 
. approximat~ . . solutions, · .:1.1~~~ical problems us1n¢ ex~ot 
.' ~~(\_. ap~roxiill_~~e· analys,_Ers\ h~V~:/l?een . worked 'out . and 
their . result~ .-~omparea~ · 
APPROXIMATE ANALYSIS 
An exact calculation of class ·c amplifier perform-
e..nce requires th8.t ~ complete set of characteristic 
curves be available. With this information :plate 
and grid currents _cnn be traced out, following the 
1 
method originally de'tised by D. c. Prince. · This 
procedure can -be simpl.1:fied. somew~a .. t by plotting the 
. ·. 
tube characteristics in the form of constant current 
curves. Such point-by.:..point calcula.tione give the 
exact performance; but unfortunately the a.mou•t of 
labor involved· is so large that. class C amplifiers 
have usual1y been built on the cut and ·try process. 
Anal7s1 s Io. l. 
Voltage and current rel.at1on, 1n class a ampl1t1ers. 
The otreu1t and :rwu!amental voitage and ~rent 
relat1omot a class C -.i,11t1er are il.1ustrated 
in Figure 1~ !hey are baalcally the same as those 
C\ft.,o1'ima.te. . 
used ~or '1ta11Hj\t analy_sia • .' -~ anal7eia given here. 2 
1.a -.a:_ed. upon th• · •••UIIPll~n _tha'C the . tota1 apace 
current {Lt,+,~) can be expressed by the following 
mathematical relat1on1 
1. •vacuum Tubes as Power Oscillators•, Proc. I!t!:, V 11, pp 
27f5,40ts,57.,; ~une, .August and October 1923. · 
!. Clf11ou1at1on and Design of Claes C Amp11t1er, b7 F.E • . 
Terma.ri and W.I. ltualce, Proc. I.R.E. Vol 24, Apri11936• 
page 620. 
(52) 
where e~ and et,· are instantaneous grid and plate 
voltages respectively, AL is the amplification factor 
of ~he tube, and K · and c! are tube constants. The 
· exponent <:>.. would generally be three-halves if the 
tube was perfectly symmetrical and has fu1l space-
chargie saturation. However, unrl.er aotual conditions 
it is close to three halves. Once it is assumed 
that the space current is o·f the form given by 
equation 52 it ie ·a relatively easy matter to evaluate 
the fundamental. trequency a~d direct current com-
ponents of the plate current in terms ot maxi.mum 
space current. is(max) and the angle during which .~he 
plate current flows. Such curves have been calculated 
tor values ·of rJ.. between- 1.0 and 2.0, and are given 
in figure 23. These curves can be calculated by 
the following procedure: 
The waves to be analyzed have a shape as given 
by equa t1on 52. When the exponent J:, is unity, the 
plot ot 1 8 is essentially a section of a sine wave 
having a duration of 0p and a 1:J.eight of 1s(ma~) -as 
shown in Figure 21. · The equation of such a wave can 





Fig. 2,. A space current pulse in a typical Clase C 
amplifier. 
co,s 6 - co~ e,h. 
I - co~ 9p/~ 
(53) 
ls "l!. o .for b · ";> 9ff/6-
where 1 is the ampl1 tul.e above the axis a.t 6 degrees 
s 
from the crest. If the exponent · ol in equation 52 
in not unity then the equation ot the curr_ent 1 s 
simply the right hand side of equation 53 raised to 
. r/.. . 
the J:.:. po,,er with 1s(max) substituted tor (lst.Jax) That 
is 
l~ =- _ ·l~"""'"'- [- cos 6 - cos e,,12.. 
. . I - co.s 9r/z.. S<·> 9P/a.. 
(54) 
l~ =- · 0 fo~ 6 > Gp le.-
The value ot._rsc1c/,~mo.~ is th.en the right hand side of 
~quation 54 averaged over a cycle and divided by 
b= e,,/L 
= .1..J ·[ Cos 6 - coJ e,11.., 
jT /- GO .S 91'/z. .(A5) . 
0 . 
The fundamental frequency component of the wave ot 
equation 54 is round by the usua1 Fourier method and 
1·s equa1 to 
66 
&~.,.,~ ~ 
::. ~ ·; r CO.\ · ~ - Col e,/a. :.l.cos fJ J f, 
.Jf L - , - cos sr/.2.. J 
0 (56) 
Where Is,(max) is the maximum fundamenta l component 
and I
9 
(de) is the d-c caaponent of the space · current 
respectively. The integration involved in equation 
out . 
65 and 5, cannot be ~---J\ln a simple matheir.1atica.1 
manner for values of ~ -that are not . integers. There-
fare, the .ll::s£ _of Simpson's rule is -:~. Accord.1.ng 
to this, the base ep or the curve in Figure 22. is 
divided into >i.. _.equal parts, where n is an even 
number. The area unaar the wave ls then 
area • --j h[~-+ 4(Y,-t 'J,+ Y~ --·· Y,..,).,. ~ (YL+Y. +Y.-·-Y,,~)+ y,,J 
· . (57) 
where f, is the distance between adJaoent ordinates 
f h = er/n ) and Jo, y1 , Ya e..to,, are the heights o~ 
the curve -ror the various poa1-t1ons a.long the base . 
_ot the ·oui-ve.. The · accuracy -increases as the number 
ot intervals n increases. 
Des1f?t1 Procedure 
The procedure for designing a class C amplifier 
w1 th the use o~ ·· the curves ot 1'1g. es 1nvo,1 ves a 
sequence of steps as outlined in the following sections. 
· The :first step is to choose a su1 table .value 
. 
of th~ space ourrent r..,. The maximum permissible 
value depends upon the capab1l1 ty or the cathode to 
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emit electrons. With tungsten filar:ients it is 
coL'i.~on practice to me..ke l~ a.p~roxima tely equal to 
. 
100 per cent of the total emission current, while· 
we make 1 ( ) eaual (apnroximately) tram 15 to s max ... -
35 per cent of the total emission current for 
th.oriated tungsten filaments and f ... om 10 to 20 per 
cent for oxide coated filaments, 
Once the ma..~1mum value of the space current is 
eelected, the next step is to deter ine values for 
maximum grid potential, ec(max)' and minimum plate 
voltage, eb(min)• The usual practice is to make 
the 111.nimum plate voltage approximately equal to 
the max1mum grid voltage with tubes which 09erate 
at a tew thousand volts, while with large water-
c0b1ed tubea the maximum grid potential ia usually 
lees. About one halt to one fifth ot the minimum 
plate voltage. However, eo(ma.x) should never be 
more than eb(min) since this will cause an ezceas1ve 
increase in grid O\lrren~ aa4, grid dissipation. 
l'rom "tube character1at1cs, values ot ec(max) 
and 8b(min) can be determined which will draw desired 
value ot space current. It these characteristics 
are not available, sat1stactory results can be 




as a function of plate voltage (e9 + ~ ) on log-log 
paper, covering the re.nge of values . wh1 ch can be taken 
in the usual point-by-point . methoc:.without overheating 
the plate · or grid or the tube .• · Tl11s curve will be 
.. 
subste..ntial1y a straight line and· can be extrapolated · 
to the de sired total space current, 1 sm&7'• -· . 
After having dete:rm~ed 1St!l&\. _e c (max)·i a.11d • ·b .:., (minl 
the next step is to sele·ct a proper value- of the angle 
. clur1rig which the· plate .ourren t flows 1 grid bias and· 
grid excitation voltage. The ope~at1ng angle \ is 
datenn.1ned as a . compromise between· two conflicting 
_factors, s1~_~e a. small angle· will g1 ve h1 gh e:tf 1c1ency 
but lo.w power output and large driving power, while 
large angles viill yield low. e·tficiency and ·a· large'r 
power output. It ha.e been · exper1menta.liY found that 
angles between 120° and 150° Will ~ Ve. reasonable 
e:rf'1c1ency and output power·~ 
... -The grid bias required, to. cause the plate current 
to flow tor \ e_lectr1cal degrees is given by the 
equation · 
~id bias -Ee&-=- -m.:..(ec~-t~) , 0 ~e,/,-
~, , AL . . ~ I -c:.o1te,/l.. (58) · 
'l'h1s equation , is .- derived trcm the fact tb.at at the 
instant the plate current stops tlowlng, the excitation 
and loa:d -voltages a.re·_ \;2 degrees trom their peak 
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• 
values, so that at this instant the effective plate 
vol ta.ge . 1 a 
E1.~-(,E""- e.,.,,""')cos9p/z. + ~,; (e,Wf\~---.-E~c...) co~ 9{_ 
...u.. 
and this must equal zero. 
W1 th the grid bias E
00 
ancl the maximum gr1~. 
potential e 6 . (max) both known the grid exc1 ting voltage 
is e + E • c max cc 
The next step 1s the caloula ti on . of power 
relations. Here, the first step 1s ta,-:,determ1ne the 
components of the total space current isma~ This is 
done with the aid of ·Fig. 2a and using a value of 
exp onent J.. which can be assumed to be approximately 
3/2. 
The total space current determined 1n tl11s -wa::, 
is divided between the plate and. the grid. In order 
to determine the grid current components the se..me 
kind of analysis as derived tor the plate current is 
used. 
The prime quantity necessary tor the determination 
of grid current. components is the angle of grid 
current flow. This angle can be ·eas1ly determined 
e1nce the grid current becomes zero when the grid 
current tlow angle is •g,12• At this point, 
e9 : · E9~co~, ... Ecc.=O 
trom which co~.~ - -
71 
or 
-le \:CC. ) ~ co~ - -~ ~"" .. "" 
f 59) 
An expression tha.~ represents the grid current with· 
grid approximation 1e 
CA. 
le~ 11(.(e~+ ~).. 
Therefore, by folld .wing E!- development parallel to 
the one used for the space current the following 
relations would be obtained: 
d.-
= ( __ c,oJ 6 - C.<>~ 9~/1- ) 
~ - I - co.s e,/z.. 





These expressions are fu•ctions _ or 89 anp have -the 
same gTaphical forms as the space current components. 
Hence, F1g.2'3 can be used, where - fr•" and -~ would . 
• IMA)l l),..G')r 
be _replaced by- :t:,,,,..._ and..,.~ respectively. It has 
~~,,,,·--- . ~·y. 
been experimentally found that by using a value of 
2 for . rf.- tor grid currents, good a.pproxL?Uations 
of grid currents can be mad~. 
In order to determine I , use of I.e.- e., curves g max 
will have to be made. This is the value obtained 
from ic-t;, curves for values of ec max and eb min 
that are used. 
If such curves are not available, then an 
estimation would have to be rnad4 or the fraction of 
the total space current that will be dlverteQ to the 
grid. mh1s percentage . 1s commonly ten to. twenty--
five per cent for air cooled tubes operating at 
plate . voltages up to s.everal thousand volts, while· 
with water cooled ~ubea it is less. Once the e·sti-
mat1on is made _ I 0 and Ig,max can be found :from Fig. 
23 using a yaiue of ,J:. equal · to ,. (1.4 seems suit-
able if pentoa_es and tetroaes are used). 
Hrt ving calculated the . d-c and furidamental-
trequency grid current, the plate current can be 
found. The. direct-current component, Ib' of the 
plate current is the total value of' the direct space 
. 
curre11,'t~ m1nu, :t}le value of the direct-current 
compon.ent o:r tlle grid current. The fundamental 
pl.ate- current, .Ii,1. max-' 1s the value ot the funda-
mental space current, minus the ·fundamental grid 
current. Values of space and _grid currents i:.ccri: 
;:,~ obtainecl from Fig. ,23. 
How all the necessary relations are available 
and hence it 1s simple to calculate the power relations. 
It ,·:ould be worthwhile · to m .. unmarize the ne .ce s sary · 
steps in solution of class C amplifiers. 
1. Determine ms.i1mum apace current, 1 9 .· max·· 
2. Chcose a ·proper combination of e · and eb .min• 
- . . · cmax - . 
. 3~ Select a ·au1 te.ble angle. of current · flow. (It 
should be between 120 ana_ .150 degree.a). 
4-. Calculate the ~id bias using equ~tion 58. 
5. Calculate the angle '._ of grid current flow (equation 
59 _). 
6. Obtain the maximum grid. exci ta ti on vol ta.ge using 
t~e relati~n .Ep= e 0 max+ E00 • 
. 
7-. Obtain the ·maximum gr;a. cur.rent from t':-e., 
curves or by estimP. ..tton (10 to 25 :per cent of 4· 
e. Obtain v~·lues ot. I 8 _1(max)' Isdc' I 0 ., and Iginiax 
using Fi.g • . 23, u11~ ti.-· val~e o~ 3/2 for plate 
c1rcu1 t· and 2 f1'r grid c1rcu1 t. 
Then, fundamental t~ency ·plate current Ip1max• 
Isimax - Igimax and direct current plate current 
' ' 
Ib• ·Isdc - Ic· . 
'!'he . average d-c power input to the plate current 
is fiw, .• £~.~~ watts. 
The alternating powe~ output 
p • rem-. £r•!!9 s -re,m~'Jl (£-." - ~~> 
· · out a. ·a. v,atts. 
p~~ 
Plate e:f:f1c1dncy is given by llr:r. -
'Ph, 
and plate dissipation given by 'Pd :a 1>,.,. - ' 0 "''- watts. 
The impedance o:ff'ered to the fundamenta.1 component 
of the · p1a te cur.rent by the plate tank :circuit 1 s 
E,-vn~i' ~ ~'- o'n"tfts 
:r"""""'"~ . 
Once the tarik impedance is obtained and if . the . Q and 
the re sone.n t · frequency . of the tank are . known, the 
value of tank 1nductanoe and capacitance can be 
calculated :from the fol.1ow1ng relations-. 
c:..:,. \.. Q -::. iQ. I.. 
from which 
\. ~ . :~ ~~"'·'~ 
Gt 
. c. - -
. - ~,ii'-
'l'he power rela tiona in the g:Md are: 
the grid dr1 ving power 9~,~"'-l 4: @,,,..,.,. ~"""'.._ 
4 • • a. watts 
:· 
T~e power -ab.eorbed by. t.b.ei l,~--~~,:~e11i~e_ 1s equal 
to~ .. ,. £&~~, watts and .pow•r . deliver.ed to the grid 
. . . .. ' . ' ' ··~ ' ' 
The above steps give a complete solution of 
the class ·c amplifier for the assumed va_lues or 
1 8 max' \1 e 0 ·max' and eb min• If the reaults 
ob.ta.lried a.re not aa ti sfs.ctory, a new choice of 
ope~ting conditions can be bade and various values 
reoalcula ted to g1 ve optimum performance. 
The above section covered P.~ approximate analysis 
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. of a · cla_ss C runplifier · using triodes. In the 
- !6llovli~g s~c~ion an _approximate ana,:i~s1s ·· -
using ~creen-gr;d tubes will be · g1 ven.1 · All the 
. . 
equations of the previous analysis will be applied 
here With a few minor changes. 
Approximate Analysis Using S·creen-Grid Tubes 
In pentodes ar.~ screen grid _tubes the pla~e _ 
curre~t is supstf4_nt1ally independe~t ot plate vol. tage 
- >• • •• • 
unless the p~ate ~o~~~ge is such that- the ·other 
electrode.a t.·. ·~ di.b.:w:.-·;·· ._:~1'.ce sCS!l~'\j't! a1n:~wt· .r- _ of space 
curren~. -·:s1nee~ under _prac~;<3al ?ondi tio11s clafJS ' C . 
. . . 
. amplifiers _a.re n~ver <;>perated such that . ~s condition 
• • • • I' • • • ' • '. : · • ~. • : -' . • • • • • 
~~11 ex;st_, ~11-~retor~; it· can_ be ass~~-d that _ the 
plate current is substantiallY.,-:" independent of . the. 
~ . • . • , . •• • .. '"' :· -~- ·~: : ... •·• :\.;- ~t ~- -,.· .• . ·• • • . . ·. ·-.·.. .. . . _; .". · : ,- .. · • . .. : :· • . -~ •· -· · 
.. "plate :volt~g.e; _art<\ _ hence ' the' l"oad lnipedance. 
·In' pentodes and screen-grid tubes the electro-
~- • . ~ . . - i· . ' 
'st~tic , r;~1a ' ·.ab,_oµt , the cathode is to a high degree . 
' ~- ,: .. " ._-: ./: ::-.-:~:-. ·) . 
. · p~~k~~j_,~~1 tc( ~~ quantity eg + esg/4uwh'ereeg and 
.· e~~:t~~ the :~o#to~ ~1<tari.c,. soreen-gr,1d. p~te11w1.1.s 
"re.spe~tiveif, ';;fu:ici: JJ.s; is the amp~it1cat1on ::raotor· 
Of ' the contro1 grid a_gainst: an ,- anode -represented by -
l.. The : Calcul.at,ion . ot Cl.ass· C Amplifier Performance ot 
Jlcreeri' Grid ~and · Similar .Tubes·~ -:r.·E. Terman and Fern. . 
i»:r~c IHE# vol. , 22# ·1934, -p. 359. , 
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the screen grid. The space current is therefore· given 
by 
(62) 
In tubes where the plate current is substantially 
independent .~ot the plate voltage·, the p1ate current 
will always be a substant1a1 ··- ~oonsta.nt :traction of 
the total spaee current. provided the control grid 
current is n~gl1g1ble. Hence, the · grid vo1tage can 
be expressed as 
e, == ~,c. ""- €,.,.~ cos ,.,1: 
There~ore, · 
(63) 
The trequenc1· · ccmporient s ot th~ plate · ·current can ... be 
l . 
determine.d b7 l'Ouri.er ~al7&1a~, _ It· ·will be not·e4. 
. ••; 
. Es~ .. . E ·. h. ~ 1 t that --- -= - eo ·· w_· ere · ~,_- 'a · he_ cut~· of:t bias. A~, . . > -
Also, t~e _ :traeti'on or the e~«t durin.g wh~ch. the 
.... ..: 
plate C)Urrent 1'J.OW8 4ep(M\(t, U})C)Jl the gr1~ bias JIC~ 
. and ,the grid ~e1tat10!l v~~ •c 1n relation to 
. ~ . ' 
cut · ott b1aa l'~o ·• The pla_te current st~-ta to t1ow 
wht,n the 1natantanerus exe1 ta ti.on .voltage £,,..--.CosC•l'I£) 
is equal to the .,d1tterence Sec- Eco b~tween the 
actual grid bi_as and the cut · ott bias. 
_ E9 ... ~ Cos (9Ph.) : - (E'-c.- E,o) 
·17 
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~y _the Fourier theorem 
b,t, 9,-,'z 
IsdG ' /<£';'"" j f):oswf: - l'oJ 9n'L J a'<wt-) 
" 
'?he maximum space current occurs when c•o , so tha.t 
carrying 'out · the integrat·ions 
r$dt.., l'e'f'"'-""lt r_~TI (ep/2.,)- &pf'a,_COl (Or,/'a.) J 
1f" . 
. - Qp/i.-t-S'aw, ,o,,~, 
Isnn•~:: .2"~~ t. S"" (•rli..),ol (•A'~)-+ 4 ...J 
The.n Isclc. Srn ca•/a)- 9P/i_(.Oj('&'/z.) l 
= -£",W\o.1' Jf \. - cos SP/a. 
:ri1""'41! ~ - ~,._ (9Ph.).C0\(9P/22-t . 9Ph--t- Su,f!!Jrh. 
-= ~ 
'$-·~ .,. I - cos 9~/-a.. 
In the above two equations ol wa s assumed as unity 
so that the equations can be solved easily but when 
cl.. 1s not unity, then the :right . hand side of the 
equa t _i ons would be ra1 s ed to ,;:_ power. When the above 
two equations are plotted for various values or 
and t1;te operating angle e,. ' the same curves as 
shown in Fig. 2, are obtained. Therefore 1 t can be 
seen that 1n the analysis ot triodes or pentodes, 
the current equations will be the same. The only 
changes will be in the equations for the grid bias. · 
Here the grl d bie.s will be given by the equation 
grid b1as : E c.'" = ~ + e-c WIQ1C.. Cos(9P/1J 
I - cos {9p/2,.) . 
For pentodes and screen grid tubes valu.es ot ~ 
equal to 3/2 for plate ci~iw*:. and 1.4 tor grid 
clrc,ei!tt will give good .. r~lts. 
_Except for this variation., . all other relations 
(64) 
used tor triodes Wl,.11 hold. The same procedure can 
be followed as suggested in. the previous analysis · 
tor the solution of clas• C SJDpl1t1era using pentode, 
screen•gz-1d · or beam tube-h 
!he ll&Dimum pla:te potential eb min in th_e uae 
ot beam and· pentode tubes must be great· enough that 
a virtual cathode does not form 1n .the tube when. 
~e space current has 1 t11 -~e,µt value-. · This m1n1.mUJD 
•llowable value 1n -pra.ot1oa1 . tubea is of the order 
ot 15 to 20 pe~ cent ot the piate· supply voltage. In 
the Ollse ot screen grid tubes,_ eb min · must f:lot be . 
less than the sc~en grid potent1a1, since otherwise 
the plate will .. 1ose secondary eleetrona to the screen. 
The· m•thoda otiUf:nM here Wili g1 ve g~od . · 
apprOXimate results, and tor most praotlcal purposes 
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these methods could be employed. In these methods 
the ple.te current angles would have _to be assumed • . 
Therefore I it the erid results are not sat1s:factorY, 
new values of plate current angles can be chosen so 
that the optimum performance can be obtained. 
ANALYSIS NO. 3 
In the analysis to follow a method is given 
which -can be applied to. triodes, pentodes, and 
. 1· . 
tetrodes. This analysis is very similar to the 
previous two approximate analysis ana. the basic 
relations c~ncerning the performance are the same. 
The main difference between the present and the 
previous analysis is in . the value ot ~ , the exponent 
ot the current equation (see equation 62). In the 
preVious analysis, 1t was possible to use various 
values ot .t.. (cl:. was made equal to 1.5 to·2.0) to 
find a suitable apace or grid current, while in the 
present analysis the value of J.ot the plate circuit · 
1s t1xed at 1. For .I- to be unity 1s the same as 
giving· to the tube the .quality of linear performance. 
It has alread.Y been shown before that the class C 
1. S1mpl1t1ed Methods ror Computing Performance ot 
Transmitting Tubes, W. G. W&gener, Proc I.R.E, vol. 25, 
January 1937, p.47.· 
·so 
amplifier ie non-i1near, and. consequently -this 
analysis becomes more approximate than . the previous 
ones. As mentioned before, this analysis· is more 
generalised so the.tit can be used for multielectrode 
tubes also. 
The tota.l space current 1
9
. from the cathode 
max 
eaa_i!..tte~ depends on the geometry of the tube and the 
combined effect of the electrode voltages acting in 
the plane of the ·control grid is as follows: 
where 
. .. 
eg1 is the control grid. voltage 
e~/M~ is the effect . of the No. 2 grid (screen) 
voltage, e , at the control grid as 
reduce4 by~e ampi1t1cat1on tactor ('4t) 
of grid No. 1 with respect to grid No. 2. 
eg3/4.3 fs the effect of the No. 3 grid volte_ge 
. '·(e 3 ) at the control grid as reduced bY th§ amplification factor(~) of grid No. 1 
with respect to grid No. 3 • . 
eb/"'4. is the effect ot _ the plate voltage (eb) . at 
the control grid as reduced by the over-all 
ampl1f1cat1on factor~. 
In case or tetrodes or pentodes, the factors~ and 
kt. are sufficiently large so tha-t the effect of the 
suppressor and plate ·voltage can usually be neglected. 
Thus,. ror tetrodes and pentodes, the space-current is 
governed almost solely by eg1 ~ e,.,./«"L. 
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Because the plate current 1s less than the · 
cathode __ space current by the current drawn to other 
grids and 1e also 1ntlueneed in· a smal·l ·way by · space 
. ch.a.rg-es in front of the plate at lo" plR te vol_tage's · 
and by secondary electrons trom "othep IV1as., the 
current that reaches the plate ·seldom follows a 
three-halves-power law and can be represented b7 
~ 
·· . l·,,, ::: _K.' (ej, + ~) f'or a mu1t1gr1d tube 
or 
. tor a t:r1 ode 
where J- is ta1r1y close -to 1.0. 
It was sh·own in pr.ev10'1s ·ariaiys1a ·· that the . 
11'lstantaneo1ts voltagee ·on· the plate and grid oan be 
given by 
Thus, tor a triode 
· . . . . . . ~ 
· · u[ ~-• , Ew.·-e-,.,...,,.eo,et-J l • = 1<. . E.c, .• ...,.,.....cos':°* + · . _ ""'-,,, . _ _ .. 
· The solution for a mul tielement tube will not be 
carried ·further because ·1t. is a1w•rs a s1mpl1t1cat1«;n 
or the. triode cases~ 
The above equation becomes 
°' { ~L:: . ·c· c E.,, ( ~- - e,, •• lC) GoJ IJt] ., I( t;."' +_ -:ic:; -t . _,,.,.,~ . ....U1, 
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Analysis of several actual plate current pulses that 
are tY:Pi-cal of pulses obtained in tubes, - shows that 
although · ~ is not a constant it may be made equal 
to unity in establishing the ratio of peak to the 
di~ect-current ·value, and the ratio of fundamental 
alternating-current component to direct-current 
components as a _ function of the angle of current 
tl.ow (er). By Fourier analysis, as shown in previous 
analysis, the aforement·ioned ratios can be established 
in terms of the angle of plate current flow, and 
curve-e· for these ratios versus 9p are given in 
Fig. 24. It should be menti ·oned here that the same 
curves could be used for grid currents. 
Figure 25 shows the effective voltage acting 
at the cathode of the tube to cause the flow of 
space current. It 08.n be seen from this figure that 
at the inet~nt the effective voltage rise~ above the 
zero ·effective voltage level and becomes positive, 
the plate curreat begins to flow as shown by the t7Pical 
plate current pulse. The grid current tlows over a 
smaller portion of the cycle because the zero effective 
voltage level occurs at the plate current cut-off 
point where the instantaneous gTid voltage is still 
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Ee,+ E~~ /AA,, 
E ~F•c.-r,v• 
:D•C: vo, .,.,.. • . 
Fig. 25. Eff~ctive voltage acting at cathode of tube to cause 
the flow of space current. 
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region tor a short duration of the cycle. 
Bees.use the alternating-current. cycle is represented 
as a cosine wave, the effective voltage is maximum 
at l,.)t=O. As ~t increases toward Tr/2, the zero 
effective vo-1 tage level is incre~s~d at some angle&p/2 
each side of maximum. At this point, the value of 
the cosine waye is Just equal to the negative of the 
effective _d. c. vol ta.ge component ( see Fig. 25) and 
hence 
( tg,rn•~ -
. - -~·) 
€,, >n•"- ) (05 (Bp/2.) _ ... _ - ( #:::cc. + -:z;:; 
A,J_,-
or 
cos (e,/z.) =- - (ecc+ ~) 
E,, ..... x. -
Since 
then I by rea:rra.n gem en t, 
·. 1 [_ · £rA:x )Co.s e,h. - E:~ J Ec.c. = - (- e,..,,A~ -t ..-. .. 
• I - GO$(e,/z.) 
Similarly, the flow of grid current occurs over the 
angle 9 g where 
COJ (9312.) -= 
because the alternating-current component Eg,~-«. cosc..:>t 
overcomes the bias Eco at c,.,t • eg12. 
Now, all the necessary relations for design are 
~-. . 
available, and hence one can proceed with design 
computation. 
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It would be well _to mention here the.t in order . 
·to use this analysis, one· should know either the d1rect-
current or ·the fundamental component of the plate and · 
grid current, since from these valuea other components 
can be computed. The power equations will be the same 
as those used in previous analysis~ 
outline of Design Proceedure 
Assuming that t..he d·c pl.ate vol ta.ge ·Ebb 
I 
de pl.ate 
current Ib and tlle angle of plate current flovr \ are 
known, ·the following steps can be used to obtain the 
rest of the design parameters. The tube maximum 
current point will be established on the operating 
... 
line on the ·static plate and grid curves where ~cfmax)• 
8 b(m1n)• 
The first step is to obtain the ratio of peak 
to direct current value (1b ma/Ib) for the value of 
\ that has been chosen from 1'1g. 24. Let us say 
this ratio is Y'. !hen 
The ac plate voltage can be found from the l b -eb curves, 
and thus i:"! e can find e since e = eb 1 • c max' c max m n 
Using these volte.gee, 1 0 max can be found :frorJ the 
10-eb curves. 
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Having obtained e 0 max' the ne11-t step is to compute 
the grid bias Eco usin g the following equation. 
\ - co~~ 
2.. 
Hence, the gPid excitation is 
Eg,vnA'Y- -::. ec.:maqc. +· E~ 
f/ 
The angle of grid current flow can be oa.1culated 
by using the following equation: 
Now, we can proceed to find ·the r 5~ ti o of . Ipl max/Ib 
and 10 . max/le . from Fig. 24. All the necesse.ry quant1 ties 
for computations of power relations for the plate and 
.~:. 
grid cirou1 t are now known ana_ hence they can be 
ca.lcula ted. 
As mentioned previously this analysis is more 
approX1mate .- .than the othe·r two and hence will be less 
accurate. The accuracy of this anal.yais will be 
. . 
compared with the accuracy of other apProx1mate 
analysis by illustrative examples which are given in . 
the later sections. 
1 Analysis Using Radio-Frequency Amplifier Chart. 
·The following simplified approximate method . of 
l. R-'F Power Amplifier Charts by E.U. Schulz, Electronics, 
December 193?, Vol. 12, page 33. 
de 8igriing class C amplifiers using radio-frequency· 
chart gives results sufficiently accurate for most 
engineering work. This radio-frequency chart is 
comprised of various curves such as those of 
where all the latter quantities are functions of the 
angle of ula te current flow '9 • If provision is 
~ . p -
made to vary the_ principal parts of the current such 
as grid bias, -d.ri ving vol tag.e I and load coupling ·by 
a small amount, . optimum operati.ng conditions may be 
obtained. Although the method is outlined for class 
C desi~, it may be used for class B design by making 
. . . 
the angle of p~ate current ~low equal to or slight1y 
... 
larger than 180°. The metii"od is based on the follow-
.. 
i _ng as eumpt;ons ·: 
1. The ~ -eb curves are parallel. and equ1d.ietant 
apart for equal grid bias increments in the 
. positive grid region~ 
/<- (ea+- ~·) 2. t~ = ., _ 
3. The amplif'ioa.tion factor _a is constant. 
4. The value of' d:.. for plate circuit is 
assumed to be unity. 
In adclltion th~ grid. current and the peak plate 
·current must be approximated. 
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If the allowable peak plate current is not 
known, 1t -must be approximated by mt?,l t1ply1ng the 
maximum emission per watt of heating power by the 
total filament heating power in watts. Allowa_nce 
should be mane for grid current (usually ·~o to 20 
per cent of the maximum plate -current) and for screen 
currents of te~rode or pentodea. 
Maximum Emission Current For various 
Filament J4ater1als 
TY.Pe of filament 
Tungsten 
Thoriated tungsten 
OX1de · ooa ted 
Outline Ot Des1e;n Procedure 
Max. Elni s s1 on 
UA/wB~1e~f heating 
2 -to 4 
10 to 40 
Olaes O amplifier with given plate input poweP. 
... _ · .:-... 
1. Select the tube and plate suppl.y vol 1Jal?,'$ ~ ~(!11gh 
... . . ~ 
values give _greater etf1c1ency but require greater 
dri Virig power)·. 
~ 2 • . Determine the d-c p1ate cu:rrent, Ib•,. Eb1t _ 
3. Select several angles o~ pl.ate current flow between 
1000 and _l30° (small angles give greater plate 
eftlciency but require greater grid driving power). 
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4. Determine the peak plate current ib max' and the 
fundame.n tal component I 1 from Ib and the p max . · . 
chart ~n Fig. 26 for each angle. 
5. Check 1b · aga. inst aJ..lowable · -value. max · · 
6. · _ Consult 1b -eb curves ana_ select values of e c max 
and e 1 . to g1 ve requ_ ired ·1b • llmn - ·. max e should be b min 
as small as possible tor maximum efficiency, and ec max 
should be less than 80 per cent of eb min for 
. . 
low- grid. dr1V1ng power. In the cas e of tetrodee· 
~nd pentodes _ •c;, _-max shoulc1 not exceed 80 per cent 
of .. the .s~-~~ _vol.tage nor should eb min be less . 
than the screen voltage. · 
It th_e manufacturer'~• 1b-eb curves do not extend 
tar · enough into the positive grid region, some"' 
1b-eb curves :ror positive grid voltages must be 
sketched by assuming that curves to~ constant 
grid voltage incr~ments are equ1d1st~~ apart and 
parallel to the ~traight line portion of the zero 
grid voltage . curve •. 
7. Calculate the grid_ biases from 
Co) (er/l.) can be taken directly from the chart, Fig. 26. 
, - c~ (er/a.) 
• ·:1, 
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e. Ca.lcula te the peak· value of the driving voltage· · 
9. Calc~late power putput, Pout= 
Also calcula~e plate dissipation Pd•P1n-Pout. 
19. Assuming that the grid ~urren~ ·1s 10 to 20 per 
cent of the pla_te current, determine the approxime.te 
-. driving powe~ :from the product of E · · and_ the d-c 
. cc 
grid curre·nt~ 
11. ~eek ~b, _E 0 ~, grid driving power, and plate 
. d1ssipat_1on ~_gs.inst maximum allowable tor tube. 
12. ~ol?se the angie of current f'low that g.ivea _ ~e 
- . 
most _.desirable operation from the st.a-ndpoint or 
ou~ut, _eff'1c1ency, and driving power~ If 
desired, this ms.y be .repeated tor several value~a · 
.. 
ote.. · ande - •. 
-o min c -max· 
. . ... 
13. Des1_f?;D tank c1rcu1 ~-' -· 
Eqitlval_ent impedance ct tank -
~ - Q-../!br.,-~. -Q......,ics 
o- , /'2 .. -t l t- , ""'i QD .f o-t•s· · 
• , · 
ee,--• . 
..... 
Q may be set arbi tra.rily between a en~ 12 or 
may be calculated by the allowable second· 
harmonic as tollowa: 
Q= . '' )( "I:,~--1' 
• 41> • .- , .... t l.- bO"f°MOIM\.. :tp, -0~ 
Where Ip2 is the second harmonic component of. max 
· ple. te ·current for given e ; a. large Q, will give a p . . 
low harmonic component but will ·decrease the tank 
efficiency. 
The preceed.ing design outliri'e . was an approximate 
method of computing class C ampl1:e;er performance. 
This method is very approximate because the per-
formance is assumed to' be linear by assuming ~ 
as unity. Moreover, th~ grid current is eatime.ted 
and in addition this · approx1ms.tion is based on the 
plate current. Since ·the plate current is made 
up actually of the total space current minus the gt'id 
current, therefore the plate current has already 
decreased_; and· consequently _ the grid current will ~e 
veryapproxiinate and will be less than the actual 
' · 
value. This will result. 1n smaller grid driving 
power when it is computed, although~ the actual 
gr1d_ driving power .~111 be hi~. Hence~ the overall 
C<:ilputat1ons ~111 be very a.ppr~ate, reaulUng 
1n low accuracy. 
Class O Amplifier Calculations With The.Aid ot _Constant 
-Current Characteristlos. 1 No. 5. 
·An approximate method ot class C ampl1:r~er 
1. O!ass CJ lmpl1:f'1er Oalculation Bulletin Ho. 4. published· 
bJ Eitel McCullough Inc.; San Bruao. Ca11tornia 
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calculation which h.8.s been found to be su:fficiently 
accurate for most purposes is presented in the follow-
1ng analysis. This method has the ad.vantage of 
giving the desired information at the first trial. 
1 This- method is ad.opted from the analysis of Wagener. · 
Outline of Design Procedure 
The complete procedure necessary to determine 
the class C amplifier pperating conditions is as follows: 
1.- · Select the :plate voltage, power output 1 and 
efficiency. · 
2. Determine plate input from 
'PO'l,l- . . 
P1n= "tip where 'YI, is plate eft1c1ency 
expressed a.s a decimal 
3. Determine plate dissipation from 
4. Determine average plate current tran 
Ib must not exceed maximum ratell ,plate current 
for tube selected. 
5. Determine approx~mate 1b max tran 
1. 81mpl1t1ed J!ethoda tor Canput1ng Performance o~ 
'l'ranam1 tting Tubes, W. G. Wagener, Proo I.R.E • 
. vC>l. 25~ January 193'1, p 47. · 
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O,..· 
'L I • I I ! . ' 1 'i 11 I' t:; '. -, '.; ! : ! : ; i ·- I 
J..1 ... !'.· l:): :.'i; , L .. 
'•I t T ~.J. 
1b -- 4.5 Ib for Y\. f) = o~sa l'BS.X ' .. ·. 
1 = J •. o Ib for "'(\ .. = 0.75 b m·ax ,· fb 
ib = max 3.5 Ib · for . '}_~ = 0.70 
6. Locate the point on eonstant current characteristics 
.,.. -_ ~where the "' co·nstant piate current · 11ne correspop.ding 
to .. the approScimat~--- 11;f ~~ax de:termir,.ed in atep 5 
crosses ·the lin~ of equal plate and -grid voltages 
• -.~-r;t;'\v • • • ' 
( •dio~de line•). 1.h . the cas.e Qf trtodes; o~ in the 
;,.:..~ 
cas-e of tetro.des· where the plate current line 
. turns. rapidlr upward~ 
~ cula t ,e. . 1p1 mu -= Ebb .- 8 b min . 
Cal cu~a te . the ratio :i:-.,,-vn~~ l l: ~ from 
~n,G .. ., 
Et1W'IO)L 
9~- From ~he;. ra.tio of%r••~c~1·e:ule.ted in_ atep .8 
dete1:1111ne the ratio i,,.,..._/4_from. chart 9t Fig• 2'(~ 
. 1.o~ 
... -~ . 
cal~culate: a· new ·vaJ.u·e o.·t , l1>-'ma~· trom ratio . 
found ~~ step $, . il> ~ -~: (ra1;1!1?:  froin step 9 );. I~~ 
-Read ee_ m~ and i ~e, max .rt-~ •on~11~\ curretit 
,.. • ~ • • • • .. • ,,. #, 
· chara.¢-~er1~~1Qs . for ._ ta~u-~s , o"t e:~ , ~fn and ib max 
df,termined in s _teps 6 _ and · 10, 
12. Calculation of ·the cosine of one half the angle 
f 1 t r t f1 _,,_ -e 2 ,~_-3< :rf ::·,r --•·&7 >. o p ~· e cu ren ow .u.-an cos. p/~ . ~ 
~3, Calculat~ the· grid ·bias.· trom 
Ee, ."$ ,. , fcos(B.p/1-)(E,,,,,.'}l ~ecn,,x)-€»] for triodes 
I - GO~ E)p/i_ ~... . A.t . _ At- · 
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or 
. -Ee.me..,< CoJ 9t>h. -I [ . 
t - co~ {9/IIJ.) · for tetrodes 
14. Calculate the peak fundamental grid excitation 
voltage from 
15. Calculate the ratio E,w, .. ,c/£i,:for . values of E
00 
and E · found in · steps 13 and · 14. g max -
16. Read ratio t~,,...Jic :f'ran Fig. 28 for_ ratio of 
found in step 15. 
17. Calculate the average grid current from the ratio 
found in step 16 and value of e
0 
max found in 
step 11. 
. I = 
· ' · Yatio 
18. Calculate a.pprox1ma te grid draving power :fran 
'?(J<.an) -: 0 .· 9 ~mo~ Ic. 
19 Determine the power delivered to the grid fran 
?~ = 'P~l•tt)-+ Ec.c.Ic. 
20. The 1mped&nce ot the tank ,a Za.= · -R .. ~ 
·L .. 'R '- / w.~ 
0- Q /v:,, RL- . 
· The grid 1eak r$s1atanoe 'R'3t-=-
The preceding des1gn· outline is a complete 
approximate method for calculation of class C 
amplifier performance. This analysis; although tedious. 
1s simple and thorou~. It is less approximate than the 
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previous analysis and. yields better accuracy, since · 1 t 
·is based on constant current charts • . It· is more or less 
based on the exact analysis, and can be used very 
effectively • . 
General Considerations in Class C Ampl1t1ers 
Plate Tanlt Circuits: 1, 2, 3 · 
Time spent on calcul·ations of tank circuits ot 
radio-frequency amplifiers can be considerably reduced 
by an analysis of the circuit conditions and the use ot 
certain equations •. In the fo1lowing analysis certain 
relations are derived from which the merits of a tuned 
plate circuit can be Judged. 
A radio ti-equency ampl1f'1er tank c1rcui t is snown 
in ng. 29. '?he capacitor ~ ot the circu1 t is assumed 
··. 
to be so adJuated that l/2w~02 ; the resonant frequency 
ot the secondary eircui t is equa1 to the Qperating · 
frequency ot the amplifier. Since the secondary is 
tuned to resonance, only a resistance canponent w111 be 
l~ Class Band C Amplifier Tank Circuits, Osborn, v. 20, 
Proc IRE, 193?, P• 813. 
2. Proper ti es ot P1ate Tank C1rcu1 ts, Electron Tube c.~~11, 
Seeley·, p 214. 
3. Power Amplifier Plate-Tank Circuits, A. B. Newhouse, 
Electronics, vol. 14, Nov. 1941, p. 32. 
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·!: ~ 1.. ,~ c.. 
'rt~ 
It, 
flg. 29. A typical Olaes C tuned-amplifier tank circuit. 
Fig :,o. The equivalent circuit of Pig. 29. 
retle cted in to the primary of the tuned circu1 t. . It 
-will be asemmed that ~' ·the reeistan_ce of the inductance 
L2 is very small in comparison with the load. resistance 
l<Load and hence can be neglected. Let us cell the 
reflected resistance R. Therefore, we can represent 
r 
the primary of the tuned circuit as shown in Fig. 30 
· where fi~-t~,~R. If the oharacter1st1cs of the tank 
c1rcu1 t were 1deal, the impedance at resonance would be 
resist:a.nce, and the impedance would be zero at any qther 
frequencies • . These 1dea1 cond~t1ons do not prevail 
in praot1ce, although ·1t is possible to achieve relatively 
low impedance ottered to harmonics by proper design of 
the amplifier and the te.nk c1rcu1 t. To examine this, 
1 t is necessary to know the _ input impedance, ~i~ ... , ot 
the tank, and it is derived here. 
-
..... ( 'R~:t ..... 1-· "'---""·l.&,} __ (;....-..... t .... :r!Jlf-....;;;;.:. ....... ) _ t,"YI= 
~4- i (WL 1 - dc.) 
Di v1d1ng by R and subs ti tu ting Q. ~ 
( • CA) .. I )] ( ..... tQ-w.) (-' (Sc'; ~~ = ___; ___________ ~~~~-
[<, .. ,,~>- '~~] 
In order to study the ettects ot second harmonics 
in tuned c1r0\.11ts, · the above equation will be aftlved 
for two cases where Q is equal to or greater than 10. 
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Case I. w -==-- c..:>, . 
Case II. <..:>-::. ~~. · where ic..0, · j.s the second-harmonic 
:rrequency. B~; subs ti tu ting c..:>,_ for (...'.) in the equation 
o:t _ -ln, _, thette results, 
. "7 . -RQ1.._ [ l - ~ ~Q ] z ~-6:A'W\llC-A:: "T:, ' . ~ 
Assuming - that Q _equal ,tJ>, or greater than -10 
At 
w, l.., 12. CS\ :;. <..:>, \..., ~ 
12-
For~ 10 
~ c +cw-\,.)' z 
. [ Ao 11 fl'.) (\oo) (\·ooS)..? S.7c, . R.x ,oo l - -0 • : r- _ 
fpr case II. -
RGll..(. ' - i htJ 
'"" ·&~Q 
~Ql.(_o,L.f- \ ( ~ ~t·SGtl] 
\"l"Jl~S°"QL 
For Q-10, this reduces to · z~: ·- t --f.rR~ 
Then· = . ~edanc,e at ~~.mental trequeacr 
eL.iice at;~-,.-~01110 frequency 
, , 
~ ,; ~ l•S°G; 
Then, the relat1Ye power ~ -tio. ta. 
Fundamental Power · 
. . . -
· Second-harmonic· .Power 
f, ~ "I~~~ ( 1le-a,) 
1'i. :t:;.l. mq l ~c. -la.) 
. "I. '1. 
- re,..-,. ~Gl -
- :[ 'Z. [_ f.Ci)'L( O·lS) :] 
. Pi.~ . 1-t-z, -a.$' q &. 
where ~ d_-?.notes 1 the .real part of-•. Under the extreme 
cond1t1one when IP2 • Ipl' the above equation reduces to 
-1._ ~ l-t~·z.:[Q a. :a. 4+ 9 Q"l. 
Tl.. o-~~ 
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Assuming Q • 10 
f!_ : ~00 
- fa.. 
Clearl.7, therefore, the second harmonic power is negligible 
under these conditions. '!'he etfects of having a low 
o1rcui t Q, can a1so be seen trcm the above equations., · 
that is, a low Q will ·give high second-hsrmonic power. 
· By wr1 ting the unloaded Q ot the . c1rcu1 t as Q ~ , -
e.nd this is t.he Q of the circuit when the coupled load 
is removed, ~d writing the load Q of the circuit aa · 




Thua, tor h1@r1 tank ,_,~tlo1~~01' .. ) ' · ahou1d be low, and 
Q" should be high. .. It · J:ias been· experimentally toun4 
that fi~ value -between 8 and ~ . t•r Q1.. •111 .. g1ve low 
harmonic con.tent 1~ the OU:t · · · !hgefore., 1D or4e"r · 
aheul.4 be 
high. 'r1J)1caJ. Yaluea tor C011& O.~ CODYential design 
vary aoaewha-t -b tell.ow• tor ft-equenc1ee ·in the range 
ot 1500 to 1.,500 EC. 
lu . • 100 to 200 ·-· 
lu • &00 t.e .. 80G.-
tor low power coll• 
tor high power oo1ls 
It would be worthwhile to consider in br1et the 
tank losses-and show how they wou1d affect the tank 
1 
circu1 t eff1c1enc7. 
Energy ls received from the tube in pulses, a pulse 
-the. .. 
each. timeAplate current flows, and is delivered to the 
coupled load in a continuous flow. This means, of 
course, th.at the inductor and oapaci tor m_ust act as a: 
flywheel or ta.~ for the storage of energy to maintain 
the flow. Let us. assume. steady state conditions. Then 
Just sufficient energy is received by the tank c1.rcuit 
to maintain the .oec1l.J.ations at constant amplitude. 
How at tne instant the clrculat1.ng current is zero, the 
voltage across the tank c1:rcui t 1 s a -t. maximum and all 
the energy ls · stored in the . Qapaci tor. The amount·-ot 
th~s energy is !: c. E-t a. or cv Jou1e• where _Z, is 
the maximum v.ol tage across the- tank /and V is equal to 
. E!".J2 , the r.nt. s. vol ts.ge across the tank. The energy 
espanded as· hea:t . in the tank · ~1rcu1 t · and that passed 
on to the load ea.eh c,yo_l• is e1,u~l to that ·deliver~d 
by the · ~be each cycle or 1 out!~ Joules. The ratio of 
the stored energy to the energy lost each cycle 1s 
tcv2/P.·out• Mult1pl.y1ng nm.erator and deaQm1nator by 2rr. 
1.,oweP ~tier Plate-Tank C1rcu1 ts, by A.B. ltewhouee, 
El;eetr.on1 cs, vol 14. No. 1941, p. 3~. 
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there resu~te v:r/2"P0ut• 
. l . 
Prince and Vogdes work on sel~~controlled 
os~ill.ators yielded .results showing that, for stabi11ty 
and nt1n1m1e1ng harmonica, twice a.s much energy must be 
sto~ed in. the:· tuned .c1reu1 t as 1~ dissipated each cycle • 
.... 
The ratio V~/2ff Pout is · then about ~. However, this 
requirement is relaxed 1~ the case of ampl1f'1-ers, e·epeciall.y 
if ·they are toiiowed by coupling systems, or filters 
Which discriminate against. harmonies. In such appl1-
cations, because of the external c~ntrol of frequency 
and the reducti_on 9( ha:rmonios passed on to. the radiating 
system, a at~rage of energy e·qual.. to abou~ 150 per cent 
of the· loss appears enough. The ratio ot circulating 
. . . 
volt-amperes to outp~t power may then 'be about 3", 'and 
. .. . 
the . constants e~only used in design canputat1ons: are 
~· to 10 · ( theee eonstante.. ar·e the .values of Q, since 
1 t .J,arf be no:t;ioed that Q is equa1 to the q':}Otion O~ 
tank reaotan• · ~ or X, _ d1T.l.de4 by the ioad rea1atance Bi, .J 
'!he: Abov~\ .8.-baiyei,S: :u one, o:f .. the several. p~ob:leme 
involved in tank\,e1Pou1 t considerations. ror a detailed 
study of _.Class C amplifier tank circuits, a few 
references are- g~ven in the bibliography of references. 
1. • D. c. Prince ·and r. B. Vogdes•, vacuum !ube as 
Osct"lla,tion Generator•, General Electric Co., 1929, 
PP• 37-38. 
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l)!termina tion of -~ _id Dr1 ving Power .1. 
~ ' . 
An appre~ate method of determ1~1ng grid driving 
power is g1v_en here.- The only quantities which need to · 
. . . 
· be known for the method described .are -~·e _grid excitation 
voltage E and the direct grid current I .c• "fhe dr1 ving 
. . g 
power g;ven by ·
1
the relation P g":,v-2 Z-g"!!c where Eg 1s 
the r.m.s. value .of the grid circuit input vol~Rge. 
This driving power is divided into two components. A 
p~rt1on .- of' it t's lost 1n··the grid b1e.e supply and is· 
given by the_ re~~1on PEOO:s Zee I 0 ~ while the rest is 
delivered to and .absor·bed_ by the grid structure. · The 
method described here w1ll give reasonable reaults. 
The p ·ower dell vered to the grid c1rcu1 t can be g1 ven 
by the relation 
1-r. . "P1u"A) ~ ~ 0 e,-t-c. d.l: (65) 
wh~re T is t _he period of a cOllp1ete cye1e. 
Since e1 is assume.a_ t~ ha:T-e .a a1nueoJ.4al w_avetora, 
the above relation can be expPease4 as 
(66) 
where lg is the it•Jli•i~ value ot the grid excitation 
1. Determination of Grid Driving· P:ower, by H. P~ Thoaas, 
Proo IRE, voi 21, 1~_33, page 1134. 
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voltage. The current 1
0 
can be expressed in a -s-er1es 
form such -as 
By .substitutihg the above equation in equation 66 and 
carrying out _the integration, all the terr.is except the 
one having a 1 a.s 1ts _coeff'1cient wil.1 drop out, and the 
resu1 t will be 
By assuming the _gr1<l current _to be some :function of wt:-
say -f(t.3~) the -value of the constants ao and a 1 can 
be determined. 
and 
ao ":. (68). 
It.can be seen from these two equations that~ 
is equal. to 2 Ql.c, except that the -equation tor a1 has a 
tac tor S," '-JI: · under the integral sign. In Fig. 31 
is shown a wave form ot a grid current pulse, where the 
solid.line denotes the wave obtained under class "01 
operation. It can be seen from this figure ·that the 

































Fig. ;1. Wave form of grid current ~omponents in a 
Class C amplifier. 
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unity., while at points where Smc.,t is considerably 
·1ess than unity, the grid. current is ~all, s.nd it can 
be seen the.t the difference between the area ot 1 0 and 
t'c. Sm wt curves is smElll. Therefore, if sinwt is made 
equ~l to unity in equation 67,· then, a.1 will be equal to 
2ao. By substituting the latter in equation for P (in), 
. g 
_ there results £~ a. - E.-, .:Lao 
V1- - Vz.. 
Vi:. r;, r c.. 
since ao 1s the . value of .. direct grid current. 
As mentioned previously, the use of this equation 
will gi·ve approximate results, however, the quantities 
required for the computations· are usualiy readilY -
available, · and hence much- work can be eliminated by 
using the above relation. It has been experimenta.Ily 
found that by using the above relation the results will 
be about 10 per cent high, which is not a bad approximation. 
It should be mentioned .here that .va.r1ous other 
approximate and exaot analysis of grid driving power have 
. l 
been derived. An exact analysis ot this grid power has 
been proposed by Burton Miller.2 In this analysis, due 
1. Grld Losses in Power Amplifiers, by E. E. Spitzer, 
Proc I.R.~., v. 17, 1929, p 985. 
2. An Analysis of Class B and · C Amplifiers, by B. Miller, 
Proo I.R.E., vol. 29, _)lay 1935. 
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consideration is g1v.en to the non-linearity of the _tube 
. charaoter1st1cs and the ·a.1scontinuity of current flow~ 
Various relati'one for plate current and plate · wltage 
have been expanded into mathematloil se.r.t•s, such as 
the Taylor 1· s :' s er 1e a, 
The d1scutts1·on of this method is el1m~nated he:x-e, · since 
-1 t is · of 11 tt1e . value in practical de sign work. 
TyP1cal. Tube ... l'ertorman•.~ Calculations lla.ing ~et 
and ApproXimate ·solut1C>ns. ___ . ----------
In order t .o- compare the results· of various me.thods 
ot computation· o_f class C amplifier perf~rmance, .· 
·calculations· were made for a 8005 power triode. '!'he 
results obtained by using approximate methods w1li be 
compared w1 th those obtained by an exaot method. 
Tube 8005. · 
Operating con·d1t1ons: 01ass . CJ, ~b•l250 volts; Q a:. 12, 
-1 00• 200 v, · l:pl .-.u.= 1100 v peak. lg mq.• 350 v peak _ 
f 1· 106 cps, AL. •l&• 
.•. It Will be ·assumed that .b min~ •• max· Constant · 
:, 
Current and 1b-eb curves are given 1n figs. 32 and 
33 respectively. 
Exaot ·solut1on 




:,. ·. ·. 
. ' ,,....., ( 
~ 
.·.,ROA !!'PE 8005 'l'RIDDE . .. . · . · · : 
D.C. Plate Voltage a 1000 v. ~x. ·} 
D.O. Plate -Current a 160 ma. Max. 




a 1250 v. max. } 
• 200 ma. max. _ 
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eb 1 -_:Ebb-E. =1100-1250=150 vol ts m n · p~max ·· · . 
e =E +E = ·350-200=15·0 vol ts 
·c max g max_ . co 
2. The next step is to draw the :path of oper&tion. 
The p oints needed for this constr,.xction are: eb min' 
e 0 max' Ebb and E00• These points are available and 
so the operat.ing · 11ne can be drawn on · the constant 
current curves as _shown in Figure 32. From the straight 
11-ne dY.t1amie. oh:arac1ferist1os .the plate and grid current 
time ou~ves ·can ·be eas_fl.Y p;9Jtted. by computing the 
electrieal angles corres:pond.111-g to ea.ch point of 1nter-
6leCt1Qll of th.e dynamic line With the ind.1 Vi dual_ plate 
and grid curr . en.t ourveJa-. The maximum plate ourrent, 
m~um grid . current, angle of plate . current flow and 
· angle· o~ gr~d curren_t flow can be-, dlr-ectly bad from 
F~g. 32 while the average and max1_Jn1;1Jll fundamental plate 
and grid ct1rrent w,-11 be ca.lcula:ted from the curves of 
. . ,:-... · 
_plate _ current versus time ·and -grid current . versus time, 
using the equation t<=l\- . _ 
I.b,, jr [ ~ i1oc~-~ .. ) ( "".?>] 
1<:=-1 
9'=Y\ 
, . '"'-'',,)Jr J 
IflWICl",C.: ~ [ . L- lb (k~'~i.) ( '<-;") cos ~ . 
f(..'=- I 
The equation _.fw ~c .ancl Igl -U,x 1s the trime except 
Ib and Ipl max are rep.laced by I 0 ant-- Igl max respectively,· 
and Y\ 1a the number of equal rarts into which the plate 
or grid_ current curve is a.1 vided. The curves a.re ehown 
in Figs. 34 and 55 respectively. From these curves, 
1 = 815 ma b max (at point P) 
10 max = 205 m.a (at point p) 
iit= p 
= 
(where Q, is the ordinate at 
Ebb and Ecc) 
= 2 x 61.aw = 122.sv 
-• PO - ' ~ 
z..co~ PO. =- 2.Cos 3~.~ - - 2 X 54.Sg - 109. 5w 
,~ = 185 ma 
Ip~ 328 ma 
I 0 = 27.,0 ma 
Ig x = 43 •. 0 ma 
,ma · 
. Input power.. •P1n I~bb• 18ij x 1250 x 1ol • 231 watts 
""' Output _powe~ Pout= X,~~- .• 328 x 11op xlO~::s 180 watts 
·- . r _·- a .. ·_ 
~late ett1c1ency = P0 u·t ·- • 180 ~ x 100 • 7g,. 
pin . ~31 
Plate d1ss1pa~1o• • · Pd= J1~~pou~ -231-180 =51 watts 
Tank Imped.an~ ~•(.tank) · =Epi max = 1100 
I 3 '78 x 10a= 3, 360 olws 
· · pi max 
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-3 pE· • E I = -200X27x 10 = -5.4 watts 
co cc c 
i = Pg(in)+ PEcc = 7.525 - 5.4 = 2.125 watts 
= 
. . 6 . 
• 44.5 x 10 henries 
117 
c, - = 2" x 106 x 3·, 360 
. -12 
= 568 x 10. ·rarads 
= 7145 ohms 
where ·ag1 is the grid leak. resistance. 
Oo~:!~8 us1f!g approximate ana1Ye1s No. 1 1 using 
Here also we v,111 asstune tha.t ~b = 1250 volt.a., 
:i~0 • ~200 ·volts, Cl-= 12, t 1 • 10
6 
cps, ·and ""'- • 18·~ 
, , 
ror· this tube the filament voltage is 10 vo1ts end· 
filament current is :3.25 amps. The emiltecr is thoriated 
tungstoil. · 
· !he peak em.,ssion ou~e~;, 1s(maxl' will be taken 
as 810 ma, which 1s arrived at by aeswning an electron 
emission of 100 ma per watt ot filament power and . a 
factor ot safet1 of 4. A suitable co~binat1on of 
eo(max) and 8b(min) tor drawing this current can be 
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150 volts, and eb(min) = 152 volts. The corresponaing 
peak grid current is fou.n·a. from curves of 1 0- eb' Fig 31, 
and is found to be 200 ma. The next step is the select-
ion of a su1 table angle of current flow, which will be 
taken as 140 degrees as a reasonable compromise between 
efficiency and output. Althou~ this is a large angle, 
it may be changed if the results e.re not satisfactory • . 
On the a _ssumption th11t oC., :a 1.50, F1.g. 23 gives 
the d~·c. and funo.amenta.;_ frequency components of the 
tota1 space current as 0.2~ and 0.39 respectively, of 
the petµt space current, is(max)' for a 0p= 140 degrees. 
Then 
"I:,. d.c. - O· ~~ 
l°.)mA"Jt 
therefore, 0-1'.a.. X CcSIO: 178 . ,-tlCL 
0·39 
and. therefore, 0 .3q }( 910 = 
It is now necessary to make ·allowance tor the part of 
the total space cur;rent divertea. -to the grid. In ore.er 
,-ricl CU"ttent, . . . 
to kno,v th1sl\ we should know the grid. bias and the 
angle of grid current flow. The grid bias, ~cc' is 
given by 
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-E. c.c.. t::1.1, ( ec~o.)'. ~ ~-) : ~ 
~) ,a.ro c,so + 
-:: -
-- ·~ \fS 
E · tr• voH~ cc.= -,~-
Then the grid exc1 ting voltage is 
,5~ + lSO 
6 oz. vol!-s 
The angle of grid_ current flow is 
Cos (Ssh.,.) :::. . . E,c. 
· E"3,vn•~ 
~ · : t. coi' ,s-2.. 
9 ~02... 
0 
9 '3 -:::.. \l..,O 
I 
c. ·os(9p/1-) 




.Assuming <t., • 2 1 the d-c and fundamental-frequency 
components o~ ~he grid current are found from Fig.29, 
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. . gl (max) - o.325 x 200 
o-c plate current is then 
-
65 ma 
,.. I ,.. \7e_ '!4'- = I~ "fflA 
.L.. : ~d- c.. - ... ' ':a Q 
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I~ ::a I , . , - I ( ) = 316 - 65 = 251 ma 
Pl~ s"-m-~; g1 max . 
re can now proceed to calculate the various powers. 
po~er input = f',Y\ • .E b\o :r., 
-
\2.~0 .XO· 14-4 = \8'0 wa1t.s 





( \Z..,£Q- \Sz..} .JC.O· ~~I 
= 
\ ?>'7 w«tl.s 
~ 
plate dissipation= = 
\~O - \~'1 
Plate efficiency = "Y\p = Pout )(,. \00 
"f),"ll 
Tank impeda:nce, Ztanlt' == 
.!12 x. \00 = 7, •it' i. 
\ijO 





Q c.;)1 -~ 
__ ...;4"3;...._,.5'i;...;Q::;__ _ =. S°8•C,X \0 \t&v\Y;CS 
~Jr XU~ X 10~ •, 
-. 
0tan1t • 
grid driving power ~ f>9,,-n) a 
power l:oss in bias • PEc~ • 
power delivered to the grid 
E'g • .,.~ :r"3,.,.._JC 
'-
">0L ><<;>·9" = 2. .. 
- \S-2. ><.. O· 034 = - $· ~ vvatb 
:a f><3 = f1CJ er•.> + f Ecc.. 
'\· ~ _ S, ~ : 4., (l:>atts 
The grid leak res1 stance = R9a. =- F-«--- ~ 
Computation Using ApproX1oate analysis No. 3 
'l'he 8005 power triode tube has the follow1nc 
~G.~°& ,w\.""" ~tings: 
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Direct · plate· voltage, . ~b = 1250 .. vol ts 
Direct plate current, Ib = 200 ma 
Direct plate power ~nput,· P1n = 250 watts 
Direct grid current, I = 45 ma 
c 
Plate dissipation, Pd= 50 v1atts 
Let us take the following cond.1 t1ons 1or the computations: 
Ebb = · 1250 ·volts, ·, ~ -= . 160 ma, AL= 18, q, = 12, 
.. 6 . . 
r1 = 10 cps, and el'= l:40 degrees • . 
The>,-J;ube ma?C.im~ current point will be established 
on ~e ··11ne of E-~0 = ~b in 1b -6b curves, ,~here 
+ 8 c(mrut)' _and eb(m1n) occur. Referring to Fig. 24, 
ii t e,/l-= 70 degrees, 1t is seen tr...a t the ratio ot peak 
to direct current value ( hfflA"')(. is 3.96, and the 
:r:. 
ratio of alternating component to .direct current 
component rp,ma,c. 1 s 1 72 Hence 
rao·· • • 
. 1bcmaxt .=.==. 3.-95 x 200 = 790 ma 
At th1:s ··po1~1( 'tite voltage requirements are found t:rom 
. . ':,_ .~ . . 
the 1b VS eb curves ot Fig. M . to· be 
ec(max) = 143 volts, e.nd eb(min) ~ 150 volts. 
Using these· voltages, and Fig. 3'>, we find 1c(max) -
188 ma·. Then, 
E ( ) E..b- e_b .(min) - 1250 - 150 == 1100 volts P1 max . =· --i, 
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~nd · 
l . ,,oo )o·a4-2-: .\ - o . .3'4 Z. ( - \ '+?... -+ I ~ \2. S',J2 J \~ . 
E _ \ 1Lo. volt's ... Ge. :: .,-'l:> 
Therefore, the total grid swing is 
E.~,~QI~ ~ tee. T e,n10-.. ~ \4,g +141. :. -~90 volh 
AsT.r,w•x#r.= 1.72., ·we have 
'I: fl"'tnca1t · = \.•rr2. ~ t.oo =. ?>S-~ l'nA. 
In the grid c~rcuit we. have 
Co5 ( ~'J/2-):=. 
or 
Then; from Fig. 24, we have f'or the ratio of' peak 
va1ue to d. c., i~~ /re_• and for funds.mental to d. c., 
r,,.,,, .. -x!Ec, the values of 5 and ll71 respec't;lye·ly-. 
Therefore, 
and 
Now we can proceed to find the various powers. They 
are: 
P - 1 L. $0 >'. O • .toe:> = in -
p . a · (l1...~0· IS°O)X0·3r'i :; · \94 WQ.tts 
out ·. l. 
~r-
·ztank = 
Lank• T . 
0 tanlt - ' 
pgin -
llg1 -
\ ~4 )'.\Ob -: 17·5" % 
&,~O 
ljOO 
-:: 3\l..O o~m5 
O· ~S'Z. 
?,l~O 
i..n · x \'L y. 10 4 
,i-













The results of the three nethod.s of calculation 
are round in table Y • From th.is tabulation -it can 





Ecc volts · 
ep degrees 
e~ ·de·grees 
. 1.b(max) ma·. 
1a(max}:·sna 
~ma . . 
~plmax ma 
I 0 ma 





Plate ett. ,, 
Pd watts 












































































P watts 2.125 g 
~t- , ohms 3360 
an.K: . 
Ltank m~crohenr+es 44.6 
C. nk · mi crom1 cro- 568 
va farads 




















two approximate methods. It can also be seen that 
there is a small variation between the results ot 
the exact method and the approximate solution No. 3. 
However, the results of approximate solution No. 1 
deviate by a large amount from the exact 
aolution. 
It can be noticed from Table V, that the 
largest errors between the exact and the approxi-
mate solutions are found in the grid e1rcuit, 
and this is to be expected, since the grid current 
is .approximated more than the plate current. 
However, the approximate.methods give a higher 
power absorbed in the .grid than the actual power; 
thus, the operation under operating conditions ·, 
would be . better than expected by using approximate 
calculation. However, such big errors in the 
plate current cannot be tolerated. The calcu-
lations have shown that use ot approximate methods 
give . satisfactory results tor the plate circuit. 
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Having seen the results obtai~ed by the use ot 
approximate and exact methods, 1t can be said in conclusion 
that the ap!,ro:r..inate methods osn be used tor al.l 
practica.1 purposes where the requirements ot nccurao7 
are not rigid. and this is usually the case. 
ltethod Ot Obtaining CJr1d Bias Voltage 
Since the class C anp1if1er usuaJ.].y operate3 "'11th 
a t1xed value ot grid excitation volte~. the "lethod ot 
selt-biasing is adaptable to it. However. the power 
1oss in the cathode bias resistor is large (Fi.g 37a) 
in a high power amp11f1.~r because both B00 and Ib are 
large. Theretore. it would be of advantase to use the 
sricl-leak-and- oapaci tor oethod shown in 1'1~ 3'1b and 
37c. beoause 1.n it the p1ate current is not utilized. 
Ins~ead. the direct current component ot gi-id current 
flowing in the grid reRietor provides the gr1a-biaa 
voltage. There are two a1ternate WPYS o~ using tr..is 
method. In both ae 11hods the magnitude ot the grld-
bias voltage le equa1 to %0 x agl. and a by-pass 
capacitor. as• having a reactanoe small com.pared to 
the resistance ag1 at the operating trequenoy is used. 
The o1rcu1 t 1n rig. 3'1o has the advantage over the 
one in l'lg. 3'1b in tb.P_t the direct current component ot 
1 0 does not exist in the source of ~id si~al voltc.ce. 
However• the circtu t in Fis 3'1b :-:as the advantage 




(a) Self-bias method of obtaining grid-bias voltage. 
(b) Grid leak.and capacitor method of obtaining bias. 
0 
(·c) Grid leak and ce.pac i tor niethod of' obtaining bia~·. 
. Fig. ;7. Methods of obtaining grid-bias voltage. 
while· in 11$, 37c there is an additional component _of 
loss due to the Etlternatlng c~ent of grid voltage, 
and the power l.oss in Rgl is :t;Rgl • ( es'"/~ 'nl.1s 
c11sad.vanta~ can be elir.11nated by uiing an · inductance · 
choke 1n series w1 th the resistance Rgl. This choke wlll 
.·' 
·reduce the alternating component passing through. the re-
sistanoe. 
The grid-leak bias oethod has one serious die-
advantage. It the a- c grid -signa,l is removed, the grid 
. . 
bias becomes zero ana t11e plate current may rise to a 
ctestruct1 ve value. However, the grid lea.lt bias 1s 
combined w1 th a _bias from a battery or some otl~er form 
of constant direct vol ta r;::e supp ly. so the.t the grid · 
bias will never be of such a magnitude as · to let the 
plate- current reach a high y-alue when the a-c grid, .. 
signal is removed. The grid--lealt _bias met~hod has 
,-. 
another advantage. The value of •e(max) obtained is 
not cr1t1cally'depena_ent upon the n.J.ue ·o~_Rgl or eg• 
!rhe grid current is a stee.1)17 ~sing function ot the -· 
grid voltage at ec(max)_ in the. _usual class C amplit~er, 
and an increase .of eg reeults in a relatively large 
increase of I 0 which increases the value of the gr1d-
b1as voltage and rectu.-ces the chP..nge in e ( ) to 
- c max 
a small amount. Sirailarly, if R 1 1 s c1-ecreasec .• -I g . , c 
increases and maintains E and e (._- ) nearly constant. 




In all. the previous d.iscussions, va.rlous analysis 
of class C ampli:t'iere has been dea.l t w1 th., but- nm~:here 
1n al1 the c11scuss1on has 1 t been mentioned where the 
class C amplifier is used. In general cla-.s C power 
amplifiers are used at ~ad.lo t-P~:queneies and therefore 
logically 1 ts use would be fo~d in radio trn.nsmi tters. 
Usually, class O power ampi~/1$rs t771ll be found 1n the 
last stages of r•dio transmitters, feeding thew energy 
to the · antennas. · 
The radio frequency output of the amp lifier, in --
1 tself would be of little use since 1 t does not carry 
any information.· Theretor~, some means woul4 have · t~ 
}?e employed f_, ,.the ~n-sert1on. of intelligence into 'Wiese 
rafil.9 -~tr.equenq waves1 so that: th.e latter would .. oarry 
the desired- tn:rormat1on. ·In _9ticte:~ to do th.is, 1t 
becomes ne~·I,~¥ to modula,t :e . -.(raa.1:-0 trequency\_ .ave-' 
. ' . .' . . "• ~ ~. . . ::<!' . . ,..,.. 
In simple term-a .• ,; th1s· pr-0-oes~s flt ·modulation. can be ···:: 
·des·cr1be4 a& a pro:cess o:f flrY1ng ·t.he rattio-trequenoy . 
output voltage in such a ·wl!J:l,- that it will. follow the. 
intelligence that has to be transm1 tted. 
The unmodu1ated wave is called the carrier we.ve, 
while the i:t.'ave thEtt causes and controls the variations 
ot· the aarrier •i-~ve is -termed· the modulat1one · wave or 
signal. 
As seen previously the rad.lo frequency ou tpu~ .of 
-the transmi_tter (that is ·the power o..•P:..ifier section of 
the transmitter, usually class O amplifiers) has a 
sinusoidal wave form. Thus, there .are three quan ti. ties 
of such a sine wave, that can_ be ·v-.rled--1ts amplitude, 
its frequency, and its phase.. AnY of these - tr.i.ree 
quantities can be mocluJ.ated. 
If the ampl1 tude of the carrier is made to very 
upward.and downward, following similar variations in the 
moC:.ulation wave, it is termed ae Amplitude. Modulation.-
In th1f3 tYPe of moilu1a ti on, the frequency a.ncl the phase 
of the carrier wave ·remains ~nchanged .• 
. . . . ~· It the frequency of the carr1ei-~1.a. -varied above and 
belo~ that of ·the unmodulated carrier ~p.enoy, t:~llow-
ihg sim11ar ··var1ations in the moo.~lating ~gna1,1'i,_ ()ne 
t"; ·.-.·~· ~ ... :\}f~~~: .. , 
obtains frequency modulation. In th1·s oaee, the ampli-
tude of the carrier remains unarianged, ·put, ·howeTer, -
.. 
phase of the carrier does change, since trequenc:,y .. a~a · 
phase are olosely related to each other. 
811l1larly , . if the phase ot the carrier -1it advanced 
and re.tarded by the modulating signal, Phase Kodulat1on. 
is obtained. The transn11 tter power c.oes not change for 
this type of mod.ule.tion, but the trequenc, ot the 
carrier does change. 
The process o.f mod.ulatine a carrier sets up new 
. . 
groups of radio frequencies, both ·above ana. below the 
frequency of' the carrier 1 tself. · These new frequencies 
are tE!rmed the sicle frequencies, ana the frequency bands 
occupied by a group o~ them are called side bands. 
The.re will be side be.nets on both- sides of the carrier; . 
the band the.t is hir:her than the carrier frequency is 
called the Upper Sideband, while the- band that is below 
the ~rrier f'req~ency is termed the Lower Sideband. 
The 1n.tell.1gence is carrie~ _in these sidebands · and not 
in the carrier .·itself. 
For disc':lesion here, only Amplitude l!odula tion as 
applied · to class C amplifiers will be discussed. There 
are vari_ous w~ys of amplitude modulating, the most 
,, 
j,.plportant b~1ng Plate Moduiation.. In this . tyPe of 
modulation~. the· modulatin_g aignal · i :~ applied to the 
plate c1rcu1 t of the rad.io treq9en_cy amplifier. It 
. . . 
the ~odulati~f:l signal. is appl1.ed to the··gr1d circuit, 
this f'orm of mo"ltulation is te_i,;ned as Grid Uodulation. 
Anoth&r form of _modulati.on,, 1n~o1v1ng var1at1.on of both 
grid and plate voltages 1s oalled Cathode Modulation. 
Systems using screen gric. -and puppressor grid tubes 
sometimes emp]q screen grid and suppressor Grid modula t1on. 
Be tor~ a:r:,:y particular type of modulation 1 s discussed 
in detail. 1 t woula. be worthwhile to generalise the process 
1;4 
of Mtplitude modulation snd look into some of the 
mat11em_atical equa.tiona that govern modulation. 
In Fig. 38 are sl1own oscillograms ef unmodulated_ 
and. noo.ula tea. radio-frequen_cy . e.arrie.r waves. Figure A 
sr:~ows the unmodule_ ted vol tB.ge way~ o.f the' carrier. 
In- B the car1--1er wave ·is modul~t ted by ·a signal 
of a wave shape shown ln Fig .• . 38-. The frequency of· the 
moa.ulat1nr; signal is muc.4 low:e.-r- than· the ~t off :f'r~quen-ey • 
. , . . 
and so. a l.9_rge number o-r ~~i_er cycles occur a~uring · 
each cycle of the modulat1n-ic. wave. (Actually,, there would 
be many times more ··rad.io frequency cycles in each 
modulating cycle. than are./:tt,llol'!Il ·. in, :Fig. 383; so many 
that 1 t °1 e 1mpess1b1e to draw them all in). 
The carr1~r arnpli tude 1-ncreas,s when the module. ting 
sl.e~l is p~stt1ve and dee~~ses th•~ ~e modulating 
signal is ne.gat1ve. H·enc_e.J the amplitude tr! the ca:{'rier 
wave becomes larger e.nd smaller .•1-th the &m.Pl1 tude ot 
the modulating wave. 
F1g~ 38- c shows the . modulat1·ng e,nvel~ when the · 
carrier ls n octula ted 100 per cent.. In 1:hlEi" case, the .. 
strength of the nod.ulating si[,~al. 1 ·s auch that the· 
carrier e.mpli tuo.G doubles its original valu_, when the 
moc.ule tin~ signal reaches 1 t ·e !) Oei ti ve :peEµt, and becomes 
zero at the negat1Ye peak of t..he cycle·., It the carrier 
is modu1atttd more thc-,n 100 per cent e. cond.1 tion such 
(A) Oa.rrier unmodulated. p ·.~ 
,aveshape of modulating signal 
(B) Carrier modulated 50 ~. 
(0) Carrier modulated 100 ~. 
Fig. ,a. Graphical representation of unmodulated and 
modulated carrier. 
1?6 
as shown in Fig. 39 occurs. Not only a.oes the peak 
_ampl1tucte exceed tvrice the carrier amp11tucle, but there _· 
· actually n ~~ y be a period_ t .. uring _¥th1ch the _output is 
entirely cut off. Therefore, ·th.e modulated wave is 
distorted_, a~ct the mod.ulation contains harmorilcs of the 
audio modula. ting freq1.1ency. 
Assuming the wave forms to be slnusoidal, the 
amplitude of the modulating signal cRn be -given by 
e = s 




The modulating angular freqµency GtJ.$ 1 s much . smal1er 
than the carrier angu1ar :frequency we.. • . The resu1 ting 
modulated wave has the form· 
8 ·.t~ 
This can be writ-ten in the fona . 
where ~ ~\O·o 
te. 




It can be seen. :from the above equation that .. the t=u1pl1 _tude 
moduli.ted wave consists ot three separate o~ponents. 
MoJvto.tittg s., .... , 
1ig. ~. Graphical ~epreeentation of an overmodulated 
Qarrier wave. 
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The first of these·, given by tlie}rel~tfo'nO: I:iS.,YI ~it;·\ 
1 ·s . the carrier 1 tself, cmd. it is. not: affected. by mo<ctil~l~tion. 
· The. second. term --m:0 c.o5(""',- ""~)\:. ~epresents _the _ lov.rer 
represents · t._te upper sideband_ freq_uen.cies .• ·. The aiiti?:1ft:u4es 
. . .... . ·.·. .. 
_degree of modulation as well as the amp11tude of the/y:-:; 
carrier. The factor m1s~r1_ovrn as the mo:qulatiot(f'.}::p_~~~/:. · · 
· and_.1:s given in l)ercentage~-
In general, the moclu~ating ·wave is. a corriplex·,_wave-. 
. . 
· However, 1t· can: .he.·represent.ed by Four.1er ·. ser1es;·1i\ ·1:t ··' 
• • • • • • / " ' # · , • • •• • 
: is pe171ooic, or ·bY a Fo11-:r:11:er.s;:1·n:t~.gf.~.11:r·.1t ·1s no~ . 
: per;od1c'! . Each .frequency in tll'e moctulat;ng signa~ 
· _,. P;t'()Quqes · a piti_r of sio_e frequencies in the frequency·.· 
• · .•. ·, . .._ · • .- . < ..• · 
spec. "rum • 
. :· · .. · . . ·. ··. 
_. PLATE :l!ODULAT·ION:t . 
. .... . . . : -~~ . : .... ,..~ :>--.. 
'..i{\ '·i!!ie .b~~1~'.ti~f&f(t}f1 ·· s'.· P1.tfi'._;rao~u1.~tea .··cias!J·.· .c 
:- :~ .~9.\7er::·: ~p;:1!~~~: _i~ ~ gi-yen :·1n·· F!g~··,.-4q. . · TA~-.at\cUO s1gna1 
'~ifl "~t1fi1e<i bj' .the ·J~ei~t6fii~~-·W!·~ . ihef:th1a ·, s1gna1 
appear~ . ~cro.ss ., ~he ~ec;i~}lary O;f , ~he :: _modi.ila,ting trans:f'ormer T •. 
. . . . . . , .. .. : .. _, · ' 
, .. ,., 
... ,· ' 
The mo.d.ulatlng --.S~_gnal 1·s placed in- series With th.e 
. . . · , ·· .. •· ... _ . . 
high_ dir'ect p1ate supply of the class C power a.mpl1:f1er, 
• • :; -. • • • • ' : ' o "• : • • : ': L • ~ ' 
1~ Modula:~1ng _- Class s ·.Am:p11fiers, by u. Dean p·ost, Rad~o 
News,. Vot.·· ·32,. December --~944, :page __ 38. . 








Fig. 4o. Basic diagram of a plate modulated Class C 
amplifier. 
14o 
so that 1 t will alternately add and. ·aub,raot from the 
total voltage · appearing on the plate voltage of tube Vl. 
, • 
If ampl1tude of the modulE.t1ng signal is large e,nou~..h, 
1t · can ra.ise the total vol ta.ge · on the plate ot Vl ~- to 
. .. 
,twice 1 t .s nornia1 value·' a.nd l .ower ·:1 t to zero on the 
negative peak of th.e..::.'m0:ctulat1ng s1gnal4' , This condition 
will result when 100 per cent modulation eX1.sts. ':h,us 
... 
it can -be seen ~h~t in order to obtain llO per cent , 
. ·. . . ! . . . . . } 
modulat1on., .. the .P~ outpu.~ . voltage acroa,s · the· secondary 
. . . 
ot ,. Fig~ 40~ must equal the d.c. voltage~~~ 
A~ men tloned previously, the . frequency o_t t:h,e mo&- · 
ulat,1.n.g signal is low in comparison w1 th the carrier 
freq,uep.cy 1 and ··consequently th.e .impedance of the tank. · 
·el~~t ... to, th.e modulating trequency ~111 be negllgibl•, 
-·~- . . "'· ' 
~hereto:i-e., the -properties or the 01i•cu1t Will· not be . 
,._. ' • ~' < I• • ~ • 
. ~· ' . . . _-.\· ·.:·· . ,. . .. ' ' 
•ttec~ed,::· yery )ntul.h and the pla,Wi:· •ijrreni •1:J.l fo~ow 
. . . . . . " : . ~ ' . . . . . ' 
-~ :_~,._~:: sho.~n ,-1n. ·.1'1:~· 41· ev-~ .~- ~ ~oug.tl. _eb ~·~; a~ 
.1.b'- mQ~~·t1qn~ ~Elff~tl.CJ\• __ .J,;-n ,· ft.Ct _ ,4\ .1 .a(.:~own the,'. 
• • _.J,,,_ • r"- • ,f -.'i. • .· ._ . . f .~ ",• ' ·.·~··,;<f. ' ... ';) • . :~-"' , ·,· 
ia.w ~per&tlng a-on.di t1-~n . te~f ·plate mod1l1a,t1on .• 
,:., $ ._ • • • .- • - , I '• ,• • • 
. . 
'.the total p1ate-·nppb. voitage i.e oompoaed ot 
~ . . 
· -
the sum_ at a d;ireot an~_ a ~ sinusoidal component. '?he 
enTelope of° the a-c ou,put voltag~ wave is also sinu-
ao14al. 
141 
"-,,, ... J .. ·f 
h· f out ,.,t 









Pig. 41. Ideal operatin& cenditicma · for _plat.• aodulat.ion. 
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The output voltage of the modulating ampli f1 er ·1s 
('75) 
and this is appi1ea in series with the ~c plate _ supply 
voltage, Ebb' so that t.he total effective supp ly voltage 
1s 
ebb= (76) 
This my be expressed as 
(77) 
where the moclulating index, m, is given .by 
~ ~ ~ (78) 
. E11,\, 
The average current~ Ib, in Fig. 41 which varies linearly 
w1 th the plate-supply voltage, has the usual s1gn1t1-
canoe when the. plate-supply voltage is constant.· But 
when the plate-st.,pply voltage varies · at .. a rate slow 
compared with the carrie~trequency - that 1s, at the 
moduls.t1o_n frequency - the average . current also varies, 
an4 the average plate current than _tak.es on a new 
significance. It ls an average, over the carrier fre-
quency cycle but a var1able during the modul.ation-
:frequency cycle, and may therefore be denoted by Ib_( t). 
Then . the modulating frequency and. steady components of' 
the current furnished by the combined modulating source 
and direct current plate supply v~ltage 1s 
('19) 
where Ibis the average current as 1nd.1ca.ted by an 
ordinary d- c ammeter. 
The average pov~er sup:plied to the modulated , amp-
11:r1er is 
.t,t' 
1' .... ~ ~ L e.,.,.I1,t.'*-) 
Which is 
. .n-
'P '"" ~ "ljr t E '-'- (. \ ~ "\".1\ '°~ w" 'c.) :t."' (. '"'° ~ c.o s c...>$ ~) d C""s") 
or 
l.. 
'y"" ·~ t~'I• -; ~ ~~.T~ {80) 




~lo\, ~ ·~ 1 El,b ,:1, ( \-\: W\ tol.:>s..,_) clt...i.st) 
(81) 
T.b.eretore ,. the p·cwer supplied ,~Y the , modulating source 
is 
(82). 
Hence, it -eAn be seen ~t for 10~ per cen~ modulatio~ 
the modul.at1ng source ·mus1; -csupply o~e-ha1t tfs much 
power as the :A,.,c pls.t~power, _supply • 
. It the average platf: ttt1c;·enpy ot the modulated 
amplifier 1a cort~tant o·••~:.,the modulatlon-t-requenc,y 
cycle (as 1s approx1mat·e1y · t-J'!l\l.• 1n·· practice), then the 
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power output in the unmodulate·d carrier wave is 
(83) 
. 4· 
where Y\p is the plate e:tflciency of the modulated class 
C amplifier. The power output with mod.ulation is-
(84) 
From the above equation it oan be conc.Luded that the 
direct curr~nt p1ate power aupply furnishes the power 
tor :produce the oa.rrler wav., · and the modulating source 
furnis."1es ·the power to pro~uce the s-1de~4. tr~que.ncies. · 
. ·~ 
,.Under 100 percent modul.a.t1on, the pealf. amp~1 tude 
·ot the modulated output wave is twice that ot the c&rrier 
wave, and consequently the peak power output of the 
modulated ampl1't1er is four times the unmodulated 
value. 
The averap power d1ss1pate,4 1n the pla-te ot the 
. : ,- .. · . . 
modulated ampl1t1er cu be g1ftil by- the relation 
? d ~ -~-- - ? .... ~ 
or 




The factor'!!!~ in equation 86 shows that for 100 percent 
~ ' 
modulation ~here is a 50 percent increase in plate dissi-
pation. Consequently, ft the modu~a ted. amplifier is to 
be capeble of delivering a sustRined 100 percent sinu-
soi dally mod.ul.a tad output, 1 t should be designed. so that 
the plate dissipation in the absence of modulation is 
two thirds of the maximum all.o\vable value. 
The· plate efficiency can· be given by the relation 
,: 'i>out · -~ 
'f \"\") 
· · When th.e modulation is zero, the foregoing · equations 
become 
p -B 0 
( \ - Y\ ") E~-. 'I:• 
The plate dissipation 1ncrea.ses w1 th modulation. Con-
sequently, it the plate dissipation is not to be exceeded 
the plate voltage and current will have to be decreased. 
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The effective impedance as vie-ived from the seoon-
d.ary terminals of the oµtput transformer towards the 
modulating amplifier, ror optimum value, can be given 
PY 
W~er.~ Rb is the internal :re~istance of the d- c plate 
voltage supp ly, It can ·~ obsJved that the effective 
impedance 1 s independent of the modula tiG!tt 
'!'he use or . equation 73· would he.ve given the power 
re:Lat1ons w1 thout going through the ·~ ve mathematicsl 
· de r1 va ti onif:. Eqt1a ti on 7 3- con s1 st s of the carr1 er 
·vol tage:~~-:~erm e. c.os"'-lc.~; the lC>wer a&de~nd::- ·'Which has 
.: .. ,... ... . '-
··-,'. 'R~. 
t11:e ampl1 tucif ot ~~· __ fnd 1 s composed c.'! th~ carrier 
frequency, w, , minus tbe s1gn~l fl"equency I u~, and 
;:_~:;;.~~> " 
~.an upper s1dt~4:·w1·-t11. the saiif,.amount ot power, the 
. .. 
on1y d1fterencft')~ .1Jlg that-",.tt:'s. ~ ·equeney is made up ot 
-..:.· r . "'. ~,.. :·:. 
. : . /. iii . .. ' .:-_'.i: • 
the ,,"91 c __ r <,.le.. and ~ ti• -- · It -cart al.lo be observed trom 
"'-• . 
,. 
equation· 73 tllat·- when' the mo.dulat1.on 1s 100 percent, -
1.e., m • la the a.mpli tude ot the sidebands is l/2 
ot the C¥~1er. Since ~e power is proportional to 
. ~· . 
the squa~e of the ampl1W<\e., the sideband power ls 
1/4, plus 1/4, or a total ot. l/2; that of the over a1l 
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power. It was shown previously that there is an 
increase ot· 1/2 or total power at 100 ~ modulation; 
consequently, the two sidebands must add the extra 1/2 
power. Thus the ratio 
Sidebflnd Power 
total .modulated -power 
1/2-
= J,2.. = 
This shows that the sideband power is 33.1/3 ~; therefore 
the carrier must supply 66. 2/3 of the energy. · · 
It can also be observed from equa.tion 73. that ~l-J.e 
maximum power ot the sidebands is proportional to --ma... 
Therefore, the modulation should be •ade ae high as 
possible, since _ the total energy in these sidebands will 
decrease rap~dl;y as th~ mod.ulation is reduced; moreover 
the sidebands instead of the carrier ~arry the 1nte111genoe. 
Linear! ty is important in modulation and will_ depend 
upon the load impedance and grid bias. A high load 
iape4ance will give better linearity, but lower output. 
!he driving power required tor grid linearity increases 
rapidly as 100 per cent modulation is appr~ached, hence, 
the grid dri Ying source must have good regulation to 
meet the necessary demands created by modulation. 
D1a-tort1on may occur in modulation 1:r the Q of the 
tank circuit is made too high. bec~uP-e the osc1ilat1ons 
in the tank circuit would not die away with su~ficient 




















However, these effects are not generft.l.ly enco.un tered, 
because usus:llY the Q, of the plc:.te te.nk circuit is ma.de 
eufficien tly low through proper loac.irig. · 
In Fig. 4~ are shown typical tube voltages and 
currents in a plate rnoa.ulated class C radi<>-frequency 
power amplifier. · It ce.n be seen in th1.s fi gure · that 
the grid bias Ecc has been decreased. when modulating. 
This is a.one in ord.er to limit the peak plate burrent 
from · reaching a very high va1ue. A sample plate 
modulated class ·c power amplifier design problem will be 
worked to · further illustrate plate modulation. 
As a plate moclulated · rao.io-:f'requency amplifier the 
~ype 8005 has the following maximum ratings at zero 
m od.ula t1 on: 
Direct plate voltage, lbb = 1000 volts 
Direct plate current, ~ = 160 """'~ · 
Direct current plate power input Pbb= 160 watts 
Direct grid. voltage, E
0
c= 200 vol ts 
Direct Grid current, Ic = 45 
Plate dissipation, Pd= 65 watts 
Let us take the following conditions for computations: 
Ebb= 1000 volts, Ib = 160 
8 b (min) =8 c (max). 
Under carrier conQitions:-
a, E = -200 volte and 
cc 
With the bias stipulated, it is necesa~ry to make first 
an approximation of .Q in ora_er to esta.blish the vol ta~~s 
.P 
in vol vea .• These voltages Vl_. 11.1 then permit . .Q . to be p 
calculated to a sufficiently correct final value. 
Say _\= l~O degrees, . or \ 
·2 
= 
60 0 . 
From Fig. 24, 
Hence 
Assume that. the maximum current point is _ on the . curve 
of equal grid and plate voltages. . Then_ from ·1b vs. eb 
cu~ves of Fig. 3=3, e · =+l40 volts and eb· mi·n = 140 volts. c max 
The~efore, 
IJ.,.OO -t 1~0 ~ 3+o 
·Then 
-. (Gee.+ ~) 
Assuming .M.. =18 
, • 10<:1t:> ) 
( ,I ) - (- 3,.oo + =:"'7: O /LCY/1....;. co~ ep  z. = _______ _LlL______ -::. • -r- o .-




The original estimate· of \/2 is ·seen to be satisfactory. 
Then, at ·so degrees, from Fig. 24, Ip1mru/Ib= 1. ?9. 
Therefore, ,:\?"'"a...__ :: ,.,5 ><. u;o = i 8 6 --wa o.. 
0 · 160 X. ,ooo ::.. \60 '\NQ \'h 
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power .output, Pout= 
pltrte die·s1pat1on, Pd~ 
plate etf1c1ency~ ~ p= 
Under Plat& Modulation:-, 
,,o ~ 0·&1~ 
e. 







1. a). the value for no d1sto:r,tton b.eeame , 
~b= 2 x 1000 = 2000 volts 
Epi max = 2 x S60 = 1720 vo.1 t ·s 
. ,,.. __ ""· .. -
f · =- 2 x . 266 = 572 -.. 
. Pi max · 
\L~ w•tt'S 
a.., . w-.\ts, 
r,-7 'l. 
-!he.ee values must be attained ·w1 th the same load c1r-cU1 t 
. . 
~ ~e~~h,qe ·41-·d ·•1th the same grid. curre:n-t rad1o-treque~cy •. 
I ; • ' • • 
· drt_vinf$ vol tag~ •. I"t is then 4es1rab.le ·ror . t h• - gri.d bias· 
. . • • -::.-_;.c 
· _  voltage- to be perm1 tted to -vary ove~. tJ;le au~o · cycle in 
order to atta.in this linear mo.dulation .• . lt the ereet; 
.. a trial value of e,1& 1s tound to bfJ .· 7fJ!t:t·. · · Prom ~ ·g. 24; 
. 'lhen 
.anti 
, ....... ~ ~'°''' ·-. 
:r • 
..£!l:.. :a : ·-a· '1 ~4 
. . \· ''l 
Frari the crest v~ltuts-, we ~- . 
eb min ;. 2000-1720- ·28t>-· volts 
Fram 1b vs eb ~s (.1'!..C,. ff.) t~·. fl> max·· l.282 -m.a, 
~ . . . ,/ 
eb .min• 2.lo volts. it is ,r· ·. ·., d ~ .· . ·.: t + t b .. 
, 
8 c max •ll~. • 
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· 190 vol ts. 
Because Eg max is the same as for e&rrier con41t1ons, 
the bias voltage will have to .bEf reduced ·so tha~ e 0 max 
. w1.1.1 be shifted from+ 140 volts to + 190 volts at the 
crest of the audio cycle. Therefore; 
z·g max = Eee + e·e max 
340 = Z + ·190 
. ce . · . 
or I = -I&o ·volts 
. cc . . 
'!'hen--the angle o~ grid -current flow ls 
···· 1 er - ' l.'S·O 
,.,., ·, CO~ ..,.c.c. . - C 
. ~ i. = • 1: • .,,. ... - o-. :S4o 
:. ,4, 0 
0 
u. t. 
T~e power 1np.ut ~-o the plate 18 
'I. 
f>\Y\' . ~.J:-.. {.' ~ ~ ) 
Wher• ~b and Ib are at the ear.r1., , _ le11el . !, , :.:!hea · for 100 
_per cent modulation 
. . . 
1?,11 _:. 1-00·0 >< o · ,,-. o (. , + \) -=· I.+ o . ~ • "....) 
"!he output pow«~.:-~ ,.-bf~,- ~u:ta,ll\_~··. ~· \ ;. tille et· tollowin'g 
relation where ~, is oonatant._ f ·o"'t =- -n, \7,:,, 
Since l\il · · 1s not k~,pwg, ot}l~ fela_Ucn, would have .~9 
be used. We can 4lJ1.-YClh a i• .. Uoif )~ ~· pQ,WeP Oll'tp\l:t 
··_ ': ~. ,• ~- -, . . >::~ :: ~: ... ;;.: . ·: .. ;.: : . 
in terms of the .fun4amental-.. catp~,n~nt ot plate voltage· 
-~ ' 
and plate .. current. 
Referring _ to Fig. 42 we can obtain the ayerage power over 
one complete ·cycle of . oar:1"1er trequency by the relation 
for zero modulation . , 
0 - ,J._ 14·lt(t ... 0 U,\...,, t) (3-o,"MA~ co, ~ct) cl .cue. t:) 
,-c.. - l.;Jf ... '"" .,,.. . .... 
. 0 . . . . 
l)uring modulation, the value of mpiinax and IpimaJt" are 
varying linearly with the audio c~cle. 'l'h.en the new 
magnitude .of the fundamental voLtm-ge . is 
where YI'\. ·1 s the modula tlng,°'l.ndex. Similarly the 
magnitude of the plate current under m-octulation 1 s 
~~•ffi .. ?- -:. -:I.p,Yfta.Y. (_, + "'tn C.ol ~11--"J 
Then, · the average_· po,ier under nfodulat1orr over a complff:te 
carrier frequency crc1e 1.~ 
v• \_: . J Uf'E -,;. ·. [, .... mcos~,~],.. Co>"c.JC'.t d ·Cwc-4:) 
~ c.. ~ 0 ,, .. a.-., ..... ···---1'- .. . . 
But we d.e sire t ~'; ebtain: , the· average power over a ccmplete 
audio cycle. TheJJte-fore. •• w-11i have to . 1n:tegrate the 
above e_xpression w1 th re•pect to -'the. a1.1d10 ct~l.e~ The 
. . . ' ~ . . 
Integrating· the above expression, there re-sul ts 
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This is the power that is del1vert,d to the plate tank 
c1rcu1 t under' mod11at1on. 
Then for our problem 
Po,t ~ 'l>,<> ~z.°· l.S' [ \ + . ~] = \&4\-· S- vv-tt ~ 
.. 
'Jh• effective or average plate d.1ss1pat1o~ is 
?~ -= ~4-o- \i4 ·S- :: 46 S"· S ~\\.5, 
and the· average plate eff1cleney is 
°Y\ '= \14 ·S- )( \OU : 7,. q pe.Y C:C."f\'\' 
• \" L4o 
The :pov,er re;I:a tions of the grid circu1 t are not · of too 
. ' . . 
much importance for the pr-_esent computation· and they 
a:re not computed. From the results of the power rela t1ons 
tli..at .I?-ave been obta~ned for the unmodulated and modulated 
case, _it can be. seen that _f'or 100 per cent modulation, 
. the ·1nput power, output power and plate·'d!ss1pat1on 
has increased 3./a times tlle unm.odula ted values as expected. 
The above computations were only made . to give a br1et 
idea· ot condi tloae, __ unde:&-'·•4ulat1o~ 
In oo~c.lud1ag the - -~~-6.~ on plate modulation 1 t 
. . 
should .be pointed out that plate. modu~ation gives high 
plate._ c1rcu1 t et'f1c1ency, _ease ot ·adjustment and low 
distortion. However, a relatively large amount of low 
trequenoy power is required and thus necessitates use ot 
heavy and bulky equipment. 
,;, 
There are various other ways of plate modula.t1ng but_ 
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the basic c1rcu1 ts and analysis are the Se.me. Therefore·; 
. the discussion of other plate modulation methods 
will be deleted. 
GRID MODULATION 
There are two commo·n1y used ~ethods ·llf' applying 
amp litude modulation to a cl~se C a.mpl1f1er. One.,. which 
. . 
has been describ~d m previoijs section is plate-modulation., 
and the othe:r. is g:rt :d modulat_1·on. In an .ideal class 
C power amplifier, the plate~ ·'llflk circul t current ~an be · 
'made to vary 1.1nea.rlt w1 th ~ ... ct to the · grid bias 
V()ltage., the amplitude of the tank cdrr·ent decreasing 
w1 th an increase in the grid- bias voltage. Consequently, 
by applying the low frequency modulating signal 1n series 
·Vii th the grid bias suJ>P+y, it would be possible to 
.;. . ..:.:.: ~ 
produce an aµipli tude mocllQ.:.,d .:wave. 
The bas1e c;-1reu1 t ot-)1 grid modulated,, cla.1h1· C 
! ' ... : . . , ' ' •. ~ 
.. ~. ·-.~· 
amplif'ie~- is shotln in F1J• ·-43.. . In_ F1g. ; 4f \~re sllown 
oscillograms of grid volta~,ius, :plate to cathode voltages~ 
and ~1,d current under grid modula ti()n · condi tion·s., 1'07 
grid modulation the ope,ra ting ,_condi t1ons: are so eeleeted 
that theoretically both th.e direct plate current and the 
'I. 
radio frequency tank current var)'._ linearly w1 th th.e grid 
bias voltage. Then, since the low frequency modulating 




Pig. 4,. Baaic diagram ot- a grid modulated Claaa O 
amplifier • . 
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1 .. 
..... i ... ~· 
_,.a ... t,-' 
+ 
Fig. 44. Graphical representation of grid voltage, plate 
voltage and grid current for grid modulation • . _ 
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the a,mpli tude of the high-frequency output vol_tage is · 
proportional to the instantaneous value of the modulating 
signal, and thus ampl1 tude modulation 1s obtained. · 
·In order to obtain high plate etf1c1ency under grid 
mqdulation, the a.mpli fude of the high-:t'requeney gr~d-
exc1 ting voltage should be suffic1e~t to drive the grid 
to somewhat positive potentials at the peak of the . 
modulation cycle. · Another important requ1rement ls that, 
for 100 p ,er cent modulation, the amplitude of the mo.dulat1ng 
., 
signal should be such that 1 t will rea.u-ce the instantaneous 
total grid ·voltage to the cut off value at the t _rough of 
the modulation cyc_le (m1n1mwn amplitude of the output 
wave). 
The ·a-c voltage across the tank is ·equal to 
where e0 • (e cutoi-:r - lg max) v~ltage and l:t is a tank · 
_constant. The power ~e26t1ons ~• .g-1ven .by 
and 
From the above equation 1 t ean be seen t11.a·t the output 
power increases _ ·w1 th percentage of modulation. The plate 
dissipation is given by 
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From the above equation 1 t cc.n be observec1 that the 
:plate diss1pat-ion decreases as the per cent of moc1ulat1on 
· increases. Therefore, the plate dissipation ·will be 
ma.xinum when the emplifler is unmodulated. The plate 
ctpcui t efficiency of ·the mod.uiated amplifier is. given by 
This relation of plate efficiency shows that the latter 
increases with s.n increase in modulation. 
The pr1n,cipal advantage of a. grid modulated, 
amplifier is that · only a small amount . of mod.ula ting signal 
power 1 s re-quired. However, the carrier power that 
·would be obtained from a maximum · loaded unmodulated 
class , C e.mplifi_er is redu_ce-d by about 75 per cent~ 
Th:is condition results from the ta.ct th~t only the peak . 
, . 
powe~ of the grid modulated power amplifier corresponds 
tt, the unmodulated amplifier operation.. Also, in grid 
me>dulation~ the plate efficiency .~uring zero moq.ulation 
.. 
is approxime.tely one haJ;.f of the efficienoy that would 
be obtained in an unmodulated elass O amplifier. This 
ls one of the biggest disadvantages of grid modulation, 
since the overall eft1e1ency is low. 
In the sectlons to follow a method is described how. 
th~- efficiency of ~ grid modulated class C amplifier can 
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1 be increased. Thie method was :first suggested. by Doherty 
in which the load impedance., rather than the operating 
voltages ot a linear amplifier, ·is shifted ·to take care 
of the pea.ks of the modulating cycle. On the basis of 
Doherty• s method, anoth'er method was derived by F. E. 
2 · .· 
Terman a.nd Woodyard. . This method makes use of the 
impedance inverting property _of a quarter wave trans-
mission line. In Fig. 45 is shown a s1mpl1:t1ed eircui t 
diagram· of a grid -modul~.tea. a.mp1.1fer using a w section 
. . . . , 
which 1e equival~t . to _quarter wave tra.nam1s.s1on line., 
It can be shown that at the trequency tor ·which L ·a.n~ 
C ~r~ :resonant» Jl8= ;~/f<A i I ,rbe:r', 1\8 is the appar&ilt 
resists.nee of:fer_ed at the _aen41ag ·end ot the line acz-oss 
terminals AA' when a re.sistan-ce ot 1la is"connected at 
. :.-: ~. 
th-e :re6ei~g end te~nala··.tm•, and -c• 1,s ·the chaP«ctel'-
is'tic impedan.ce of the line. ~e:r.,:~e, the aentiing end 
res,1a tanee 1 s 1nTer-eelY J>l'OJ)Ot-'tt . -~ ·:1.i . to the reo·e1v1ng end 
res1etanc·e., and tb.e -11Air,.~·raru,t1·•·· .8.8 . .. ]dape4ance 
. ~. :_·,:--- { •. 
inverter. a ls the value o? the. load 1-ped.ance, and is 
dependant upon the maximwn power output desired :rran the 
tubes, al1owable plate diss1pat1ona allowable cathode 
emission, and allew~le d-c plate voltage. After the 
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1. 'A Nev, Higb.-e:f"f1c1ency Power_.~pl1:f"1er for Modulated Waves,• 
by W. H. Doherty, Proo I.ll.E vol 2·4,_ September 1936, PP• 1163-1182. 
·~. 
2. •A H1gb-e1':f1ciency Grid l(odulated Aljpl1fier'•, ' ·by F.E~ 





















Pig. 45~ Siapl1t1ed cireld~ diagram ot a high efficiency 
• • ,i. . . 
grid modulated aaplifier. · 
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value of load· -re-sistance R has been detP-rmined, the 
actual load placed 1n parallel with tube No-. 2 is made 
equal to R(2. The· characterist19 impedance -co of the 
quarter wave line is made equal to R; that is, the 
reactanoe of the induc·tance and the capac1 tors a ·t 
resonance is maa_e equal to R;modulat1ng signal voltages 
E81 and E8 .a a.re applied to the grids of ~lie ·two tubes in 
same phase as sho,n in Fig. 45_. 
The oper:~tion can now be e~lained a~. ·follo.ws. The 
No. 2· tube is so biased that be~een zero and carrier 
·1evel it does not pass any current. Then 1 the load 
1mpe~nce of No. l. tube is the reciprocal of the actual 
load 1.mpedanoe multiplied~ by the square of the eharactex--
1sti"c impedance, or in other words 2 R. "Because of this 
~ 
high l _o~d ~p.~dallce, tube_ Bo. l works · at tw1c.e the etf1c1e.ncy 
w~ich 1 t w<;>ul,d otherw1 ee haTe for l\~J" levels not exceea.2.ng 
the carrier. ~1 :1; oa.~ be ~tieed tht{t ·this caua:ee the 
e~f1c;1ency at oaIT1er 1e, .1 · to be.. the sEµ11e as 1n an 
un.c,clulated elass C -amp11'f1er~ 1nst•ad o.f onlY h~lt •a 
great~. as in the oonvent1.o•l- type of grid modulated · · 
amplifier. 
When ·the os.rrier level is reached, tube Mo. 2 starts 
conducting plate current in form of short pulses, which 
increases in magnitude until at pi(alt ~F level, tp.is tube 
11 also delivering 1 ts f\111 rated power putpu~ to the load. 
16} · 
Since tube No~ 2 deli v~rs power to 'the _1oa<'.":1, 1 t preserrts . 
an a pparent negative resistance- across the output o·f the. 
impedance inverter in parallel with the actual load. 
Consequently, the a:pparent load resistance presented to 
th~ output terminals of· the impede.nee inverte1, increases 
as t..r1e modula tion eye.le goes from . the carrier to the 
peak level which means that the input res1stan.~e of the 
inverter decrea•••"• Therefore,, tube No. 1 is able :to. 
supply --a constantly increasing amount of power without , 
increasing 1 ts r-t-·plate voltage as the modulation - goes 
from QS.rrier to peak level • 
. Tube No. 1 operates as _a class C ampl1t1·er w1th ·a 
rela.1;1 vely large alternating vo_l tage be tween the plate 
. . . - . 
and,._. the cathode most_of the time, and e~_has high average 
plate·,tt1o1ency. A.t the same instant tube No. 2 al~o-
..... 4-
op·erates as a elass a ampl1fler with high e!t1c1eno:,., ·ud 
con9'.quent~Y' th_e: o·veral·l : ~verage etf1c1ency 1s high. 
. . By us~ng thf, method. etf1c1enc1es of 65 to 85 per · 
cent ean ·be ob'ltn,_ed for both modulated and unmodulated' 
intervals as c,anpJtred. w1 th 60 to f i per cerit tor. the 
~ . !: . 
linear gr14--.modulated class CJ amp~1fiers. !.Ioreover, the 
output per-. tu}?e ts also greater. This system also 
requ.tres small amouut of modula.ttng power. 
In conclusion, 1t would be inter.eating to compare 
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the operating features of 1')late and gTid. modulEtion. 
These are: 
Plate-Modulated Amplifier 
Large modulating power required 
--
Large ~ ower output in proportion to the maximum 
power dape.bil.ities of the modulated tube. 
Lo'w dis tortj. on 
Grid:-Modulated Amplifier 
Relatively low plate efficiency 
__ ·Low gr1d-moctulating power required _ 
· Low power output in :proportion to the maximum ·. 
capab1li ties ot the raodulated tube. 
High distortion 
Also it is ·easier to make o1rcu1 t adJustme11:te 
tor plate moduls.t1on than grid -modulation, since the 
adjustments in the latter are very sensitive t~ var1a-
tions in the ~rier exciting -voltage, the plate supplf 
voltage, and the magn1 t\.\de o t the tnn ecf'-: load impe4,&.noe. 
. . 
· There 21.re also other means of modul-tion, such as 
screen grid and suppressor grlcl modulation, :~1:r tetrodes 
or pentodes a.i-e used, and CB~thode modulation. Plate 
modulation ot tetrodes is accompanied by distortion 
or harmonic generation unless the screen grid voltage 
is also varied in accordance with the modulating signal. 
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T.h1s results. from the secondE:try emission which ·cause·s 
dips and curvatures_ in . the mo.duJ.at1on cha~a.cter1st1cs 
-tor a fixed screen-grid suppl)l\_ \TOltage •. Moreover, the 
. ' ' 
~late cur~:nt ,.. , 1\depeJ'~rtt of the tank volta·ge in 
pentodes. If~ there~ore, · the modulating s1gna1 ·1s also 
fed simultaneously to the sc.reen grid, then sat1sfaot<>rY 
. . 
· 11near module.Ung chs.raeterietics_ can be obtained. 
-Grid modulation of tetrodes or pentodes ~ii be 
accomplished 1n .. a similar manner as for triodes.· 
: . . . 
The suppre•eor grid in pentodes can be used as 
an additional co~trol grid for modulation. !fhe modu1a-
t1ng voltage ;~ connect~d in .. series with a ~uit~ble 
41rect-b1as voltage to the suppreesor .grid. !he results 
.~e, aom.ewhat s,1m1lar to those ot the grid modulated 
··triode~·. but the circuit ad.Justmenti a.re simpler, since 
in _the pent.ode th~ adJus'bnents o:ons1st ot two -.ditterent . 
circuit.• whose e.tfects ax-e relatlve.ly 1ndependf#nt, 
. ' ' 
·-·~··· 1.n grid,. Jnodula,t .ed triode PtP11flers . the . modu1at1ng 
vol tase ~ ltlgb-tl-:equ~ncy . exo1 ting vo1 tage, · and ·41·reot grid 
bias voltage m:µst be . .mutual1y suitable. 'lbe . carrier · 
plate ett1c1ency_ in suppressor e;r~c:t modulation is 
approximately the same as tor g:r1d mod.u1at1on ~nd the · 
mo~a·tor po1r:er requirements are similarly small. 
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With tubes having sui tnble · auppresao:r-cr1d oharacter1st1cs, 
linear modulation up to practically 100 per cent is 
obtainable with negl1g1 ble o..1stort1on. 
(la.thode modulation is a ·comb1na.tion or pla.te ftnd 
:, g;r1a_ modulation. The modulating signal 1a intro~.uced _ 
in the ca thod_e cir-cu1 t ~ anc. _both plate voltage and 
grid bias ve.ry during modula tlon. Since the mo<lula ting 
.. . 
voltage is effectively introduced into both the plate 
and. ·the gr*<:t c1~u1ts, the cha.racter1st1cs of · this method 
are a combination of those of grid and plate modulation 
methods. · Since a part of the modulation 1s b;y the 
gri~ modulation .method, the plate efficiency varies 
during modulation. Hence, the etfio1ency at the oa.rr1er 
level 1s lower than that _at the mod\J.lation peak.. Tbl.s 
,-eduction in .Qarrier efficiency depend:s : ·upon the · proportion 
·of grid modulation to p~ate modu~at1on; the higher the 
plate modulation, the peflte~, will be _ the c,ar'ri~ 
ett1c1ency and vice ve~ea. The med~lating power a1so 
varies with the :-,,-.1centage or plate modulation, being 
gre.ater aa this percentage is increased.. 
The last methoa ·1s seldom used in practice while 
the other two methoa.s are employed when pentodes or 
tetrodes are used ns class C mod:ula ted power ampllt1ers. 
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When radio frequency exci tat1o·n __ is. applied to the 
grid of a. triode, the resulting radio frequency voltage 
generated. in the plate eirou1t _reacts upon the dr1Ving 
source through the 1nterel"0ctrocte; plate-grid, eapaei-
·:.. ... -
tarice of the tube. Vlhat ex.a~ t~ hapr)ens can be described 
.. \ . . . . ·~-f " 
. -
in a few words. Some high ·t~equency power w1ll pass 
through this 1nterelectrode :·capac1 tance from the pla-te 
to. the gr1a··or v1oe versa. This r-f which is fed back 
to tb.e .~id c1rcu1 t is generally poei t1ve and will cause 
~hft' · stage·_ to become -uns_table and oscillation may o~cur, 
·· To. el1ni1·na te . this, some power is fed back, and tllia 
.pr-ocess is known as neutralization. Th• pi-1.ac,l.ple o-f 
ne_utra~z&rt1·on is very simple and oons1ets -bt pro~1<llng 
.. ~ee4ba.Qlt to the grid e1rcu1 t throud.l •temal mean~:it 
an amount ,ctufl. to that through ~~· 1nterel~ctrode grid 
· plate oapacl.~,~ -a.SP' b~t. qpp.oa~~ 1~·*''e" 
' ' ..... 
0Qnaequen~,. 
~ .. 
the -~oweP . tbat ··~a fed. i;hrpush Oa.,· Qd through -.tePnal 
c1:rou1te ·w.11l. - "~ ·ea·eh -~·e>ther· ·an«· th~•~ -. the ~pe~.tio • . 
\ ,'- • . 'I"·.. : ' 
w11i rematn stabi-..~ . '?)11s can be done in various ways .al'.ld 
sOllle of the neutral1z1•g c.~rcuite are shown in fig. 46~ 
1·. 'liad1.o Jngineers' Handl'o-.•,. by F. E. T-erman, Uc<Jr-aw 
Hill Book CJ.o., p 469~ 
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( a) Neutrodyne ( or Hazel tine) 
system of neutralization 
(c} Rice system of 
neutralization. 
~.......,__......._ ......... 
(b) Modified neutrodyne. 
( d) Croes neutralization 
-
-.... 
( e) Coil neutralization. 
l'ig. 46. Typical neutralizing circuits. 
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In Fig. 46a is shown the neutrodyne system . of 
neutrali za. ti.on. In this circuit the coil L ,is coupled n . 
close to the primary coil 1:s, and it is so polarized 
that it. applies a voltage 18CJI» out of phase with respect 
to the a- c voltage between the plate and the cathode 
t .o the neutralizing condenser en. Consequently, the 
current through the grid plate capacitance, Cgp 1 .is 
opposite in phase from the current flowing through the 
neutralizi~g condenser en, and the two .feedback currents 
can be given the sam.e magnitude by properiy adjusting 
the neutralizing condenser. Neutral.iza.tion can be made . 
substant1all.Y independent ot frequency "l&;~oselY coupling 
the neutral1z. 1ng co11, . L0 , to its primary. It .. isala• 
assumed that the leads have negl1g1bl• inductive react-
ance and other stray capaci t ances are small. 
Another method of neutralization is obtained by 
using the Rice circuit ( . J'ig. 46c). In this circuit the · 
neutra~izing condenser On is so adjusted that~ current 
through it neutralizes the effect ot the ·eurrent flowing 
through the grid plate capacitance of the tube as 
tar as the tuned circuit 1 s concerne.d. Theoretically, 
such a system of neutra.lization is independent of 
frequency, but it has the disadvantage that only halt 
ot the signal developed across the input circuit can 
be appiied to the grid ot the tube, and moreover no side 
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of the tuning cona.enser in the lbTid circuit cEm be· 
grounded. Also, if adc.1 tion.;l stages are in cascade, 
this system of neutralization is like~to ·oause trouble 
from pa.rasi tic oscil.!.a tions. This method of neu tral1-
zat1on is ~ometimea called grid neutralization. 
The cross neutralization_ c1rcui t shown ·in Pig~ 46d 
ls used w1 th push pull amplifiers. It is very similar 
to the · neu trodyne c1rcui t and · takes . advan te.ge cit the 
.. 
fact that the two voltages on the two s1des of . the push 
pull amplifier are of-opposite polarity, and therefore 
giv~s the ·necessary phase relations · for ·neutralization. 
. . . 
The 1:ldvantage of . this circuit is that it requires no 
special ~1rcu1 ts ot~er than the neutralisin.g condensers .• 
· · .: Another neutralizing circuit is skown !n . P;_gt:u"e ~6e. 
''l'h1~ is .commo~Y ~lled 0011 neutralization. Here, the'· 
'neutra11sfn'-! ,. 1nductan.ce ~x.n is in pa'ral1el resonance w1 th 
the gr1a.-;.pla t .~ oapac1 tan.ee C at -the frequency for which 
. . . SP. . 
neu~al1zat1on is to be e·:r:rect1ve:,; The.ret~e, t~e 
current flowing .from controi grid to :plate is mad.e 
pra~t1ca117 equal. to zero~ '?he blocking condehsera ts 
used in th1 s c1:rcu1:t so th~ t the neutralising coil will. 
not short circuit the ·.p1ate 9uppl.T ·battery. ' The circuit 
is then adJusted so that the combination of L and a 
. . ~ 
otters· the 1nduet1 ve reaq,tenoe req1.1,ired to parallel 
resonate w1 th Cgp at the trequ..ency ot neutralization. 
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The main d1sacl.vantage of ·tllts system is the.t it ··can be 
· used effectively for onl:,r one frequency. Hov,ever, 1 t 
finds extensive use in broadcas"ll transmi t-t;ers wh.tch.; 
operate at a single frequency. Tetrodes and pentodes 
usually do not require neutralization because the screen 
grid rec.uces the gri~plate capao1 tance sufficientiy to 
eliminate practically all the power that is fed back to 
the grid. current. 
The procedure useC. for neutraliza.tlon is essentially 
the same for .. all -tttbes e.nd. circui to. 1 . The first .step 
is to apply the filament voltage of the tube and_ the 
excitation to the grid circuit fro1n the preceeding 
stage. There should be no voltage -·0)1 the plate of the 
tube~ After having applied the excita~ion voltage, 
th~· . next step is to adjust ~_, the neutt.'alizing condenser·, 
AdJus.tment should be started with the neutralizing 
c;:apaci tanoe~ -·· 1 ts minimum, ~d then increasing the 
~ . • ... 
oapaci tance in small steps. A. t
0
_ ea.ch ste:'), the plate 
tanlt circuit should .be tuned through resonance. The 
need for neutralization vtill be. 1ndic!\ted by a .;de:t'leotion 
of the d-c grid . current r.ieter'··J.n the grid" c-Lrcui t •. :·A.s · the · 
point of proper neutralization is approached, the 
deflection of the d-c grid current meter will reach 
l.The Radio Amateurs Handbook· published by the Al!ierican 
Radio Relay League, page 168 
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a minimum. 
If a neutrod.Yne circuit of neutralization is used, 
the same proceedure can be followed. The neutralization 
can be adjusted by altering the num·ber of turns on the 
coil orby changing the coupling be tween ti.'1.e neu tra.ll~-'9t 
coil and the tank coil. 
In conclusion 1 t should be mentioned that the 
neutralizing condensers or coils shouia_ be so actjusted 
that exact iieutraliz e1tion occurs. Over neutralization 
will. pr.oduce results similar to undern·eutral1za.t1on. 
DesiSP; :troblems At High Frequencies and at H1f"Jl Power 
Output 
All the previous analyells of amplifiers was baaed 
.~n the assumption that th_e amplifiers would operate at 
low or moderate radio frequencies. w;hen the circuits 
are operated a~ moderate radio trequencies, the effects 
ot eleotron transit time and lead inductances have been 
neglected. These can no longer be neglected at high 
frequencies. In addition to the latter two effects, 
. . 
there are also several other factors which should be 
ta.ken into consideration at h1gi1 frequency and larg-e 
power operation. It would be well to describe all the 
factors now, and then discuss a few of them in .detail 
The principal -0onsiderations in the design at 
high frequency and large power outputs are as follov1s: 
(a) Transit time effects 
(b) Inductance of electrode leads 
(c) Interelectrode capacitance 
fd) Cooling of the tubes 
The transit time ef:f'ect is one of the mo~t im-
portant consid~ration and therefore will be discussed 
.. l in detail here. 
A. t low frequencies the time lost .by an electron in 
traveling from one electrode to another is a small part 
of the grid voltage cycle and thus, its effect -can be 
neglected. However, such a viewpoint cannot be held 
at high frequencies. 
The current flow to an electrode can be considered 
a result of the motion of charges 1-n the space between 
electrodes. This oa.n be shown by considering two 
1nfin1 te parallel-plan~ electrodes as shown in Fig. 4.7, 
w1 th a voltage E app11ed between them. Then, the 
electric field F between the two electrodes can be 
given by the relation F ~ E/d, where dis the distance 
between the plates. Now, if a small po~itive charge 
I. B.J.Thocpson, Review of U.H.F. Problems, RCA . Review, 
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Fig. 47. Distribution of' induced charge and current flow · 
between parallel planee as a charge _g moves 
between the planes. (a) illustrates the condition 
whet-a the charge is infinitesimal distance f'rom 
the positive plane. (b) represents the condition 
where the charge has moved a distance x away from 
the poei tive plane and is .. moving at e. velocity v. 
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q 1 s placed in the v1 cini ty of the po si ti ve plate I 
· there ·wili be an increase .in the charge on the positive 
plate of an· amount (-q), . but there will be no increase 
in charge on the negative plate. Consegµently, a forc·e 
with a magnitud~ ·~ r ~ w111 act on the charge and try . 
to move it towa~ ,e the negative p-1ate. If the charge 
is allowed· to move, some work will be done on it. by the 
force whicl1 wilJ. be equal to l'qx, where x is the distance 
the charge has move.d. But the energy that is given to 
the <:Jl.arge is supplied from the battery. Therefore, 
. ~ .. -:..-: 
the energy lost by the battery is equal to the product 
ot -th'e~ charge induced on one of the plates and the 
battery voltage z. If' the charge induced on the 
negative pl.ate is denoted by Cln' then 
- E 'l"" ~ Fq_x 
since F =-
l( 
'!'hereto re , C\."'" -; - ,_ cl 
In other words, the charge indueed on the negative 
plate is proportional. .to the charge in free space 
and to the fraction o:t the total distance that the 
charge has moved. Since the to.tal induced charge is 
always equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the 
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space charge 1 . therefore the charge ~ inluced on the 
pos1 ti ve plate is equal to the difference _between the 
space _char-ge and the _charge in4uoed in the.negative 
p;ate. 
~en, as a result of the motio~. of charge· q,_ a 
.current will :t'low to the ri•ga.t1ve plate, and thie curren·t 
can be gi ve·n by the· rela tloa . 
& cl .· ,,... .. . 'L 1" - a -' Lw = .. ctt . -:. - 7 d• -:_ c- ~ 
. In other_ words, the current flowing between two pla~s 
is .equal te the product ot the charge times 1 ts_ veloc1 ty 
divided by the d1·stanoe between the plates. 
-·'fl:leretore·, 1t can be eonel.udetl from the prertous 
_analy;a1e .taa.t a .cun,ent 111 a v.a·e.uie tlabe · wh!dl ti,.- · 
pr-.a.:ee4. - --•e . motion: ot an eleetron does not tlOfr , 
,-. 
· e1Jlply at- _~ instant tp.e e1eotro,. :reaches the ·electro&,, · 
:but tlowa: ••~:in~~u:,.11 ... 1n all ~a~oent elec~rodee 
wh1l.e the elee.'trol?t .1'~ii-~ mot10ll:~ If· the -motion o.~ .the 
. . '::·:-· ' :' ··· ... . 
•leo'troa ·.i~ betwe~n\ -~al~~- .l>late-a, . the current tlo• 
doe.a not 4--peJli\ ctn. ~e_,· pos·1t1&n ot ·the electron but OJ.l 
its velocity, ~d ·t;be· distance between ·the two plates. 
ActuaJ.ly, innumerable amo.un ta Q~ electrons are in 
motion anti therefore the total current ~lowing !o an 
eleo'tPode can l>e determined b); a4,d1ng up all the minute 
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currents produced by individual eleetrons 1 or, more 
analytically, _ by integrating the currents produced by 
infinitesimal strips of the space charge. 
In a steady-state condition, the current flow 
determined by such integration, or the measured value, 
is exactly equal to the rate of arrival of eJ.ectrons at 
the e_lectrodes. When the current is varying with time -
as in the case of an amplifier tube wl th an alternating 
voltage appli:e d to the grid - the rate ot· arrival of 
electrons at the _electrode may be greater or smaller 
than .the actual current that is flowing in the space 
between electrodes because of the transit time of the 
electrons. 
'!hese considerations show that the 'amount of cur~_ent 
·tiott~ to· *i1 electrode may be different f'rom the rate 
ot arrtva1 of .el.ectrons at the electrodes. It is quite 
possible to haff a ··current tlow.+ng to an electrode at 
which no electrons arrive, it the number or velocity 
ot the · electrons approaching the eJ.ectrode -is instan-
taneously different from the number or velocity of those 
withdrawing from 1t. 
These basic considerations which were discussed in 
the preceed1ng can now be applied to study the various 
trans1 t time effects at high frequencies in· vacuum tubes. 
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The most impor~t transit time et9fects are~· :tound 
1n the grid ci.rcu'it. In the gi-id circuit there eX1sts 
a current which is proportional to . the tube tranaconductanoe, 
the alternating grid voltage, frequency, and the electron 
transit time. This current flow is due to the. instantaneous 
difference between the rates at which the electrons 
approach the grid and withdraw from it. ·This current 
leads the applied alternating grid voltage by 9Q. degrees. 
Hence,· it can be said that there is an ~l.ectronic. 
component of grid capacitance which is proportional to 
the transconductance and to the transit time. This 
capacitance is an increase in hot tube capacitance over 
the cold tube capacitance. 
Because of the electron transit-time effect, there -
1s a shift in the original 90 degree phase relation 
between the grid voltage and grid current with increasing 
frequency. '!ht$ phase shift results in an equivalent 
ahunt resistanoe between the grid and. · the cathode which 
is inverseJ.y proportional to the transconductance and 
to the square ot the ft'equeno. and the transl t time. 
It has been :foun,4 tha:t thi* ehunting resistance is 
normally .very high a t about 1 megacycles, but it may 
become a.a low as several thousand ohms at about 80 
megacycles. 
Since this d.1ssertat1on 1s mainly on class C amplifiers, 
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it would be better to stud.y the transl t time eff-ects on 
1 this particular mode of operation. The most important 
effects are ( 1) •back heating• of the cathode and ( 2) · 
1rregul.ar1 ties 1·n plate current pulses. 
When the transit .time on the grid cathode space is 
great enough to cause · an appreciable number ·or · el.ectrons· 
to be . in transit at the instant the plate current 
pula~ is cut off, back heating of cathode·occur~. 
Durin·g the cut off portio~ · of the cycle, -a negat1ve 
fiel·d eXists in· the cathode apace, and the~eby a 
consid.erable number of e.leotrons trapped in the .1nte:r-
eieetrode spaoe are returne_d to the cathode, arid _ t11:eee 
returning electrons will heat the cathode. At very high 
~equeno1es · this_ back heating 1a sufficient to supply 
.. 
a considerable portion of tile total cathode heating 
·power requ1Pe4 for norma1 operation. Consequently, 
because ot the:. eJ.ectron bombar&nen t of the ·em1 tting 
. . . .. .. . . 
eurtace, back :a~ t1n:g may reauot the life ot . the 
eataode; it also e&llses the required filament current 
to a.pend upon 'the ·con41 tiona ot op-erat1on within the 
tube~ 
· If a study is made of the total time required by 
electrons to travel from eathode to plate in a triode, 
1. 'l'.ermari~ f. E., Radio P!s\Deering, p.405. UcGraw Hil.l 
Book Co.,. 194'7-. 
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screen-grid, or pentode· tubes, it is _f'ourid that the 
tran,si t times ·for the electrons at the beginning, mia.d.le 
part and end of the current pulse will differ. Generally 
speaking, electrons toward the beginning part of the 
pulse will have the shortest time, while those near 
the middle and end of the pulse will have the largest 
transit times. This is 1llustra_ted in Figure 48. 
During the first part of the plate current J?Ulse· the 
plate potent.ta! has not reached 1 ts m1ninlum and_ h'ence 
the transl t time wil.L be short for that period. Electrons 
near_ the middle of the pulse approach the plate when the 
instantaneous pla..te potential is at or near a minimum 
and_ so travel less rapidly in the grid plate spa-~e. 
Finally, those electrons that .Leave the, cathode late in 
the current pulse become trapped in the control-grid- . 
cathode space, and are returned toward the cathode. 
Before they reach . the cathode, they will be slowed down 
and almost brought to a standstill as they approach-the 
control grid., and therefore W11J. take a long time to 
reach the cathode. The ·result of this effect is to 
ca.use the pulse of' the pla. te current to be larger than 
that at low frequency. · This wil~ cause a drop in the 























~, PIQ.t'e Cuvvent - t\l'iocle ca.se 
Fig . 48. Transit time effects in a Class .C 
amplifi e r. 
· rn2 
Trans1 t time effects ·also pro·duces in the grid 
C't¥CU'l t an effect. known as eJ.ec-tron loading. - At very -· 
high frequencies the time that an electron ta.lees in 
trave1ing· from cathode to plate is not negligible .in 
comparison with the tl_~e represented by a cycle of a_n 
extremely high :frequency wave. This causes power to be 
absorbed by the grid even when 'the grid is biased 
suft1:dientJ.y negatively. ·Thi<• , is a result of the intel'-
challge _ of energy between the/ .signal voltage aeti_n.g on · 
the · grid and the ~lectrone travel.Ling towar~s the y1.a -ce. 
This .·phenomenon can be exp.lained better by cons1~er1ng 
a triode with a negative grid upon Which is superim-
posed a sma!~ alternating voltage. !he nt111ber of 
el.ectrons fl.owing to the p!a te will increase during the 
portion of the cycle when the ·instantaneous grid 
p~tentia-1: is .1es.s negative, how•·•er, the eleetron 
. . 
dens1 ty ie ~op·ortional.ly greater on the cathode side . 
ot the grid than on the plate side s1tlde th& t1m. ~ 
travel time delays . ·the_· rea:id.ag o.! the ,~eetrons to the 
plate. The excess ot ·apProaclung over w1 th.drawing 
~lectrons induces a curr,ent _in the grid circuit and 
thereby the grid draws current. This current will flow 
toward the gric.. Now, when the instantaneous grid 
voltage is decreasing, there ·are fewer electrons 
approaching the grid from the cathode than receeding 
·fran the· grid on the plate side. · TfJiELprevents the 
electrons fr om , rea·ehing the plate instantly. . The . net 
result of this ex=eess of ~ecee~ng electrons is to induce 
a· ct1rrent that fl.owe o_ut of the grid. The magnitude 
of this current flowing. ill and out o:f 'lh• ·grid is 
.·> 
dependent upon the number of electr..ons 1nvolvea., · tn:e · 
signal voltage applied to th~ grid, the transit time·., and 
the fr·equency. Thus, this e~gy whieh 1·&[ absorbed. by 
the grid is transferred d1P6le~lY to the:= e.leetron ·stream 
1n the tube. Part . of this en1ergy is used by the eJ.ectrona 
· in producing back heating of the cathode, -while the 
remaining ene.rgy ef:f'ec=ts the ve1oe.1ty of the elect:ron·s · 
as they arrive -at the plate. 
;<·The _n·ext most important co.nsideration at hi.gh · 
.. , 
frequency operation is that of le,.t• 1-n~uctance ·aa4, .. 
.. 1n.1:erelec~%'ode •paC11t11nce. A~ i~f hi.gb. .. f'reque~:ies, 
. ~. . ~ : 
and the leads ~~ ·.u.· •t·e.ikt·i-odes>. to the ·-~Xtern·al 
. . . . . ·' : . .· . ~ . . 
temina1s. From ft"·e:;.- 4$ i it _t;art :: be ··,een-·· that an 
' .::.:··. -
eleetrode voltage su~·~;, <i~., • · a.i':r:re ·@ph~iably · 
from the applied VOl~~,,,~ 1~· the trequency is so h1gl1 
. that ( ~'-s /-.!-- ) j_s:,:~ot. ·Jle·g11··g1bl~.. Lead inductance 
. ' w '··~· . . - ' . ' 
' ... ., 
may also pr-o.v1de _ feedback bettfeen tl;le inp•t . and output 
lead inductance (h )-. . This 1.Mue:~noe L.._· . · carries the 
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l'ig .49. The equivalent input circuit of a tub~ taking 
in account the inductance of the element leads 
and the interelectrode capacitance. 
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amplified pl.ate cur·rent in the tube, a.nd therefore a 
voltage is developed across it. Thia voltage acts 
be tween the cathode and the control grid and makes the 
voltage actually applied across ·· the gri.d ca tho.de capa-
c1 tance differ from the applied signal voltage by the 
amount _ of voltage drop in -the cathode inductance.· This 
Will produce a current flow through the grid cathode 
capaci tahce tha.t will be in phase _ with the applied 
voltage. This will cause a rea~stive component t _o be 
added to the input 11rpedance. It should be mentioned 
that this· cur'rent flow through Cgk also causes electron 
loading. · Thus 1 t can be seen that lea.a_ indue·tances, 
interelectrode ca.paci ta.nee and lead losses also put a 
limit on high treque-ncy operation • . 
Cooling of tubes is also on.e of the main design 
problems for tubes with large ·plate dissipation and high 
outpu-ts. Improper co-oling may dal,Jlage the tube or ca.use 
frequency drift. But the question or what type of 
cooling to use is mainly one ot. design and :r-equ1rement. 
The most common tYPes of eo.bl1ng a:re water and _ torced 
air for large tubes with external anodes. The decision 
whether to use one or othe~ type of cooling is dependent 
more on the general design ~f transmitter, re1at1ve cost 
ot 1nsta1lat1on and conditions ot operation. It· should 
be mentioned that both tYl)es 09oling are· extena-ivelY 
1S6 
used. · References on tube cooling· are given .1n the 
bi bl.1 ography. 
Some of the main requirements tor· high frequency · 
. 1 
design . are summarized in the fol1owing section~ 
(a). ,. Electrode Length. ·For the ca·thode - to emit uniformly 
· 1 t is necessary to make the cathode of a certain particu-
lar length at the opera't1ng frequency. It must not· be 
more than 1/16. ot :8. wave length. At 100. me the cathode 
must be less than 18 cm lOflg, a;t 1000 me 1 t must b~ less 
than 1, tl CJR long • 
. ~ .· . 
(b) Lead Indu·ctances and Interelectro·de Capacitance·s. 
Lead inductances and .1ntere1ectrode ca.paci tances should.. 
be a traction of the tank inductance and capacitance 
so that they may not effect the tank frequepcy which 
is given by: 
c .. T .... 
C is primarily 4et.erm1.ned by power. requirements, cathode 
emission, and trana1 t time. In tubes above 100 me 
operation, leads must be ot the Jilhg or disc tYP•· 
. . . . . 
It should be ment!on·ed het-e that resonant-J.lne· tank 
c1rcu1 ts are often used -& ,'t h.1#1, frequencies-~ · These 
c1rcu1 ts he.v~ higher et~1e1eae7 and higher shunt 
impedance than tank circu1:ta usi.ag ~ed constant, 
1. Dooli ttJ.e, Dr. H. D., 1Ca1bod-e Ji·res·s•, Macbiett 
Laboratories, Inc., vol 6, No. 1, Summer Ieaue~- 1949. 
and moreover·, the lead_ induetance and 1ntere1ectrode 
oapaci tances introduce less limitation \'lhen act~ng as . 
ex·iensions of a transmission··li~'f, than when associated 
With lUJll.P cireui ts. 
( e) Lim1 ta tions due to transit time. · The transit time, 
1. e. 1 the time taken by the electron to move a distance 
d, between para.LLel pla.te electrode S With 8. a.ifference 
of potential V is g1 ven _by 
} =: 0, OS° v'tt ...,\no Sli.<.o·-n,h 
Therefore, T can be reduced by either decreasing d or 
increase· the .voltage V, or both. A compromise has to 
be made· between . the two to~ a satiataetory re~uit.-
(d) -~ Lim1 tations due to cathode em;ssion density. The 
' 
_great_~st single problem· in obtaining high :frequency 
. . .. 
power 1a cathode emission density, 1. e., the number ot 
a 
amp,,res per cm ot cathode. Any attempt to increase 
the ernisston f:rom commerciaJ..ly :reasible emitters is 
always a compromise on tube life.. The latter cannot be 
cut too short·~ ·ror econo111e reasons. The other a1 terna ti ve 
. · _ ,: :" . . . 
18 to :incr:ease the B.?\•a ·· ·ot the emitter but this Will 
result in higher 1nte:ri'ele9:~i-0de caps.el ~~ce. Hence, · 
onee more a compr0:1111se has ~, P be made. 
. -""'-~;-:-. ~ 
,These high treq~eneJ p:robl.•s are bein.g solved 
'/ -? 
by the advancement in new tecb.lu-ques of manufacturing 
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and. · designing., by n.e• produc~s and new· methods. · One-
. of the nost recent. developments is the use of annular -
1 
circuits a.t. high power 1 ultra high frequency. The 
annular transmission · line · is used in place of coaxial 
lines •. ~
i. Preist, D. H., Annu1ar Circuits for high power, 
multiple-tube, ra.d.io trequcW\q generators at very high 
frequency and ultra high "!requ-ency, Proc. I.R.~. Vol 38 1 
May 1950, p. 515. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From · the severa..L ane .. lyses of the so1u tions of Class 
C povrnr amplifier problems, . the fol.lowing conclusloris can 
be drawn. 
The use of· the exact ·graphical method will give very 
accurat.e predictions of the operation of Class C 
ampl.1-fiers. This analys1~ ~equ1res that the 1nstantane_ous 
pla·te and grid currents be plotted. From these curve·s 
the deslred components of currents ean be obtained to 
·calculate the 1·npu·t power, output power, plate dissi-
pation., and the .grid driving power. .This method, while 
it poa.aessea. the advantage ot giving very acourate _res·ults., 
does ha•e the disadvantage of being V'ery labo?'ious.. tn 
pn.et1ce, very accurate results are ~ot ne-cessary. There-
f<ire., tfus· me-t..liod is not f'requent.ly etnpl:oyed. The semi- · 
exact method of W. L. ETer1tt. does give accurate resul.te, 
however, it is good only for the p1ate circuits of Class 
C amplifiers, and hence cannot be employed since we need 
the prediction ot 'plate as well as grid c1rou1 t operations. 
Ali ot the approximate analyses that were discussed 
'in this thesis w1,ll Y1e1d sufficient accuracy for ordinary 
design purposes. 
!he first analysis that was discussed was that ot 
F. E. ·Terman. This e_nalys1s is based upon the space 
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curr,ent :flow. ;iie m.a1n advantage o~ tr-1s method -o·r solution 
is that it takes into oonaide~a.tion ·the effects of the 
gTid current. The values of the exponent J:.. for the ~late 
and grid circuits is calcttlated from ·the ch.aracteristic . 
curves o:f the particular tube and is not assumed to be 
equal· to un:1t.1 ·.as in other approximate methods. However. 
the greateat disad,antage is that the peak spa~ current 
has to be appr~a t .ed. Since the space . ~ent is one 
· ot the t.1r·st q~n.t1ties which must be known, the end 
resul't·s depend upc:,n. 1 t. Therefore, this method could 'be 
use·d efteetl.v.-.l.Y on1y when the s?>a.ce current is known o.r 
when 1 t can be estimated with reasonable aocur~c1. In· 
sue,h a ea~e, ~ -s method of solut1oa will y1·eid 1:1,earJ.:y 
. . ., ,, 
~~l1s1·a. 
'?he· .. analy1tie o·t W. G. W~gener that was ,d1SQU-8Sed has 
similar advantages and d.1·sadvantagee.. .In order ·to use 
this method_, either · the d.1:rec~ plate curre·nt or the p~ak 
plate current has to be known. For practically all tubes· 
one of th&,ae 1~ alw•ys g1 v.en. __ by the manufacturers • .. Usually 
' the direct plate ~rrent 1s .g1ven. lfheretore, the sol.u~ton 
is not started'·w1th an indefinite quantity as the _peak 
space current,. · In this analysis the ratio ,:,t pJJi"te currents_, 
. 191 . 
Consequently, - this anafysls will give less accurate results. 
The value of .exponent.oC is assumed to be one for the plate 
c1rcu1 t and two for·· the grid circuit. This is another 
reason for this method to.- be les·s accurate. However, this · 
method ·will.yield reasonable accurate results for all 
prac ti.cal purpo s.e s. · 
The a.nalysi s ,using the radio freq\l,ency chart 1 s the 
least usable of a11 the analyses. The mairi reason is 
ths.t it has no provision for accurate grid circuit-
calcula tions. Th~ grid current has to be estimated as a 
percentaee of the peak plate cur.rent. This certainly_ 
Wll.L 'be a detrimental f'actor as far as the grid. circu1 t 
relations are concerned. Moreover, tri..1s method ·also 
assumes J:. to be . equal to unity. 
The approXimate analysis of Eitel McCullough Co., 
c!iscu~sed in th.is thesis will also Yield reasonable 
acoura te results. In this methoct, the plate efficiency 
has to be a·saumed.- Also, the peak plate current is 
approximated. This approXimation ~.epends upon the plate 
efficiency. 
The choice of analysis to be used for Class C power 
amplifier design depends upon the desire accuracy and the 
known pare.meters. In the opinion of· the author of this 
thesis~ the methods of solution derived by Terman or by 
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Wagener would be best suited for the majority of practical 
design problems in Class C power amplifiers. 
The main advantages artd d.i _sadvantages of plate a.nd 
grid modulation are · s.s follows: 
Plate Uo"dula t19,n 
.f.dvantag~s: High plate ef'f1e1ency 
High power outputs in proportion to the 
maximum eapac111t1es of the modulated 
.tube 
Zase of adJustme~t 
Low distortion 
Disadvanta~es: R_elatively large amounts of low 
trequeney power is required, ·1ead.1ng 
to heavy bulky equipment 
Grid Modulation 
Ad~antages: Relatively small amount of low frequency 
power ls required, lea.ding to light and 
compact equipment 
Disadvantages: Relatively low P:late circuit efficiency 
Lov; power output in proportion _ to the 
·maximum capabilities of the modulated 
tube 
Relatively difficult circuit adjust-
ments 
High -distortion (distortion in a grid 
modulated Class C amplifier can be · 
decreased by using negative feedback) 
The choice between these two methods of modulB.t1on is 
largely one of convenience, and both of these are. being 
used by commercial 'broadcasting stations. 
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SDCBOLS 
Ebb = D. o. plate supply voltage 
•b · • The instantaneous value of the plate voltage 
Epmo-,.; == The maximUII1 voltage across the plate tank 
ebmin :::- The minimum instantaneous pl.ate voltage· 
· E -- · ·=- l;). c·. grid bias voltage 
. co 
e g a The 1ns.tantaneous value of ·the exc1 ting grid voltage 
e 0 • The instantaneous va_lue of the total gr~d Yoltage 
z-
glllll~ 
= The maximum instantaneous grid exciting voltage 





• D. o. screen grid voltage 
a: -1fhe instantaneous plate eurrent 
• '!'he direct plate current 
Ip..._. _ • The maximum instantaneous plate current 
1 0 • The instantaneous grid . current 
I 0 =The direct grid current 
Ism- = The maximum instantaneous grid current 
P1n • Plate input power 
Pout • Output power delivered to . the plate tank 
Pd == Power diss1pa ted 1n the plate c1rcu1 t 
P g(in) • Grid driving power 
Pg ~ Power delivered to the grid structure 
= Power lost 1n the grid biasing device 
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Bi, = Resistance .. of · the tuned tank circuit 
1"p . =~ Dynamic plate resistance 
JJ- . = Amplif'1cat1on constant of the. tube 
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